Once upon a time an outboard was a putt-putt on the back of a rowboat. 1970! Wham! Enter the Chrysler Fastbacks.
Now, as powerful as the ocean-splitting Chrysler 120 or as mini as the Chrysler Swinger 3.6 hp... with 41 more models in between. All hp.'s OBC certified. Add sports-car-type "racing stripes"... in fire orange or racing blue.

Now, hang one of these on your kind of 70 Chrysler Boat. An armada of choice, from fishers to cruisers, 8 to 24 footers, all shaped to "live" in water.

Chrysler Makes It Happen, Captain! Call for the name of your Chrysler Crew Dealer at 800-243-6000, free.
(In Connecticut, 800-942-0655.)
He's where it all happens.
Tireless.

This Atlas fiberglass belted tire keeps on rolling along. It rolls up more mileage than you thought possible.

If you want to keep on rolling get the new Atlas Pycron 2 plus 2*. This new kind of tire was subjected to one of the industry's toughest testing programs. Results proved it will deliver really outstanding mileage.

New construction puts Atlas ahead. Two fiberglass belts are bonded onto a tough Vicron polyester cord body. And for traction, the unique wide tread design literally puts hundreds of gripping edges on the road at all times. These features add up to less tread squirm, extra mileage.

Buy a set of Atlas Pycron 2 plus 2 tires today. You'll never get tired of the money you save with every extra mile.

And remember, Atlas tires, batteries and accessories are sold at over 50,000 leading service stations.

ATLAS PLYCRON 2 PLUS 2


© 1970 Atlas Tire Company
AN ACTION ADVENTURE

WILD RIVER RUN

When you guide a raft full of greenhorns through the Colorado River Rapids, you've got to have equipment as rugged as the wild river run.

That's why professional guide Tony Sparks uses reliable AC Marine Spark Plugs in his outboards. Tony knows AC's hot tip resists fouling. So when he needs power to battle the rapids, he gets it.

You may never ride the Colorado River Rapids... but the same hot tip that's built into AC Marine Spark Plugs is built into the AC Fire-Ring Spark Plugs that go into your car. They fire hotter, burn cleaner. Next tune-up, insist on reliable AC Fire-Ring Spark Plugs. They're original equipment on all GM Cars. AC keeps your car in action.

AC SPARK PLUG DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

AC BUILDS MORE PARTS FOR MORE CARS THAN ANYONE ELSE IN THE WORLD. AC FIRE-RING SPARK PLUGS • AC OIL FILTERS • AC AIR FILTERS • AC GASOLINE FILTERS • AC PCV VALVES • AC RADIATOR CAPS • AC GAS CAPS • AC CRANKCASE BREATHER CAPS • AC FUEL PUMPS
Dodge introduces two great new ways to work and play!

Tradesman van...for the man on the job.

Sportsman camper:*...for the man on the go.

Both with 31 significant advantages the better idea people can't match. See your nearby Dodge Dealer. He'll be happy to point them all out to you. Or send us the coupon for more information.

*Conversion shown is the Family Wagon Royale by Travco.

TO: Dodge Division, P.O. Box 2088, Detroit, Michigan 48231.
Please send me more information on: (Check one)
Dodge Tradesman vans___ Dodge Sportsman wagons___

Name
Address
City_________________ State_________ Zip Code______
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This Jet-Powered All-Terrain Vehicle Really Moves in Water

NEXT MONTH IN POPULAR MECHANICS
Jet That Goes Straight Up. Britain's amazing Harrier will join the U.S. Marines.
'71 Cars: Something New at Last? Sneak preview of Detroit's upcoming offerings.
PM Owners Reports. Buyers rate their Olds Toronados and Dodge Chargers.
What's new Pussycat?

We hereby declare 1970 The Year of the Pussycat. Our national prize-winning drink has become a great success. No wonder. This sunny, orange-sweet sour makes you want to purr. And mixes up quick as a cat. Just combine a packet of "Instant Pussycat Mix," water and Early Times. Ask for Instant Pussycat Mix at your favorite food or liquor store.

To get a set of 4-101½ oz. Pussycat glasses and 4 packets of Instant Pussycat Mix*, send $2.95 to:
EARLY TIMES PUSSYCAT GLASSES,
P.O. BOX 378, MAPLE PLAIN, MINN. 55395

*Offer valid only when legal—for a limited time only
If your wife says she doesn’t go for the great autumn day aroma of Field & Stream...

If your wife says she doesn’t go for the great autumn day aroma of Field & Stream...

send her home to Mother.

A quality product of Philip Morris U.S.A.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Uncannily timely

I can hesitate no longer to express my appreciation for your publication. In the two years that we have been receiving the magazine, hardly a month has passed that we have not found some item of immediate interest in the current issue.

A year ago we had a fire in our home. The very next issue of PM had an article on fire-detection systems that prompted the purchase of the system we have since installed. This past summer an article on paths and walkways helped with the construction of a brick patio and walks in our back yard. This winter, following the frustrations of many hard starts on cold Minnesota mornings, your article on automatic chokes was a lifesaver.

These are only a few examples. Timeliness of the articles has been uncanny.

New Hope, Minn. Thomas F. Carroll

Thimbleful of power

I enjoyed the News Brief about the fellow who puts sailboats in light bulbs (Mini-Mini-Boats, page 112, Feb. PM). However, I am more interested in things that move. Enclosed is a snapshot of one of a number of model steam engines I build in my spare moments. This one will fit in a thimble and is actually a high-speed engine.

New York Andrew Sprague

End that muskrat ramble

There’s a serious flaw in the plans for Pontoon Fun Raft (page 138, March PM). Apparently raw, or possibly painted, Styrofoam in the floats is exposed to the water. Styrofoam should be covered by hard-

(Please turn to page 8)
Now you can train at home for an executive career in the booming restaurant industry

More than 50,000 managers and supervisors are needed each year!

Here's your big chance to step up to man-sized earnings, executive status and a career with a future in one of the nation's largest industries.

America's exciting Restaurant/Club and Food Service industry has grown so big and fast it needs 50,000 more managers to help "run the show." At salaries of $10,000, $12,000, $15,000 a year. And even more.

Food and beverage managers are professionals who enjoy prestigious careers that others envy. In restaurants and smart country clubs. In hotels and resorts. In big college and company cafeterias. At airports and on cruise ships. And in all the other places where millions eat away from home. Now you can take the step that will get you into this lucrative field with both feet!

Now—authorized "at-home" training for you

Because there just aren't enough trained people around to fill all the new executive openings each year, the Restaurant/Club industry opens its doors wide to newcomers willing to train. The Educational Institute of the American Hotel & Motel Association is now offering its executive training courses to you through LaSalle, a leader in correspondence study. You learn in your spare time at home without a day lost from your present job.

These are the same courses endorsed by top officials of such famous chains as Howard Johnson's, Hilton, Sheraton, Marriott, Ramada and many others.

When you have the LaSalle diploma and the AH&MA's Certificate in Food & Beverage Management—the Institute's placement assistance will be available to you.

Who may qualify for this training? Anyone who enjoys interesting work with above average pay and many fringe benefits, a life in congenial, often glamorous surroundings, the opportunity to meet people.

Get all the facts, without obligation. Mail the coupon today for free illustrated booklet "Rewarding Careers in Restaurant/Club & Food Management." LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Send for FREE career booklet

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
417 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 53-005, Chicago, Illinois 60605
Please send me your free illustrated booklet "Rewarding Careers in Restaurant/Club & Food Management." No obligation, of course.

Print Name
Age
Apt.
Address
City & State
No.
Zip.

Supervisory positions are open in top restaurants, clubs, lounges, resorts, travel lines, company and college cafeterias.
Go ahead, have a picnic.

Have a ball with your outdoor furniture. Perk it up. Paint it up new. With Krylon® Spray Paints. They're fun to use. Fast to dry. And come in 49 colors. Mustard anyone?

You'll find Mystik® Tape, Krylon® Spray Paints, and Elmer's® Adhesives at Borden's “Love Thy Neighborhood” displays at your local store.

LETTERS

(Continued from page 6)

board (or even wire netting) because muskrats love to burrow in this stuff and will ruin a good float in short order. These animals live all over America.

Nopeming, Minn. B. J. Terrell, MD

Rocks, shoals—and now muskrats! That's a hazard they didn't tell us about in Power Squadron.

Not so new

Congratulations to the party who made the Flip-Over Ladder-Chair (page 175, Feb. PM). I have one that was manufactured in the early 1900s. It has dowels in the chair back and a wire locking device.

Sioux Falls, S.D. J. E. Marrion

We published it because we figured a lot of those old chairs would be wearing out about now.

Doesn't prove a thing

Easy-to-Fix Cars (page 83, Feb. PM) doesn't prove anything.

I am owner of a Ford, and those easy-to-fix parts don't help because the biggest problems occur in the engine and the transmission. If the manufacturers would worry more about quality and craftsmanship in the mechanical parts, they might be able to sell somewhat better.

Palo Alto, Calif. Pat Kenneally

Liters or not, he likes us

Why do you quote and write in liters, meters and cc? Have you gone high hat? Put on the dog?

This is the U.S.A. I'm not buying a foreign subscription.

Young and old of several families read (or try to read) my magazine. You should realize this!

Even so, in spite of it, well, hell, I like PM.

Brooksville, Fla. C. B. Barnhill

Shucks, we're just plain folks. Thanks a bushel (35.238 liters) fer writin'.

Uptight in Colorado

I've just finished reading To the Summit by ATV (page 102, March PM). First off, he should not have done it. People doing

(Please turn to page 10)
Save up to $200 or more on auto air conditioning!

Quick 'n easy to install, Comfy-Kit air conditioners give you cooling power that's unsurpassed — yet cost less than half the price of many units. This means you can earn up to $50 an hour for installation time.

Comfy-Kit is available in three superbly engineered units: Supreme, Super Air and Standard. All give you famous Comfy-Kit durability and performance — plus trim good looks that rival any unit on the market.

Let someone else pay the high prices for auto air conditioning. You'll have a better unit — save lots of money to boot. Comfy-Kit comes complete — including the loan of tools if you need them.

So, mail in your coupon right away. Enjoy windows-up comfort all year.

COMFY-KIT® P. O. Box 8585, Dept. PM-5 • Dallas, Texas 75216

☐ Enclosed is $133* for Standard Unit.
☐ Enclosed is $148* for Super Unit.
☐ Enclosed is $165* for Supreme Unit.
☐ Enclosed is $30 deposit on a Super Standard ☐ Supreme Unit. I will pay the balance, plus C.O.D. charges when delivered.
☐ Enclosed is $8.00 deposit for a set of four tools, which will be returned to me when I return the tools.
☐ I would like to see the instruction book before I order. I enclose $1.00 for the instruction book only. I understand this will apply on any future Comfy-Kit order.

Name: ................................................
Address: ...........................................
City: ........................ State .......... Zip:
My car is a... (year)............ (model)
Engine displacement:........ Horsepower:....
Power Steering:........ yes...... no
Floor shift:........ Steer wheel shift:
Smog pump:........ yes...... no
*plus state tax where applicable
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End squeaks in children's swings and play equipment.

When your children's backyard play equipment, swings and seesaws squeak, save your nerves—with 3-IN-ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL SPRAY in the aerosol can. It sprays deep into rust spots to end annoying squeaks. Lubricates and cleans, to prevent rust and tarnish. Get 3-IN-ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL in the aerosol can or squeeze can. In hardware stores and supermarkets.

3-IN-ONE®

HOUSEHOLD OIL

Lock loose casters into chair legs for keeps

When casters come loose, fill the leg hole like professional repairmen do—with GENUINE PLASTIC WOOD. Handles like putty—hardens like wood. Insert caster while PLASTIC WOOD is wet. It holds tight to both metal and wood. Get GENUINE PLASTIC WOOD Cellulose Fiber Filler in tube or can. In hardware stores or supermarkets.

LETTERS
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dumb things like that will just get all off-road vehicles banned. Wheels start erosion, tearing up tundra that takes 100 years to grow. There are other places that are just as challenging to drive without destroying the ecology. Second, you should not have printed the article because everybody will go do it just to prove he can. A lot of people in Colorado are already upright over this situation and you didn’t help a bit.

DENVER

Fred Henke

Best project yet

When Mr. Clyde Lammey's plans for a hall clock came out (PM's Handsome Hall Clock, page 124. Oct. '69 PM), I knew at once that this was the one I had been waiting for.

I used black walnut, some of which had lain in my workshop for several years, but had to buy the longer pieces for the waist portion of the cabinet. My total outlay for materials was just under $50.

I completed the clock just in time to present it to my wife for Christmas.

The enclosed photo does not do justice to the clock, but it does prove to me how well the plans were presented by Mr. Lammey.

I read PM regularly and make many projects but this is the best yet.

KINGSPORT, TENN.

Cecil H. Davis

Any readers who want to build the clock but missed the two-part (Oct.-Nov.) article can get Xerox copies of the pages for $1.40. (In fact, any past articles can be obtained the same way. Figure 20 cents per page plus 15 cents for mailing.) PM also has a revised catalog of plans, publications and projects available for 25 cents for postage and handling.

Order any of them from Popular Mechanics Service Bureau, Dept. JL, 224 West 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019.

Instant inflation

The Shelv-A-Grill indoor barbecue grills (Exciting New Products, page 180, March PM) were tagged with amazingly low—and, unfortunately, erroneous—prices. A spokesman for Jenn-Air Corp., the maker, reports that the single and twin units sell for $360.75 and $419, respectively.

KINGSenity, N.Y.
Vista® gives your car a shine like sterling.

Get real deep-down, hard-wax kind of shine—a dazzling shine like sterling with Simoniz® Vista. Vista is a special paste-wax blend of jeweler’s polish and high gloss silicones. You clean and wax in one easy step...for a dazzling shine that lasts.

Get Simoniz Vista. Paste, Liquid, or new Soft and Easy formula. Give your car a shine like sterling.

SIMONIZ is a registered Trade Mark of Texize Chemicals, Inc.

NEW! Soft and Easy Vista with handy applicator.
A better job, top pay and steady work are easily within your reach. Learn to repair and install air conditioning systems, refrigerators and freezers. Air conditioning is one of America's fastest-growing industries. Millions of autos and homes are being air-conditioned. The need for trained men is immediate and great.

Make Home Your Training Center—Learn by practicing. CTI sends 25 kits of tools and parts to build a complete refrigeration system—which you later convert into a refrigerator or freezer. The course is easy!

Earn Money As You Train—Since the CTI course includes training with real equipment, many students earn money repairing units soon after enrolling. On completing training they go into top pay jobs. Many get started in their own business.

Mail Coupon Today for FREE book. No obligation. Prove to yourself that the air conditioning, refrigeration and heating field is best for you—the easiest training to master and loaded with top pay opportunities.

Commercial Trades Institute, Chicago, Ill. 60626

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE
1400 Greenleaf Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60626 Dept. PM570

Send book, Be a Success in Air Conditioning, Refrigeration & Heating. No obligation.

Name_______ Age_______
Address_______ Zip_______
City_______ County_______ State_______
□ Check for facts on GI Bill
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
The Ronson Varafame Butane Torch.
For people who take their fun seriously.

Torch with 150 gr. Multi-Fill Injector and Idea book Only

$6.95

- Lightweight, compact, safe, easy to handle.
- Adjusts from pinpoint to blowtorch flame.
- Burns for hours on economical butane gas.
- Multi-Fill fuel injectors available everywhere.
- Cleans itself, never clogs.

Meet the hottest, handiest, sturdiest little torch that's ever crossed your palm. It's a fixer of pipes and tubing, a drain-patching, pain removing, putty-softening, jewelry-making, ice-melting, toy-mending, tool-repairing, go-everywhere, do-anything whiz of a tool.

A SNAP TO FUEL: Place Ronson Varafame® Torch in position over Ronson butane Multi-Fill® fuel injector and SNAP... you're set for hours of hobby-making fun, or serious professional work.

DIAL YOUR FLAME: Turn calibrated dial to precisely adjust from pinpoint to blowtorch flame to meet exacting demands of the most critical job.

STANDS ITSELF: Place torch on flat working surface. Tripod formed by torch head and Multi-Fill provides firm three-point stand, leaving both hands free for holding, bending and turning operations.

VERSATILE: 7- and 10-piece Ronson Varafame® Torch Kits include three flame head attachments: Soldering Tip, Blowtorch Tip and Flame Spreader.

Ronson Varnaflame® Butane Torch Kit in plastic carrying case. 3 head attachments, 250 gr. Multi-Fill and Idea book, $13.95

Ronson Corp., Woodbridge, N. J., U. S. A. Available in Canada. All prices suggested retail.
**Was Apollo Too Successful?**

Nine months after the whole world watched Neil Armstrong climb down that ladder on the moon some Americans are "bored" with space, and we're breaking up the scientific team and mothballing the engineering complexes that produced what President Nixon called "the greatest event since Creation." What was the name of that movie last year? *Goodbye, Columbus?*

The President put his name on the plaque Armstrong and Aldrin left on the moon and he telephoned them while they were there, but he cut America's space budget to the smallest total since John Glenn orbited the Earth. The Vice-President says on to Mars by 1985, but we won't make it by "stretching out" our effort. Perhaps NASA was *too* successful with Apollo. It violated the "Catt Concept," enunciated by Britisher Ivor Catt. According to Catt, the most secure project is the unsuccessful one, because it lasts the longest. Since most layoffs follow completion of a project, only a fool or a brave man completes one unless he is already entangled in its successor.

Seven thousand people, we read the other day, rode snowmobiles into Yellowstone Park last winter. It was only three years ago we sent Dan Fales on the *first* snowmobile safari through the park. If you’ve been wondering what has happened to Dan, we suggest you plunk down a dollar for a copy of our new sister publication (*Sports Afield's* offspring, to be precise), *Rod & Gun*. It's the handsomest, slickest, most exciting outdoor magazine we've ever seen. Because of the great job he did as Boating and Outdoors Editor of *PM*, Dan was "drafted" to be Executive Editor of *R&G*.

Dan's successor on *PM*, as you've no doubt discovered, is George Reiger, a 30-year-old, 6-foot 3-inch fishing nut, naval officer and Princeton graduate who joined us last summer after two tours of duty in Vietnam, two years of teaching Vietnamese and small-boat handling at the Naval Academy and six months as language officer at the Paris Peace Talks. A bachelor when we hired him, George disappeared one Friday in January. When he showed up on Monday, he had a bride, secretary to Alabama Congressman, Jack Edwards. On a delayed honeymoon in March, George and Barbara explored the new Arkansas River waterway in a houseboat. You'll read about it in a couple of months.

**Robert O. Conley**

Editor
If you can solve this "problem" you could become a computer programmer!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE LOGIC SERIES TEST

(1) The problem shows a series of 4 figures and a blank answer box.
(2) Note VERY CAREFULLY exactly HOW the figure changes from box to box.
(3) In the blank answer box, draw the figure which you logically believe would be next in the series.

Do you enjoy unscrambling problems? Like the one illustrated above? Then it's likely you have a logical mind—which is really what it takes to become a successful computer programmer.

Programmers are in Demand—Even though 300,000 men and women work as computer programmers, thousands more are still needed. Now, through a remarkable home-study course, you could qualify for a high paying job as a Computer Programmer.

No Math Required—You'll use IBM's official course material. Learn by methods which actually enable you to progress at your own pace. You don't need math. You don't have to know how to operate a computer (that's another field). All you really need is a logical mind.

Without interfering with your present job, you can prepare yourself for a fascinating, rewarding future.

Academy Guarantee! Computer Programming Academy™ guarantees that if after successful completion of your home study course, you have been unable to secure employment in this field and have furnished documented proof of a sincere effort to do so, Computer Programming Academy will at its option either refund to you the full tuition paid or permit you to repeat the course at no additional cost.

Free Brochure: An Exciting Age—Mail coupon for a FREE Copy of "An Exciting Age." Plus full details on your course of study and an aptitude exam. There's no obligation.

Learn at Home to Fix APPLIANCES
Plus Air Cond. & Refrigeration
MAKE
$5 TO $7
AN HOUR

It's a fact—there are a billion appliances in U.S. homes. You can profit from this growing, demanding field. Learn at home quickly to fix small and large appliances, air conditioners, refrigeration units, farm and commercial appliances, power tools, small gasoline engines. Earn extra money in spare time, have a full-time business or get a good job. Low-cost training includes professional Appliance Tester. Mail coupon for FREE CATALOG. No obligation. No salesman will call. NRI APPLIANCES TRAINING, Washington, D.C. 20016.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 600-050
Appliance Division
Washington, D.C. 20016

Check for facts on GI Bill

Name________________________Age____________________
Address______________________
City________________________State________Zip________

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING ACADEMY, Box 4 PM 5
640 Palisades Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

Please mail to me the free illustrated booklet "An Exciting Age."
The glass fixer

DAP '33' Elastic Glazing Compound. Easy to use and the best way to replace broken window glass. Stays flexible for airtight, watertight seals. Outlasts ordinary putty by years.

DAP Inc., Dayton, Ohio 45401/Subsidiary of Allied, Inc.
Also available in Canada

GO GUM carburetor cleaner keeps engines regular. GO GUM—removes gum, varnish and sludge in carburetor and fuel system. Regular use of GO GUM prevents sluggish performance, rough idling, stalling and fuel waste. Works while you drive.

The laxative for your car.

Another dependable from DeMert
DeMert & Dougherty, Inc./5000 West 41st Street/Chicago, Illinois 60650

HIT KIT
FOR THE
DO-IT-YOURSELF
DAD

All those little jobs that need doing around the house or summer place? Those loose shingles and screening? That chair that needs rewebbing? The shelf that should be re-lined? The shade that ripped away from its roller? Dad can fix 'em all—in no time at all—with our T-5 Stapler Gun Tacker. (Our T-5 can even drive heavy duty staples through hardwood or metal.)

T-5 Kit includes Stapler Gun Tacker, 3000 assorted staples—all in handy case that Dad can carry around the house, the yard, the summer place. Sold at hardware and building supply counters everywhere. Bostitch, Briggs Drive, East Greenwich, R.I. 02818.
A POWER PACKED PERFORMER

- with Non-Breakable Fiber-Glass handle guaranteed not to break, bend or collapse in normal use.
- and Permabond—keeps handle tight for added safety and service.

FA57
NAIL HAMMER
$7.29

MR. SAFETY SEZ:
Nail and ripping hammers are made to drive or withdraw common nails. Any other use may be hazardous.
SO... Be a safe driver. Hit common nails and nothing else.

PLUMB
FAYETTE R. PLUMB, INC. • PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19137

PUBLICATIONS WORTH WRITING FOR
BY CATHERINE BILSKI

FROM PM'S LIBRARY come two exciting and educational wall charts. These full-color reproductions of U.S. Warplanes in Vietnam and U.S. Helicopters in Vietnam are printed on heavyweight stock, measure 19x25 inches and are suitable for framing. You can get both of the charts for only $1. Send your remittance to Popular Mechanics, Dept. VB, 224 West 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019.

PLANNING YOUR VACATION? Well here's a book that will help you select the tour which will best suit your budget and holiday duration. Called The World Travel and Vacation Almanac, it lists 2744 separate travel tours with brief description of each, a 100-page guide to countries and cities and lots more. $2.50 from Enterprise Press, 230 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

IF YOU HAVE BOUGHT a radial-arm saw and want to know how to get the most out of it, Black and Decker's new radial-saw manual leaves nothing out. Written by Howard Silken, an expert in the use of the radial saw, the book deals specifically with the DeWalt R-1450, but the many tricks and jigs given can be applied to any make saw. Send $3.95 to Home Industry Tool Distributors, Inc., 2 Merle Ave., Oceanside, N.Y. 11572.
A new supersmall electromagnetic device for taking precise measurements of heart performance and blood flow has been developed by Dr. Alexander Kolin, professor of biophysics at the UCLA School of Medicine. The wire-like detector is inserted into an artery by means of a hypodermic passed through the skin. A magnetic field generated outside the patient creates a voltage in the blood streaming through the artery. Made up of two tiny electrodes spaced about an inch apart inside a thin tube, the meter senses the voltage and thus measures flow rate. The device, says Dr. Kolin, can be as small in diameter as 20/1000ths of an inch, only a bit larger than a human hair. The smallest instruments of this type now used are too large for introduction into the bloodstream without surgery.

Those old tires, beer bottles and plastic containers that litter many roads could be used in the construction of new highways. That's the idea of Texas A&M's Dr. Douglas Bynum, an engineer, who says that ground-up glass, rubber and plastic are useful pavement additives. Rubber tires make a good binder for asphalt, and crushed glass is an outstanding aggregate. Powdered plastics improve the pliability of asphaltic concrete and plastic chips can be used as an aggregate.

A clean bill of health for DDT is given by James W. Wright, an official of the World Health Organization. He says that no toxic effects from DDT were reported in over 20 years by the estimated 200,000 spraymen working on antimalaria campaigns around the world nor by the 600 to 1000 million people living in homes that have been sprayed repeatedly. Millions of lives have been saved by the insecticide, according to the official, who asserts that limiting its use in malaria-threatened countries could result in a major disaster. In addition to malaria, DDT is used to fight insect-transmitted diseases such as dengue, plague and sleeping sickness.

One of the world's tiniest engines—smaller than an ordinary paper clip—is made by North American Rockwell's Rocketdyne Div. The mini-engine develops a scant 1/100th of a pound thrust and is designed to be used to change the attitude of an interplanetary spacecraft. Two of these engines firing together for a fraction of a second could move a spacecraft a quarter turn in about 15 or 20 minutes, according to a Rocketdyne engineer. Because fabrication involves working with tolerances of 1/10,000th of an inch, some components are made by a jewelry concern.

A computer reads your electric, water or gas meter automatically through your telephone line—and without ringing your phone or perceptibly tying up the line. Bell Telephone has developed such a system, which it plans to test in 150 homes at Holmdel, N.J. Here's how it works: After an attendant establishes a connection between the utility's computer and special equipment at the phone company's central office, the computer calls the subscriber's number. The call automatically goes to the meter, traveling over special circuits so that the bell is not rung. Gadgets at the meter convert mechanical dial readings into electrical pulses that are sent back to the utility's information collection center.

An electronic collar and NASA's Nimbus 3 weather satellite may combine to tell scientists about the migratory habits of elk. The 23-pound collar contains an antenna, transmitter, receiver, batteries and solar cells for recharging. It's sealed against water and can withstand temperatures of minus 40° F. It will be fitted around the neck of an elk among the 7000 on a refuge in Wyoming. A system aboard the Nimbus 3 will interrogate the collar twice daily from orbit, obtaining info on air and animal skin temperatures, altitude above sea level, light intensity and location. In addition to NASA, the experiment is sponsored by Smithsonian Institution and Department of the Interior.
SCIENCE FAIR HEADQUARTERS

AMERICAN MADE OPAQUE PROJECTOR

Projects illustrations up to 3" x 3"—enlarges them to 35" x 30" if screen is 6 ft. from projector, larger pictures if screen is further away. No trim or negatives needed. Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-and-white, operates on 115 volts A.C. current. 6 ft. extension cord and plug included, size 12" x 8" x 4 1/2" wide. Weight 1 lb. 2 oz. Plastic case.

Stock No. 70.199H $5.75 Pd.

PLASTIC MODEL V-8 ENGINE

Hours of fun! Get thrill of building your own model engine from over 350 parts. Then push starter and watch it run. Crankshaft revolves, pistons move, valves open and close in sequence with spark plugs. Does everything but burn oil. 1/16 scale, molded in 4 colors. Used in many auto-mechanic courses. Excellent, easy-to-understand "tech manual."

Stock No. 70.444H $12.95 Pd.

WAR SURPLUS ELECTRIC GENERATOR

Brand new Signal Corps Electric Generator. Generates up to 60 volts by turning crank. Use on high impulse relay; change ground & bring up high current. 2 Allied Magnets are now worth more than original Gov't. cost of $15. Wt. 2 lbs.

Stock No. 50.366M $6.95 Pd.

MOUNTED WITH LIGHT, TO DEMONSTRATE ELECTRICITY.

Stock No. 50.366N $11.95 Pd.

ROVATING MULTI-COLORED LIGHT

Dazzling colors stream endlessly from revolving rotating light. Fretted, transparent globe has hinged drum inside with 34 blue and yellow stars. Bulb heat rotates drum which projects flickering patterns on walls, ceilings, etc., while individual globe facets present changing array of brilliant colors. 9 1/2" x 9 1/2" x 11 1/2" high on breadboard base. Surprisingly light. Easily placed on table, TV, fireplace, or Xmas tree top.

Stock No. 71.000H $6.00 Pd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE

See moon, stars, orbits—stars, phases of moon, comets, close-up, 60 to 180 power. Aluminized and overcoated 3" objective, 12 inch eyepiece mounted with locks on both axes. 90 x 180 magnification and milled eyepiece. Solid wood tripod. FREE "STAR CHART"—"HEAVENS".

Stock No. 85.050H $29.95 Pd.

Stock No. 85.068H $39.95 Pd.

MAIL COUPON FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG

148 PAGES: MORE THAN 4,000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS.

Complete new Catalog. Packed with selection of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, magnets, prisms, photo engravings, parts, kits, accessories—many hard-to-get surplus bargains, 100% of charts, illustrations, hobbies, experiments, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 EDSCORP BUILDING
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007

Please rush Free Guide '71' (listing Name Address City State Zip

ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER • SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER • MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
WHAT NEXT, AFTER THE MINIS are launched? There's nothing nailed down on this, but the next trend could be two-in-one automobiles—cars that could be used for conventional purposes or as recreational vehicles. The long-range thinkers who rough out the basic package three to five years ahead of production are looking at the idea. The concept may sound like old stuff to those of you wheeling around in Broncos, Blazers, Scouts and Jeeps. But those are basically work vehicles that can also be used as passenger cars. The new type of car under consideration would be a switch on the utility car in that it would be an everyday automobile first with features built in so it could double as a recreational vehicle. If it comes off, much of the credit will go to Borg-Warner, which has developed a four-wheel-drive system for nonutility cars—meaning standard passenger cars.

HOW ABOUT A REMAKE of Chevy's small car under the Pontiac label, say next spring, after Chevy has popped the cork? The Tempest followed Corvair, remember? Chevrolet brought out Corvair in October, 1959, and Tempest followed in November, 1960. Pontiac general manager Jim McDonald answered the question comme ci, comme ça at a press conference. "We've traditionally served GM a notch above Chevrolet," he replied, "so if the market is sliding that way, we have to look in that direction." That may sound like a strong maybe, but don't bet on it. Talking to McDonald privately, PM asked if the division has ordered tooling or asked for bids on tooling to produce a small car. McDonald says, "Positively not." So if Pontiac has a small car in the oven, it's a long way from being served up. At the same bash, PM asked Steve Malone, Pontiac's chief engineer, if the industry is coming to the bumperless car. There have been a couple of no-front-bumper jobs in recent months. It started with Plymouth's Superbird and then Pontiac's Firebird showed up minus a front bumper. Malone says he can't see the idea spreading to many cars. "You have to consider the entire vehicle," he explains. "You can carry it off on an intermediate or a specialty car, but I don't think you'll see the bumper—front or rear—done away with on the big cars." The nose section of Firebird is made of polyurethane plastic—Pontiac calls it "Endura"—a material that has a retention characteristic causing it to return to its original shape under minor impact.

GM AND FORD have apparently decided to steer separate courses in a couple of areas where they've been traveling tandem. GM has never liked the idea of going along with the long-hood, short-deck look in cars popularized by Ford. Not that GM is anti the tight-rear, elongated-hood shape. But the leader in sales figures it ought to lead in styling too, rather than follow a theme pioneered by a rival. Starting this fall, GM will begin to break out of the Mustang mold by stretching out the aft end of its big cars. The change won't hit you as a new shape, because the transformation will be made gradually, over a period of several years. But GM is going to a more balanced distribution of metal—less hood, more rear. In another area, there's evidence GM and Ford don't see eye-to-eye on ways of improving service features of their respective cars. Ford is all for making parts easier to get at and easier to repair. GM goes along on the accessibility angle, but believes emphasis should be on reducing the need for service and the chances of something going wrong, rather than on making parts easier to repair.

WITH THE Indy 500 COMING UP, it seemed like a good time to put a couple of questions to old never-say-die, Andy Granatelli, winner of last year's contest. Here's how it went. Listening Post: "Are we reaching a peak on speed at Indianapolis?" Andy: "Hell, no! You have to have one constant factor in racing—the track. Cars and drivers improve against that constant. We'll see a 175-mph qualifying lap at Indy this year or

(Please turn to page 24)
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Caution:

The Spoiler®
is habit-forming.
The miracle plastic coating on these super stainless blades gives such comfortable shaves that you may be unable to stop using them.
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next. If USAC had really let us innovate, you’d see safe speeds in the 180-mph bracket right now.” LP: “What’s Detroit’s emphasis on safety going to do to racing?” Andy: “Nothing. Racing’s survival and progress have always depended on ongoing safety developments. We have the fly-apart chassis now and fuel cells that are nearly fireproof. Next, you’ll see water-filled crash walls, speedway walls, a continuous ribbon of safety lights and all kinds of new safety ideas. Racing will always get faster—and safer.” LP: “Suppose there were no strings, no financial restrictions, anything goes. What kind of car would you build?” Andy: “That’s easy. It’d be an all-new STP-Turbocar, an improvement on No. 40 [Granatelli’s Indy entry of 1967 that stopped five miles short of victory]. It would make the hair stand straight up on every racing fan in the world. You couldn’t build seats fast enough to handle the audience.”

IT’S A LONG WAY from Andy Granatelli and Indy 1970 to Rene Thomas and Indy 1914. It’s a long way from Indianapolis, U.S.A., to Villa Indianapolis, 15 Rue de la Paix, Colombes, France. That’s Rene Thomas’s address. Who’s Rene Thomas? He participated in the 500 four times: 1914, 1919, 1920 and 1921. He won the race in 1914 in a Delage, average speed 82.47 mph. That was the only time he finished in the money. Thomas is now 84 years old. He still drives his own car and takes in the races at Le Mans, Rouen and Reims. He has raced everything except trains and horses. Bicycles, motorcycles, cars, planes, you name it. He fell out of a plane while stunt flying in 1910, breaking his shoulder in three places and acquiring a nickname he has carried for 60 years. He is known in France as “The Death Deceiver.” Thomas raced cars for eight companies—LaCoste & Batman, Prima, Delage, Le Gui, Peugeot, Sneider, Talbot and Sunbeam. If you want to know anything about those makes, drop him a line. He doesn’t read or write English, so you’ll have to translate into French. (It says at the beginning that this space is supposed to stick to stuff on Detroit. This detour just once, with your indulgence, please, for an old champion.)

THERE’S BEEN TALK about early introductions of the ’71 cars. The theory is that sales of the current cars have been so disappointing to Detroit that the auto companies would like to push the off button as soon as possible and move in with a fresh batch of cars in the hope of signing you up for a ’71. Yes and no. Each company sets a minimum production target at the beginning of the model year and these goals are used to order a certain number of door handles, instrument panels and other components that can’t be carried over to the next model year. Good times or bad, the minimum “buy” on these items must be used up before a new model goes into production. It will be July or August before parts inventories are used up, so the new cars won’t be out any earlier this year than last. That means you’ll see most of them between the final week of August and the first week of October.

MID-ENGINE FORD isn’t a Ford at all. The company won’t be making such a car but it will be instrumental in importing one. Ford’s year-old working arrangement with Alejandro de Tomaso has resulted in a Ford-powered, midship-engine car that will be in select Lincoln-Mercury dealer showrooms in the autumn. The name is “Pantera,” Italian for panther. De Tomaso of America is already promoting the machine and Lin-Merc dealers are preparing prominent display areas for the foreign car they’ll be selling and servicing. It’s powered by Ford’s 351 V8, weighs 2860 pounds, has a wheelbase of 98.4 inches and a length of 167 inches. It has monocoque chassis and independent suspension front and rear. Other technical features of the car, which will be priced under $10,000, include ventilated disc brakes front and rear with 464-sq.-in. swept area. Transmission is a Zed-F five-speed. Cast magnesium wheels and low-profile radial tires are standard.

The Italian car, first seen here at last month’s New York Auto Show, gives Ford the jump on other U.S. makes (namely Corvette) in getting a mid-engine car to market.—B.H.

AN AGENT at American Motors says Listening Post’s prediction that AMC will be the second (to Ford) U.S. carmaker to bring out a mid-engine vehicle and the first domestic car manufacturer to produce a mid-engine in the United States is half-safe, half-cocked. It’s definite that AMC
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Tell someone you like about Lark's Gas-Trap™ filter...

...he may stay in the game.

Bet him that almost 90% of cigarette smoke is made up of gases. (You'll win.)

Now tell him only Lark has the patented Gas-Trap™ filter. A filter with amazing charcoal granules. One that reduces certain harsh gases in cigarette smoke as well as "tar" and nicotine.

No need to bluff. Offer him a Lark. He can taste the difference Lark's Gas-Trap filter makes, himself.
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has a mid-engine upcoming, probably next spring. But according to the Man Who Knows, it will be built in Italy. It will be a limited-production job with about 36 to be built the first year. At least one exists now. It’s called AMX/3 and is powered by AMC’s 390-cu.-in. V8.

1971 CHEVY VANS number 36 models in \( \frac{1}{2}, \frac{3}{4} \) and, for the first time, 1-ton ratings. Two basic body styles are the side-windowless Chevy-Van and Sportvan wagons. The luxury Beauville, shown here, is the top of the Sportvan line. Most prominent change is the extended front end. The engine has been moved forward, resulting in more usable floor space, easier access to the rear, greater passenger protection in a collision and outside engine servicing through a conventional front hood. Front-seat entry is easier, too, since wheels are ahead of the doors. The side-loading door is of the sliding type and conceals an inside step. Short and long-wheelbase models are 110 and 125 inches, respectively; overall lengths are 176.9 and 200.9 inches, both are 79.9 inches wide. Vans in the new line are bigger in all dimensions than previous models. Standard powerplant in six-cylinder models is 250 cu. in. putting out 155 hp. Standard V8 is 307 cu. in. in half-ton vans, and 350 in \( \frac{3}{4} \) and one-ton models.

—B. H.

GROOVY HIGHWAYS might be the bane of motorcyclists, and many drivers of cars have also cursed and wondered about their effectiveness. Many states began grooving curves on new freeways and turnpikes after NASA tests showed that grooving dramatically cut down hydroplaning and skidding on wet pavement. (See Farewell to Wet-Weather Skids, page 124, March 67 PM.) Now the National Safety Council reports accidents on grooved surfaces have dropped 30 to 60 percent compared to the same curves ungrooved.
Dremel's dream tool ... the compact, portable power shop.

The Moto Shop weighs only 12 pounds. It operates on a table top and stores on a shelf. It is basically a jigsaw with a 15-inch throat. It has a power takeoff for a grinding wheel, sanding disc, or buffing wheel. And there's a flexible shaft attachment, too, for carving, polishing, drilling, etc.

When an idea takes shape, Dremel Moto Shop shapes the idea. Build a better dream. Dream priced at $37.95 to $54.95.

Creating with a Dremel is a Family Affair!

Make Room for Mamma. She goes creative with Dremel Moto Shop, a complete power shop in one compact, portable unit with attachments. Many women are creating their own gifts, knick-knacks, toys, household items. Some are even making money by selling their creations as gift items.

Bringing up Junior. Encourage his natural creative instincts with the Dremel Moto Tool. It makes child's play of any job, because it works so efficiently. Even Junior can hold this compact power tool in one hand, just as he would a pencil. You build a better man when your boy enjoys building a better dream.

For Handy Hubbies and Hobbyists. He'll get professional results with his Dremel Moto Tool. It handles any job with precision; makes it fun to do home projects, make household repairs. Gives you the "feel" you like for delicate, precision work—muscle, too, when it's needed.

WRITE for free literature or see your dealer for a demonstration. Send $1.45 for 160-page "Dremel Handbook of Hobbies, Crafts and Projects." It's jam-packed with fun-filled projects for the whole family.
BUY THIS
HOMELITE
CHAIN
SAW

Get $20 worth of accessories FREE

Buy a new Homelite XL-12 or Super XL Automatic (with 16" bar and chain) at the regular price from your participating Homelite dealer and take home these handy accessories absolutely FREE –
- Molded Carry Case
- Flat File, Round File
- Ampol File Handle
- Oregon Depth Gauge
- Bar and Chain Oil – pint
- Engine Oil – ½ pint
- Plastic Wedge
- Accessory Compartment – fits inside Carry Case

With one of these time-tested, money-saving Homelite chain saws you can take care of any outdoor woodcutting job – from cutting firewood, pruning and limbing, clearing brush and saplings, felling trees up to 3-feet diameter ... even to making a rustic picnic table or log shelter.

See your nearest participating Homelite dealer and take advantage of this spectacular offer while promotional supply lasts. Homelite dealers are listed in the Yellow Pages.

HOMELITE

10205 RIVERDALE AVE., PORT CHESTER, N.Y.
Don’t waste your life in a dead-end job!

Become a well-paid computer programmer—this free McGraw-Hill booklet tells you how.

Now you can train at home, in your spare time, for a career in this new, exciting field.

More than 50,000 programmers are needed now; many more will be needed within the next few years.

No college or technical background required. All you need is a logical mind and proper training. People from virtually every walk of life have found success in computer programming.

This new course has been developed by experts. CREI/ McGraw-Hill has trained thousands of men and women for better jobs through home study and has an unmatched reputation in educational circles.

JUST OFF THE PRESS!

For FREE booklet, mail coupon or write: CREI, Dept. P1105A, 3224 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010

CREI, Home Study Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept.P1105A,3224 Sixteenth St., N.W., Wash., D.C. 20010

Please mail me FREE booklet with complete information on how I can learn computer programming at home. I have a high school diploma or the equivalent.

Name: ___________________________ Age: ___________________________

Address: __________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ___________________________ Zip: ___________________________

MAY 1970
WHAT'S NEW
OUTDOORS
BY GEORGE REISER

BASS AND BREAM are on their spawning beds this month, and new products are on the market to aid anglers in catching, keeping and “recording” them. From Commerce-Pacific comes the Depth/Range Finder Reel RF-70 (right) with its patented Memory-Lok. Later in the season when bass school in deep water, this device will enable you to set the reel so your lure will return to the same depth automatically. Ideal for still fishermen and trolls, the reel is also claimed to be an aid to casters who set it so that their lures always shoot out the same distance. But what angler wants to make more than a few casts to precisely the same spot? For more information, write Commerce-Pacific, 161 W. 24th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90007.

ALL NYLON FISH STRINGER (left) has been developed by DeWitt Plastics (26 Aurelius Ave., Auburn, N. Y. 13021). It will neither corrode nor rot, and once the fish is hooked on the stringer (both lips should be hooked so the fish can breathe properly and live longer) and the lock slide into place over its plastic socket, a positive locking action is created that eliminates sprung clips—and escaped fish! Free-sliding clip means fish can be attached and spaced up or down the cord without lifting the entire stringer from the water. In 6, 10 and 15-foot lengths, each stringer sells for $1.35.

WHILE GYOTAKU (ichthyography) has been fairly popular in Japan for years, only recently has a kit for this process been made available to Americans. India ink and rice paper are the essential components used in making a silhouette (right) of any fish that you would like to record without actually mounting it. An unfortunate feature of the system is that unless you fillet one side before you make the print, you’ll be unable to eat any part of your catch because the fish is washed in soap and water before copying, and the ink solution itself is poisonous. While I had some difficulty in coming up with a decent facsimile of our experimental sunnies, I may just lack the proper knack. The kit is great for kids who want to keep a record of their first fish. For more information, write Anglecraft Inc., R2, Gardiner, Me. 04345.

POPULAR MECHANICS
Pick up a good second car from Volkswagen.

Somebody traded in a Rolls-Royce for a Volkswagen?
Yes, somebody traded in a Rolls-Royce for a Volkswagen.
It happened in Texas, of course.
But even in average states some pretty fancy cars show up on a VW dealer's used car lot.
And some not so fancy cars. And some quite practical cars. Like Volkswagens.
But no car, Rolls or VW, gets that guarantee on the windshield automatically.
First it goes through a rigorous 16-point inspection.
If anything needs fixing, it gets fixed.
Only then does the dealer guarantee the free repair or replacement of every major working part* for thirty days or a thousand miles.
Whichever comes first.
So when a Volkswagen dealer says that a used car is as good on the inside as it looks on the outside, you don't have to trust him.
He'll put it all down in writing for you.

*engine, transmission, rear axle, front axle assemblies, brake system, electrical system.
Turn any car into the toughest car in town

Whether your baby is a 'Vette or a VW, you can have her humming like a little atom-smasher, every part doing its job with laser-beam cleanliness. Just grab onto the giant 1970 MOTOR's AUTO REPAIR MANUAL.


Shrewd racing mechanics bank on MOTOR's AUTO REPAIR MANUAL to give them every last fact about the cars they're handling and to make the most of their car sense. Whatever it takes to get top performance, from a simple carb adjustment to a complete tune-up, MOTOR's 1970 Manual gives you the know-how of a pit pro.

225,000 Repair Facts for 2,300 Car Models

The big 1970 Edition has more than 1,000 double-size pages featuring 55,000 specs and 365 quick-check spec charts, 225,000 service and repair facts, and over 3,000 "this-is-how" photos and diagrams. They get you into the guts of 2,300 domestic models—Standards, Compacts, and Intermediates—including all the hot '70s, plus the Volkswagen.

Detailed Trouble-Shooter Section, plus trouble-shooting information throughout, helps you to pinpoint 4,200 car troubles. Then you're shown exactly how to quickly fix almost any part of these cars made in America from 1964 to 1970: Toronado, Mustang, Barracuda, Bronco, Jeep, Chevy II, Pontiac, Thunderbird, Buick, Imperial, Cadillac, Continental, Dart, Ford, Mercury, Chevelle, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Plymouth, Rambler, Dodge, Oldsmobile, Buick Special, Comet, Corvair, American, Olds F-85, Falcon, Ford Fairlane, Lancer, Tempest, Corvette, New Front-Drive Cadillacs, Lincoln, Mark III, AMX, Camaro, Valiant, Cougar, Scout—even Monterey, Javelin, Torino, Blazer, Challenger, Hornet, Rebel, etc. They're all included—plus Volkswagen. And you get tune-up and front-end alignment specifications for all cars built from 1946 thru 1963.

And all this information is authoritative. It comes from the car manufacturers themselves. MOTOR's editors distill more than 300 official factory manuals and hundreds of service bulletins to make sure your auto repair questions are answered, your service problems are solved. That's why over 5 million copies have been sold—to auto buffs, beginner and professional mechanics, students—making MOTOR's AUTO REPAIR MANUAL the all-time best seller in the field.

If you really want to keep your machine mean, we'd like you to make a test run with the big '70 MOTOR'S AUTO REPAIR MANUAL.

10-Day Free Home Trial

Just fill in and mail the coupon on this page, and we'll send you a copy of the '70 MOTOR'S Manual to look over and use, free, for ten days. Then, if you're satisfied, simply pay $9.95 plus a few cents handling. Otherwise, return the book and owe nothing. MOTOR Book Dept., 250 West 55th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019.

SAME 10-DAY FREE TRIAL ON MOTOR's Auto Engines & Electrical Systems

Ideal basic book for enthusiasts, students, engineers, mechanics. Explains engines and electrical systems thoroughly, showing exactly how and why they work. Over 700 pages, 1,300 illustrations. Only $10.00.

MOTOR BOOK DEPT., Dept 0015
250 W. 55th St., N. Y., N. Y. 10019

Please send me the book(s) checked below, for 10-Day examination. If I decide to keep them, I will remit payment as indicated.

□ MOTOR's Auto Repair Manual, $9.95, for which I will remit $2.00 in ten days, $3.00 monthly for two months, and a final payment of $1.95 (plus delivery charges and sales tax, if any).

□ MOTOR's Auto Engines & Electrical Systems, $10.00, for which I will remit $2.50 in ten days and $2.50 monthly for 3 months plus delivery charges and sales tax, if any.

Print Name

Address

City State Zip

Month Year

SAVE MONEY: Check here if you are including payment in full for book(s) ordered, in which case we will endorse sales check(s); if payment is in full, please omit coupon; otherwise, send copy of coupon with order; if payment is in full, you can return book(s) for prompt refund.
Owens-Corning explains the high cost of not enough insulation.

**Fiberglas 6&3 insulation could save over $3,000 toward your mortgage**

6" of Fiberglas' insulation in ceilings and 3" in walls can cut heating and cooling costs as much as 30% a year.

Fiberglas 6&3 insulates so well, it could save a homeowner more than $3,000 toward payments over the term of a 25-year mortgage. Yet it costs only around $200 more than requirements of FHA minimum property standards.

How much you might save depends on size and location of your house. To find out, locate your zone on the map—then estimate your savings on the charts.

**Free booklet tells you more.** It's called The Full Story of Full Insulation. Write Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation for it today, Attn: P.M. Meeks, Box 901, Toledo, Ohio 43601. Then ask your dealer or builder for Fiberglas 6&3.

*® T. M. Reg. O-C. F.

**HEATING ZONES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floor Area, Sq. Ft</th>
<th>Zone A</th>
<th>Zone B</th>
<th>Zone C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$1,650</td>
<td>$1,150</td>
<td>$475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$2,225</td>
<td>$1,575</td>
<td>$625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$2,700</td>
<td>$1,925</td>
<td>$775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COOLING ZONES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floor Area, Sq. Ft</th>
<th>Zone A</th>
<th>Zone B</th>
<th>Zone C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$425</td>
<td>$650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$325</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Estimate savings:** Ranch house on slab, 15% glass area, over 25-year term of mortgage. Heating costs, 10¢ per ther, cooling costs 0.02¢ per KWH. 6" & 3" versus FHA minimum property standards.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
You don’t need big money to make big money! A small investment in the complete saw sharpening equipment from Foley gives you the right start. Includes the remarkable Foley Automatic Saw Filer that sharpens hand saws, band saws, and circular saws. No Experience Needed. Ean up to $8 an hour—even in your spare time! Work out of your home to start.

FREE Plan Tells All
Write for our FREE PLAN that tells you how to get going in a going business of your own. No big investment needed. No salesman will call. We assist with financing. Send for exciting information today!

FOLEY Manufacturing Company
Dept. 516-0 Foley Bldg, Minneapolis, Minn. 55418
RON RIEDER, PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN UNIFAX, SAYS:

“If you can give me just 10 hours per week of your spare time, I’ll show you how to add as much as $300.00 to your present income.”

Does an extra $300.00 per week sound “just too good to be true”? If you’re willing to invest about 10 hours per week in your own future, I assure you that profits like this are very definitely within reach. Let me give you some real-life examples.

A Florida housewife, with no selling experience whatsoever, spent “maybe 5 minutes” talking to the Purchasing Agent of her local newspaper and left him a sample of a revolutionary new product. The result: a $785 sale— including a $215 commission for the housewife! The manager of a Connecticut bank, helped only by his teenage daughter, spends a few hours evenings and weekends mailing out samples of this same product. The orders that pour in a few days later net them an average of over $275 a week. And a California businessman reports that the sales volume of his 14-year-old company has quadrupled since he started handling this product.

The product that makes success stories like these possible is called COPYFAX. This unique, patented “break-through” is rapidly replacing old-fashioned carbon paper—and carbon paper is a big, big, multi-million-dollar business.

COPYFAX resembles carbon paper only in that it does the same job as carbon paper—although it does that job more effectively. Carbon paper is a flimsy grade of tissue paper coated with a mixture of grease and carbon particles. COPYFAX contains neither carbon nor paper.

COPYFAX is made from incredibly tough DuPont Mylar®, with a microscopic “honeycomb” surface impregnated with liquid ink similar to that used by printers.

COPYFAX won’t curl, crease, or wrinkle like carbon paper. It won’t smear or smudge. Try to tear a sheet of COPYFAX. You can’t; it actually has one-third the structural strength of steel. A sheet of carbon paper is ready for the wastebasket after 5 to 10 uses. A sheet of COPYFAX is still giving sharp, crisp copies after 100 . . . 150 . . . even 200 uses. In terms of cost, COPYFAX outperforms carbon paper by at least 500%.

COPYFAX is available exclusively through distributors appointed by American Unifax. As shown by the housewife, the banker, and the businessman mentioned above, our distributors come from all walks of life. No special experience or big cash investment is required to become a COPYFAX Distributor. By acting now, YOU can cash in on this unusual opportunity to turn spare-time hours into dollars.

Within a few miles of your home, there are thousands of offices, industries, banks, stores, doctors, lawyers, schools, churches. They all use carbon paper—and they all hate it!

Show them COPYFAX . . . challenge them to try to tear it or smudge it . . . invite them to type with it. You’ll make sales so fast it’ll take your breath away! Not just small sales, either—even relatively small business offices are accustomed to ordering hundreds of dollars worth of carbon paper at a time. And these initial sales are just the beginning. As an American Unifax Distributor, your repeat-order business is automatic, fully protected, and fantastically profitable. Once a customer has tried COPYFAX, they’ll never again be satisfied with carbon paper. It’s as simple as that.

If you’re of average intelligence, if you’re ambitious, and if you’ll give me just 10 hours per week of your time, I’ll show you how to make more money than you ever dreamed possible. To get started, just fill out the coupon and drop it in the mail. There’s no obligation and no one will call on you, so mail the coupon today, before some other wide-awake person in your area beats you to it!

AMERICAN UNIFAX, INC. Dept. P-57
95 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

YES! I want to get in on the ground floor with COPYFAX! Rush the order checked below:

☐ RUSH FREE SAMPLE AND MONEY-MAKING DETAILS.
☐ $3.50 enclosed. Rush sample demonstrator pack of COPYFAX (worth $4.50 retail) and all details.
☐ $15.00 enclosed. Rush limited introductory Wholesale Offer of 5 packs of COPYFAX (worth $22.50 retail) and all details.
☐ $47.00 enclosed. Rush special complete sales kit including free samplers, brochures, business cards and invoices (worth over $5.00).

NAME ____________________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
CITY _______ STATE _______ ZIP ___________________
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Drivin' with Dan

Will pollution problems with engines affect racing? Does an airfoil add speed or just improve handling? How does an AAR Cuda differ from standard Cuda? Dan Gurney answers these and other automotive questions.

PEDAL POWER gets Dan around Daytona's pits during practice for the 24-hour endurance race. Dan co-piloted a Ferrari 512 with Chuck Parsons. Their car, entered by Luigi Chinetti's North American Racing Team, needed a last-minute improvised bubble in the roof to make a little rattling-around room for the top of big Dan's helmet. Running 116.434 mph, the 5-liter Ferrari qualified in seventh place. The car was running in the top five until midnight of the first day, when, racing in the dark on the road portion of the circuit, Dan nudged the rear of a slower car and had to stop for repairs. After dawn of the next day, the transmission seized and the race was over for the team. Pedro Rodríguez and Leo Kinnunen won in a Porsche at a record 114.866 mph.

Q. Do you think motor racing will be affected by the pollution criticism being directed at the internal combustion engine?—R.T. Sargeant, Los Angeles.

A. To a certain extent, yes. Racing and racing engine efficiency should help lead the way toward smaller engines that get more miles per gallon of fuel. It stands to reason that if we double our miles per gallon, we should do the same work for half the pollution. I feel that smaller cars make more sense on the highway, anyway. Good performance means agility and safety to me.

Q. Why hasn't the Chevy V8, which powered every winner in the Continental Championship and won every Can-Am in 1969, been campaigned in Formula I where every race last year was won by a Ford V8?—Gary Maugle, Quakertown, Pa.

A. The Chevy is too large for Formula I rules (430-CID Chevy vs. 183-CID Ford Cosworth). The "Ford" that you mention was designed and built in England for Ford of Great Britain by Cosworth Engineering.

Q. Is a car faster with an airfoil, or does it just handle better?—David Smith, Duncan, Okla.

A. Usually it just handles better. Often it enables the car to achieve better lap times. Basically the tires are pressed down on the road harder with an airfoil (they don't spin as easily) but there is very little added weight to cause more centrifugal force. Acceleration and deceleration are increased where wheel spin was the limiting factor before adding a wing.

Q. I see Plymouth has an AAR Cuda now, presumably named for your racing team. What is the difference in the AAR Cuda and standard Cuda? (Please turn to page 38)
one quart of your new oil change will be dirty oil... unless you change your filter, too.

Think about it next time you ask the guy to change your oil. Think about how there's a full quart of yccch-y, dirty oil lurking in your oil filter just waiting to dirty up the fresh, clean oil you're putting in.

And the way we see it, if your oil's only partly changed, your oil's not changed at all.

Change it all. By making a filter change next oil change. And make it a Fram. It'll be a change for the best.

Fram
Automotive Division
Providence, Rhode Island 02916
Announcing the Popular Mechanics
DO-IT-YOURSELF
YEARBOOK—1970

Just off the press—
Popular Mechanics
New Yearbook

gives you the new-
est do-it-yourself
advances that save
time, work and
money for the home
handyman and hobbyist!

* 14 Big "How To" Classifications
  * 63 Section Topics
  * Over 500 "Show-How" Photos and Illustrations
  * Printed 2-Colors: Throughout
  * Washable, Permanent Hardbound
  Cover, 196 Big 8½" x 11" Pages
  * Quick Reference Index

Here at last—a new, ideal way to keep up with the how-to field!
The most up-to-date guidebook and workshop companion avail-
able: POPULAR MECHANICS DO-IT-YOURSELF YEARBOOK—1970!

Whether you're a beginner or an experienced handyman, a
hobbyist or sportman, here are illustrated easy-to-follow,
step-by-step instructions on new projects and news of new
products sure to increase enjoyment and save money for you
and your family this year and every year.

You'll be able to do things that weren't even possible a
year ago. Tape your own TV show. Build a whole aquarium in
a coffee table. Make a stereo balance meter. Install an
inexpensive automatic lawn sprinkling system. Put together your
own brush buggy for a few hundred dollars. Put in an alarm
system built from a kit. Construct a no-hands telephone am-
plifier. Select the right gun for the game you seek. Create a
child's sidewalk car that looks like a Grand-Prix racer.

You'll be brought up-to-date on the year's new products:
building materials, tools, electronic devices, fishing gadgets,
boats, recreation vehicles, the 1970 cars, photography equip-
ment. Whatever job you tackle, you'll know about the newest
materials and tools to make it or fix it better.

Examine 14 Days On Approval
Available Now Only Through Popular Mechanics

As a Popular Mechanics reader you can have your copy of the
Do-It-Yourself Yearbook—1970 sent to your home by return
mail for 14-days no-risk examination. It is not available in
stores or from any other source. For hundreds of the best
time and money-saving ideas of the year, detach and mail the
coupon now. This is a limited edition. So please order
promptly before supply is exhausted.

Mail for On Approval Examination

Popular Mechanics Book Division, Dept. 0015
250 West 55th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019

Please rush me my copy of POPULAR MECHANICS DO-IT-YOUR-
SELF YEARBOOK—1970. I enclose a check or money order for
$4.95. You will pay all postage and handling. I must be com-
pletely satisfied or I may return the Yearbook within 14 days
for full refund.

Print Name
Address
City, State
Zip Code

DRIVIN' WITH DAN
(Continued from page 36)

and did you or will you have anything to do with
this car?—Ben Calloway, Memphis.

A. The "AAR Cuda" is a road version of our
Trans-Am racing Cuda. It has a special tape
stripe on the side, a high-performance but
light 340 engine with six-barrel carburetion
and special shocks and sway bars. As we
continue racing the AAR Cuda, we expect to
incorporate the results of lessons learned
in the races into the road version.

Q. I am a 15-year-old girl whose dream is racing
cars. I have tried drag racing but wonder if you
think I have a chance of getting involved in other
kinds of racing such as Indy?—Catherine Haas,
Staten Island, N. Y.

A. I don't doubt that it might happen some
day, but at the moment, they don't allow
girls in the pits at Indy, much less in a rac-
ing car on the track. There are quite a few
girls in SCCA road racing. If you are a real
winner with natural ability, you'd be a
sensation. It's a long, hard road to the top.

Q. Do you know if a crankshaft can be cut and
rewelded to make two pistons fire at the same
time?—W. J. Hull, Clyde, Ohio.

A. It can be, of course, but it would be a
vibrator. I think you can change the cam
and ignition and do the same thing.

Q. How do you feel about airconditioning and
power steering on high-performance cars like the
428 Mach I Mustang? Do these accessories slow
down a car much or hurt its handling?—Mike
Cibor, Detroit.

A. It all depends on the purpose of the car. Un-
fortunately you just can't have everything
in the same vehicle. You must sacrifice per-
formance for comfort as a rule. The extra
weight does hurt the handling under above-
average cornering demands. These items also
rob horsepower and impede acceleration.

Q. I am building a soap-box derby car and won-
der if you think a wedge design or regular soap-
box design would be better aerodynamically.—
Gary Alexander, Sweetser, Ind.

A. I would say the regular soap-box design
(Please turn to page 40)
'SWEET 16' BRIDGES THE GENERATION GAP

Old-fashioned virtues wrapped up in styling more modern than tomorrow make the Lufkin Mezurlok® 16 the power tape for all reasons. And all generations. The best materials, finest workmanship and dependable accuracy make this power tape right for the most painstaking, traditional carpenter or hobbyist. Trend-setting design, lightweight and impact-resistant Cycolac® case, natural-action toggle lock and exclusive rubber bumper give it everything the “now” generation could ask for—and more. Close the generation gap today—visit your favorite dealer and buy a Mezurlok power tape.

*Cycolac is a Registered Trade Mark of Borg-Warner Corp.

- Automatic blade return
- Lock holds blade at any reading
- Bold, jet-black numerals on snow-white blade for easy reading
- Rigid 7/8-inch blade
- Available in 12 and 16-foot lengths
DRIVIN' WITH DAN
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is better. The idea of the wedge is to give increased down force as the car goes through the air. This down force adds cornering power, but the wedge actually creates more air drag than the soap-box shape.

Q. I'm not especially strong but I find I can place my hand against the side of just about any make car and make it bow inward as if it were so much plastic. Can you confirm my suspicions that manufacturers are using thinner, cheaper body metals? —Karl Wolfshohl, McAllen, Tex.

A. I suspect they are using thinner body metal, but doubt that it's cheaper. The shape of various panels has a lot to do with ability to resist deflection or bowing in. The egg is an example of a strong, thin shape. Curved panels are usually stronger than flat. Remember the old-fashioned oil can?


A. Yes, it certainly is. It is a real eye-catcher and a conversation piece as well as being a fine road car.

Q. I understand that accelerating on a curve will help in making the turn. Is this true, and what are the physical principles involved?—Emmett Henley, Bakersfield, Calif.

A. This is not necessarily so. Really, you have four patches of rubber in contact with the road and the more evenly you can divide or spread the loads involved in negotiating the curve at the highest speed possible, the better off you will be. I know this doesn't answer your question, but it certainly contains the seed of something you could write a book on. And such a book doesn't seem to be in the library, either.

Q. Did you ever drive the Baja 100? Why or why not?—Chris Neri, Plymouth, Mass.

A. No, I haven't had a car nor the time, thus far.

If you have questions on racing, high-performance and everyday driving techniques, send them to "Drivin' with Dan," c/o Popular Mechanics, 224 West 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Questions cannot be answered by individual letters. Questions on maintenance and repair should be addressed to the Auto Clinic (see page 74).
No other distiller makes his whiskey the same way we make Seagram's 7 Crown. So no other whiskey has the same smooth taste. Or the same consistently fine quality. And guess what. No other brand of whiskey is asked for as often as 7 Crown. It figures, doesn't it? Say Seagram's and Be Sure.
DART ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCES THE ALL NEW GOLDSEYE® SERIES

NEW PROFESSIONAL METAL LOCATOR OUTPERFORMS OTHER MODELS

GUARANTEED • Easily detects buried coins, relics, gold, silver, copper and all other metals. Works through dirt, sand, rock, wood, water, etc. New solid state circuit assures maximum performance.

FULLY TRANSISTORIZED 1970 MODEL

NEW POWER-COIL AVAILABLE

Order one now or add it on later. Why buy a detector without this valuable feature? The all new Dart power-coil will effectively double the penetration depth of the XL and XXL Goldseye Models on larger objects that are buried deeper.

POWER-COIL, ONLY $1295 POSTPAID

VIEW-METER MODEL XL

New View-Meter model detects objects on the fringe of detectable depths, means more sensitivity.

ONLY $29.95 POSTPAID

ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!

TO: DART ELECTRONICS P. O. BOX 361 PM HUNTSVILLE, TEXAS 77340 ENCLOSED THE SUM OF $______ FOR THE ITEMS CHECKED BELOW. □ CASH □ CHECK □ MONEY ORDER

□ DART MODEL XL • $29.95 □ DART MODEL XXL WITH VIEW-METER • $39.95 □ POWER-COIL • $12.95 NAME ____________________________________________________________ ADDRESS ______________________________________________________________________ CITY STATE ZIP ___________ ___________


VIRDEN PERMA-BILT, Box 7066 P.M., Amarillo, Texas 79109

Career in ELECTRONICS?

Career training at home the new easy way with RCA Institutes. Lab work with first lessons. Easy payment plans. Send for free 64-page book.

RCA Institutes, Dept. 699-0050 320 W. 31 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001

LEARN TO BE A SKILLED LOCKSMITH

Professional Key Machine yours to keep! Be your own boss. Earn steady, year-around income in your spare time at home. BELSAW INSTITUTE lessons show you how to make keys, open and repair locks on homes, cars, business buildings. Accredited Member NSHC. Approved for Veterans. All tools and supplies furnished including the $125 Key Machine. Write for FREE BOOK. No salesman will call.

BELSAW INSTITUTE, 100B Field Bldg. Kansas City, Mo. 64111

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION, Dept. D-39 P. O. Box 8529, Moores Chapel Road, Charlotte, N. C. 28201

Please send me FREE illustrated school catalog and complete information. I understand there's no obligation.

Name ____________________________________________ Age ________

Address ________________________________________ Phone ________

City ___________________ State __________ Zip Code
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"Changed My Life"

"My CIE course and new job have changed my life completely. Before getting into electronics, I drove a cab, repaired washers, rebuilt electric motors and was stuck at $1.50 an hour. Now that I'm an electronics technician, I work eight hours a week less and earn $228 a month more. We have a new home and two good cars. We also have color TV. My CIE training was worth every minute and every dollar I spent on it."

EUGENE W. FROST
Columbus, Ohio

Chief Radio Technician Now

"CIE training enabled me to pass my 1st and 2nd Class FCC License exams in my first attempt... even though I'd had no other electronics training. Now I'm in charge of Division Communications... an interesting, challenging and extremely rewarding job [which] I got through CIE's Job Placement Service."

CHUCK HAWKINS
Div. 12,
Ohio Dept., of Highways

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, or are in service now, check box in coupon for G.I. Bill information.
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His Own 2-Way Radio Business

"Prior to my CIE course, my only professional skill was as a crop dusting pilot. Today I own my own 2-way radio service business. I manufacture radio equipment and employ seven men. I found the training thorough and easy to understand. My CIE course is undoubtedly the best investment I've ever made."

EDWARD DULANEY, Scottsbluff, Nebraska

Who else wants to make big money in electronics?

CIE's home training helped these men change their lives — it can help you too.

Want to change your life like the men shown here? Get into electronics! Trained men are in big demand everywhere. No high school diploma necessary. You'll need to get a good grasp of basic electronics, but we can teach you that, at home in your spare time. Even if you know nothing about electronics today, our home study courses make it easy to prepare for the high-pay job of your choice. Find out more. Mail the coupon for two FREE books.

If coupon has been removed, write to Cleveland Institute of Electronics

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me without cost or obligation:

1. Your 40-page book "How To Succeed In Electronics" describing the job opportunities in Electronics today, and how your courses can prepare me for them.

2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name__________________ (Please Print)

Address__________________

City__________________ State_______ Zip_______

☐ Check here for G.I. Bill information

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
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"You Make Electronics Easy"

"I give CIE credit for my Government FCC (Federal Communications Commission) License. Even though I had only six weeks of high school algebra, your lessons make electronics easy. I now have a good job... enjoy my work and am on my way up."

MATT STUCZYNSKI
Senior Transmitter Operator
Radio Station WBOE

Scottsbluff, Nebraska

Wichita, Kansas

Eugene, Oregon

Scottsdale, Arizona

Stuttgart, Arkansas

Scottsbluff, Nebraska

Goliad, Texas
I'd like to give this to my fellow men... while I am still able to help!

I was young once, as you may be—today I am older. Not too old to enjoy the fruits of my work, but older in the sense of being wiser. And once I was poor, desperately poor. Today almost any man can stretch his income to make ends meet. Today, there are few come home from the factories, and go to sleep. But in my youth I knew the pinch of poverty; the emptiness of hunger; the cold stare of the creditor who would not take excuses for money. Today, all that is past. And behind my city house, my summer home, my Cadillacs, my winter-long vacations and my sense of independence—behind all the wealth of cash and deep inner satisfaction that I enjoy—there is one simple secret. It is this secret that I would like to impart to you. If you are satisfied with a hundred-dollar-a-week life of service to another man, then turn this page now—read no more. If you are interested in a fuller life, free from bosses, free from worries, free from fears, read further. This message may be meant for you.

By Victor B. Mason

I am printing my message in a magazine. It may come to the attention of thousands of eyes. But of all those thousands, only a few will have the vision to understand. Many may read; but of a thousand only you may have the intuition, the sensitivity, to understand that what I am writing may be intended for you—may be the tide that shapes your destiny, which, taken at the crest, carries you to levels of independence beyond the dreams of avarice. Don't misunderstand me. There is no mysticism in this. I am not speaking of occult things, of innumerable laws of nature that will sweep you to success without effort on your part. That sort of talk is rubbish! And anyone who tries to tell you that you can think your way to riches without effort is a false friend. I am too much of a realist for that. And I hope you are.

I hope you are the kind of man—if you have read this far—who knows that anything worthwhile has to be earned! I hope you have learned that there is no reward without effort. If you have learned this, then you may be ready to take the next step in the development of your karma—you may be ready to learn and use the secret I have to impart.

I Have All The Money I Need

In my own life I have gone beyond the need of money. I have it. I have gone beyond the need of gain. I have two businesses that pay me an income well above any amount I have need for. And, in addition, I have the satisfaction—the deep satisfaction—of knowing that I have put more than three hundred other men in businesses of their own. Since I have no need for money, the greatest satisfaction I get from life is sharing my secret of personal independence with others—seeing them achieve the same heights of happiness that have come into my own life.

Please don't misunderstand this statement. I am not a philanthropist. I believe that charity is something that no proud man will accept. I have never seen a man who was worth his salt who would accept something for nothing. I have never met a highly successful man whom the world respected who did not sacrifice something to gain his position. And, unless you are willing to make at least half the effort, I'm not interested in giving you a "leg up" to the achievement of your goal. Frankly, I'm going to charge you a little something for the secret I give you. Not a lot—but enough to make me believe that you are a little above the fellows who merely want for success and are not willing to sacrifice something to get it.

A Fascinating and Peculiar Business

I have a business that is peculiar—one of my businesses. The unusual thing about it is that it is needed in every little community throughout this country. But it is a business that will never be invaded by the "big fellows." It has to be handled on a local basis. No giant octopus can ever gobble up the whole thing. No big combine is ever going to destroy it. It is essentially a "one man" business that can be operated with-out outside help. It is a business that will be golden summer and winter. It is a business that is growing each year. And, it is a business that can be started on a few thousand investment so small that it is within the reach of anyone who has a television set. But it has nothing to do with television.

This business has another peculiarity. It can be started at home in spare time. No risk to present job. No risk to present income. And no need to let anyone else know you are "on your own." It can be run as a spare time business for extra money. Or, as it grows to the point where it is paying more than your present salary, it can be expanded into a full time business—overnight. It can give you a sense of personal independence that will free you forever from the fear of lay-off, loss of job, depressions, or economic reverses.

Are You Mechanically Inclined?

While the operation of this business is partly automatic, it won't run itself. If you are to use it as a stepping stone to independence, you must be able to work with your hands, use such tools as hammer and screwdriver, and enjoy getting into a pair of blue jeans and rolling up your sleeves. But two hours a day of manual labor will keep your "factory" running 24 hours turning out a product that has a steady and ready sale in every community. A half dollar spent for raw materials can bring you six dollars in cash—six times a day.

In this message I'm not going to try to tell you the entire story. This would not be enough space on this page. And, I am not going to ask you to spend a penny now to learn the secret. I'll send you all the information, free. If you are interested in becoming independent, in becoming your own boss, in knowing the sweet fruits of success as I know them, send me your name. That's all. Just your name. I won't ask you for a penny. I'll send you all the information about one of the most fascinating businesses you can imagine. With these facts, you will make your own investigation. You will check up on conditions in your neighborhood. You will weigh and analyze the whole proposition. Then, and then only, if you decide to take the next step, I'll allow you to invest $1.00. And then, if you decide that your fifteen dollars has been badly invested I'll return it to you. Does that sound like a fair deal? I am sending you a long letter and send you complete facts about the business I have found to be so successful. After that, you make the decisions.

Does Happiness Hang on Your Decision?

Don't put this off. It may be a coincidence that you are reading these words right now. Or, it may be a matter that is more deeply connected with your destiny than either of us can say. There is only one thing certain: If you have read this far, you are interested in the kind of independence I enjoy. And if that is true, then you must take the next step. No coupon on this advertisement. If you don't think enough of your future happiness and prosperity to write your name on a postcard and mail it to me, forget the whole thing. But if you think there is a destiny that shapes men's lives, send your name now. What I send you may convince you of the truth of this proverb. And what I send you will not cost a penny, now or at any other time.

VICTOR B. MASON
1512 Jarvis Ave., Suite M-2-E
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626

POPULAR MECHANICS
3 WAYS to a profitable business of your own
—and only—

VON SCHRADER HAS ALL 3

Von Schrader is the oldest and largest company making Detergents of this type. For over 30 years our FREE ENTERPRISE PLAN has been fashioned with your future in mind. Start with the Deterger that most appeals to you. We have thousands of Associates who have built successful businesses with just one Deterger. Naturally, bigger and more profitable businesses can be built when you are able to offer two or all three cleaning services.

For example, let’s say you start with the

VON SCHRADER WALL DETERGER
(LOWEST PRICE OF ALL THREE)

1. Associate G. H. Jones made $1200.00 on one job. Associate R. G. Fullmer says contracts this year will gross about $18,000.00. And no wonder...this machine washes walls 6 times faster than by hand...with no mess...no drop cloths needed. Washing is so easy...no tiresome scrubbing...special glider wipes walls clean with little effort. You can start part-time and by working week-ends add hundreds of dollars to your income while still employed.

Then you can double your profit by adding the

VON SCHRADER UPHOLSTERY DETERGER

2. Associate Charles Lemmin averaged $100.00 a day during his first year. Associate Peter Young took in $960.00 last week. You clean upholstered furniture on customers’ premises—homes, hotels, motels, etc...even auto upholstery. No hauling...operate from your home. Watch business grow as customers tell their friends.

And, finally, you can more than triple your profits by adding the

VON SCHRADER RUG DETERGER
because each service helps to sell the other two

3. Associate C. E. Nevin reports he averaged $1000.00 a month for 12 months. An Associate father-son team grossed $33,000.00 their first year. Von Schrader’s FREE ENTERPRISE PLAN is not a lease arrangement. You sign no contract. You own the equipment. You pay no fees, dues or royalties to anyone. Every dollar you take in is yours to keep.

Full Operating Instructions come with each Deterger...you need no special skill or training. And our Business Manual tells everything you need to know about getting business, suggested sales letters, tips on keeping books and tax records, suggested ads and radio announcements, etc. Our assistance is always at your service. Training and consulting with experts is also available...and without charge.

Don’t Delay...it costs nothing to get the details. Return the coupon TODAY for informative FREE booklet. Be sure to check the Deterger you are most interested in starting with.

VON SCHRADER MFG. CO.
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IF YOU OWN a Unimat, you'll be interested to know there's a new attachment which converts it into a jointer capable of producing a very smooth finish on the edges of wood, hardboard and similar materials.

To mount the jointer, the Unimat headstock assembly is transferred from the machine base to the vertical column—much as if the machine were being converted into a drill press, except that the spindle is positioned with its threaded nose up. The attachment table, clamped above the assembly, and the arm on the vertical column are swung so their clamping screws are toward the machine base. The 3\(\frac{3}{8}\) x 7\(\frac{3}{4}\)-in. jointer table is a casting having two holes, one fitting over the vertical column and the other over the two-edged, 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)-in.-diameter cutter screwed on the spindle nose.

The setup illustrated required a spacing block almost 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. thick between the spindle head and vertical-column arm, plus a clamping bolt or pin of appropriate length, to align the cutter with its table hole.

I tested the jointer on edge-smoothing, rabbeting and beveling wood and hardboard. It handled all chores effortlessly but, since the fence does not adjust independently like the tables on a real jointer, care must be taken at the end of each pass to prevent the workpiece from biting in. The Emco jointer attachment sells for $19.95 from American-Edelstaal, Inc., 350 Broadway, New York City 10013. ***
Inventors,

strike paydirt!

Announcing PATEXPO 70, INTERNATIONAL PATENT LICENSING EXPOSITION, N.Y. COLISEUM, OCT. 1-5

Do you really believe in your idea? If so, your new products, new ideas, unsold patents can make you a fortune by their outright sale or on a royalty basis.

However, to achieve that goal, they first should be shown. More precisely, they must be exhibited. Not to just anyone, but to the proper business audience. In an ideal environment created especially for this purpose. At the only patent licensing—new product marketing showcase of its kind in the world.

Now you can reach over 30,000 new products managers, licensing executives, top representatives of major national U.S. and foreign companies—the people who are looking for new ideas and technology to expand and diversify, who are anxiously seeking new products to license, manufacture and distribute.

By reserving your space before June 1st, 1970, you can also enjoy numerous benefits of early registration. For example, free advance publicity and promotion for your invention. So don't miss out, send for your free PATEXPO 70 brochure and application form.

Last year, over $10 million in licenses, joint venture transactions and new product sales were reported by exhibitors. Creators of new ideas and products became internationally known. And made their fortunes! Is your idea worth a million dollars? Now you can find out!

Act now. Space is limited and is assigned on a first-come-first-served basis. So write, or call today.

Companies that attended PATEXPO 69 include: Alcoa • American Cyanamid • AT&T • Bendix • Black & Decker • Borg Warner • Bristol Myers • Bulova Watch • Burlington • Celanese • Clairol • Coca Cola • E.I. DuPont • Ford Motor • General Electric • General Foods • General Motors • IBM • International Paper • Johnson & Johnson • Lever Brothers • Litton Industries • 3M Company • RCA • Sears Roebuck • Singer • Sperry Rand • Sunbeam • TWA • Uniroyal • Westinghouse • Xerox

Mail coupon or call: (212) 581-7616 or 581-7617
Managing Director, Dept. F. International New Products Center 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019

I have a □ new product, □ new invention, □ unsold patent. Please send me an application to exhibit, □ I am interested in advertising in the Official Catalog.

Name
Address
City
State Zip code
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A service of PATENTS INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATES, LTD.—a public corporation (OTC)
Bartlett Flying Saucer ultra-light hovercraft powered by ordinary lawn mower engine—easy to build—fun to fly—complete kits, plan brochure, photos and supply sources $4.00. All orders returned via air mail. Write: HERB BARTLETT
Box 3339-M, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257

NEW SLIM-GARD Trims inches off your middle, waist, hips & lower back without dieting—without exercising! All you do is wear it. Stretches approx. 6". Made of finest, most resistant neoprene rubber. Easy to slip on & off. Sizes: S, M, L, $9.98. Slim-Gard Co., 531-32nd St., Dept. 38-50D2, Union City, N. J. 07087.

Thousands of exciting tool values!

SILVO (BRAND NAME) TOOL CATALOG

HUNDREDS OF FASTEST SELLERS

FREE FEL-PRO GASKET MANUAL
...for top performance in all gasket applications
Learn about the latest gasket materials and trouble-free gasket installation techniques from FEL-PRO...for 50 years a leader in gasketing improvements. Improve engine-transmission...and rear end performance with these helpful tips. 36 fact-filled pages.

Write: FEL-PRO, INC.
7452 N. McCormick
Bldg. Dept. PMS
Skokie, Illinois 60076

HOW MANY HANDY DANDYS CAN YOU USE?
Handy Dandy's are plastic caps that bolt onto 1/4" pegboard and hold quarter-turn twist glass jars, such as used for baby food. Suggestions for getting FREE JARS in every package. Nothing better for storing supplies, parts and small tools. Keeps workshop neat. Sample pack 10 for $1.50 36 for $3.50 72 for $6.00 144 for $11.50. Call only. No jacks. Postpaid U.S.A. No C.O.D.'s. WICKLIFFE INDUSTRIES, Inc., Box 286-PM-5, Wickliff, Ohio 44092

BEER LOVERS LEARN THE ART OF BREWING BEER IT'S EASY—IT'S FUN—IT'S CHEAP
The cost is less than 18¢ a quart. For complete instructions send only 25¢ to
Kraft Supplies, 4078 Kraft Avenue, Studio City, California 91604

PROMPTLY DELIVERED FREE OF CHARGE
Rate: $1.85 per word payable in advance each insertion. Capitalized words—75¢ per word additional. Minimum insertion ten words. To be inserted under the proper classification, copy must be in our office by the 15th of the second month preceding date of issue. The next available issue to place an advertisement in America's No. 1 Classified Section is July. The closing date is May 15th. Send remittance and order to C. A. Martin, Popular Mechanics, 224 West 57th Street, New York, New York 10019. Please make remittance payable to Popular Mechanics.

POPULAR MECHANICS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AUTOMOBILES

CAR VALUE increased up to $300 when you sell. Booklet, Send $1.00 to Automobile. Box 10723, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15223.

BOOST ignition without cost. Unique method. Instructions $1.00. Leon's Electronics, Box 1512, Muskogee, Okla. 74401.

"NEW or used car owners. Stop being swindled by Highway Robbery. Details free, Gastan, P.O. Box 882, Lima, Ohio 45802.


MIDGET CARS

YOUR Ad in Popular Mechanics will be seen by more than 5,000,000 active buyers for your products and services. It costs only $1.85 per word. And, if you wish to run all or part of your ad in capital letters—you can do so for as little as 75¢ per word additional. Act now! Place your Classified ad in Popular Mechanics today.

AUTO SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

BURGLAR-Proof your automobile ignition (or any device) electronically! Illuminating PC. $5. Information, 25c. Logan, 403 Lakewood Circle, Virginia Beach, Virginia 23451.

VOLKSWAGENS, Mercedes. Below wholesale prices, New/Used, Direct from Germani
details, $1.00. Darlington, Box 456, Richmond, Cal. 94807.

BRASS DASHPLAQUES—This (car) built especially for (John Doe) $2.00. Rimsmasters, 627 Misen Building, Winston-Salem, N.C. 27101.

VOLKSWAGEN and Dune Buggy Accessories, Catalog 50c. General, Box 845P, Carol Stream, Ill. 60187.

PARTS: Army jeep and truck parts. Spare Parts & Equipment Co., P.O. Box 731, Lexington, Ky. 40502.

CROSLEY, Foreign, American, Parts. Discount Accessories Catalog 616 Burnsise, iowenwood, New York 11696.

UNBELIEVABLE Huge Savings!! (Repairs, Gas, Oil) with Ring-Valve Job while driving. $6.50 postpaid, including PC 100,000 miles! Nothing Compared! Motaloy, Grantham, Penna. 17027.

VOLKSWAGEN Replacement Parts. Save 20% to 50% on VW mechanical parts and accessories. Send 25c for catalog. Western Distributors, Box 316 E. Cedar Crest, New Mexico 87008.

AUTO Parts for old and new Cars. All makes. Catalogue $1.10. Antique Auto. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204.

CAPACITOR Discharge Ignition System. for automobiles, ducotcycle, cars, motorbicycles, under $25.00. Sydnum, Midwood Station, Brooklyn 12320.

PARK Guide—New invention—park on the "parks"! Give plus number of car parking stall. Eliminates guess work. $1.00 Post-paid. Star-Mount Gifts, 60 Mountain Avenue, Framingham, New Jersey 07501.

ELIMINATE CAR THEFTS. Revolutionary new solid state auto alarm, eliminates costly and time consuming installations by detecting vibrations, and sounds from electrical batteries to electrical devices in car, such as all lights, starters, etc. Extra loud siren cannot be tampered with key control lock must be installed in half hour. No need for hood, trunk and door switches. Send $49.50 to Service Engineers, 1627-29 W. Lawrence, Chicago, Ill. 60640.

REVITALIZE—Save your transmission. $2.50 postpaid. Guaranteed. ProZerol for sale and service, 120 N. Fourth St., North Wales, Pennsylvania 19454.


LIFETIME Carburetor air filter; more mileage, cleaner engine; $3.50. State height, diameter of your filter. Fidelity Corp., Box 45524, Dallas, Texas 75203.

AUTO ALARM, complete with 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee. $10. T.P.A. Outlet, 363 Belmont Ave., Springfield, Mass. 01108.

SAVE $500 Steam from Manifold to Carburetor cleans out carbon—Doubles Engine Life. Gas burns slower creating 20% more horsepower, 60% less pollution. Possible to gain up to 10 miles per gallon. Write for free literature or send $10 check or money order for easy to install gas saver. Money back guarantee within 30 days. Fidelity Corp., Box 1, Burnsville, Minn. 55373.


IGNITION Wire Sets. Custom Made to your Car or Truck. Send Make, Engine, $9.95, Motive Systems, Box 9763, Cleveland, Ohio 44116.

BE your own ignition expert. Free details Q-vrc box 47816, Los Angeles, Calif. 90047.


AUTO TRAILERS

BUILD Your Pickup Camper, Precut Kits, Blueprints, Supplies, literature for 25c, Comstock Trailers, Dept. 664, Parsons, Kansas 67357.

PICKUP Camper, Trailer or Pickup-Cover—Build yourself. Save complete plans $3.95 each Cover plans $2.00. Conversion Plans—economical type van $2.95, classic, bus or delivery van $2.95. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Equipment catalog $1.00, (refundable), 10c. Viking Camper Supply, 99-F Glenwood, Minneapolis, Minn. 55403.

CAMPING Trailer, sleeps 6, 15 photos, complete plans $3.50. Accessories available. Circulair, 15c, Stratford Trailers, Stony Creek, Conn. 06405.

CAMPER & Trailer Kits—Assemble yourself! $1.00 a day to over factory built, 12 models! Precut Truck Trailers, Pickup Covers, Travel Trailers, Folding Tent Trailers. Big time of accessories. E-Z terms, money-back guarantee. Free 24 page color catalog, Luger, Dept. TW-70, 1300 East Cliff Road, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337.

CAMPER plans and full sized patterns. The most detailed available with written and pictorial instructions, Various models and accessory kits for literature—Glen L. 9152—PM5—Rosecrans, Bellflower, California 90706.

BUILD Truck Campers Trailers Bus Covers, Blueprints, plans parts catalog $2.00 catalog. S5 Kamcraft, Box 1153, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.

MOTORCycles, BICYCLES, MOTORSCOOTERS AND SUPPLIES


SNOW VEHICLE & KART Hop on accessory CATALOG. Speed and performance equipment—manifolds, engine mounts, exhaust systems, Send 25c, G.E.M., PRODUCTS, Box 842, Carol Stream, Ill. 60187.


BARGAIN PRICES. Every part, Kart or Mini-bike, Giant Catalog $1.00. New, "how to" plans $1.00. Both, $2.00. Brown’s Motor Spares, 19P Central St., Worcester, Mass. 01608.

INDIAN PARTS, Rebuilding, Accessories. Indian Motorcycle Sales, Kansas City, Missouri 64127.

(Continued on next page)


BOATS AND TRAILERS


CANDOES! Kayaks, Factory-direct quality kits, from $25.00. Many different models. Canvas hulls, aluminum mast, construction materials, Free literature. Sportscraft, Box 8393-P, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

BOAT PLANS, FRAME KITS. BOAT KITS. World's largest selection over 700 kits for the amateur builders. New catalog includes Cruisers, Runabouts, Deep-vee Catsamarans, Trimarans, Sailboats, Sailboats from small sail fish to 34 ft. motor sailors, large selection of Inboard and Outboard Hydros, Send $1.00 for new large plan & kit catalog or catalog listing. 201 Chico Craft Boat, Box 3250-A, New York 10019.


KITS! Molded fiberglass, Sail money-order, Factory made sections, one-piece craft. 20 models, $14 to $32. Cruisers, Runabouts, Houseboats, Outboard Hydros, Sidekicks, Plan, $35.00, Catalog $3.00. Boats, 48072, New York 12519.

KAYAK Kits, inexpensive professional designs. Exclusive nylon bull, aluminum trim. One complete set, 5-14 Kayak, Stony Creek, Conn. 06405.


CONVERTIBLE TOPS, Side Curtains, Folding Frames. Save 80% of your own. Free information and plans. 1000 Thunderbird, Florissant, Mo. 63033.

NEW 1969 McCulloch and other Outboards. 4 H.P. 1116; 6 Electric $288 11-16; Drive $228. 225 $329; 20 Electric $181; 25 Electric $197. All sizes Literature $0.50. Electric Marine, 1422 Bridge St., New Orleans, La. 11221.

FIBERGLASS Canoes, Kayaks, and Duketools. Many exciting models. Easily assembled kits. $39.95 up. Free Literature. Riverside Canoe, Box E6959, Riverside, Calif. 92507.

BOAT PLANS, FULL-SIZE PATTERNS. FRAME KITS with step-by-step instructions specially for new boat builders. Over 600 page catalog of over 80 designs: B 386; S 386; J 386; J 386; J 386; J 386. Send $1.00 for new catalog of over 80 designs: B 386; S 386; J 386; J 386; J 386; J 386. Send $1.00 for new catalog. Fairfield, Calif. 92507.

SAIL BOAT KITS. Molded fiberglass and wood for sailboats, cruisers, Trimarans, and many others. Free catalog on sailboats, canoes, ice boats, and fiberglass and sailmaking supplies. Taft Marine Corp., 39th Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55421.

BOAT BAILER: AUTOMATIC, Small Craft. A Check baiier does it; and it works! Only $5.95. Write: De Porsia AUTOMATIC BAILER, INC., Grand Haven, Michigan 49417.

BUILD AQUA CYCLE, a hydroplane you ride and control like a motorcycle. Illustrated brochure 25c, plans $5.00. Marine Delivery, Box 7732, Spokane, Washington 99208.


RADE Boat Plans, Kits, Hardware, Hydro's, Runabouts, Inboard and Outboard kits—some stock, others on special order, check. Champion Boats, 816A Schley, Wilmingon, California 90744.

CONVERT Auto engines to marine. 68 Catalog, 50c. Lehman Manufacturing Company, 800 Elizabeth Avenue, Linden 4, New Jersey 07036.

ATHLETIC AND BODY BUILDING COURSES

WEIGHTLIFTING!!! How to develop SPEED TIMING COORDINATION!!! Begin-

CATALOGUE—$1.00—Kung Fu, Karate, Weapons, Equipment, Books. Ori-
ental Art Supply, 2077 West Lyndale Ave, Chicago, Illinois 60647.

FEAR NO BULLY! Master Authentic Chinese Kung Fu Unbeatable Techniques!!! Defeat Words in Seconds with Sure Results. Including Giant Judo, Karate Expert, Facts. By Air Write Asia's Greatest Master. Leonid (M.) 144 119th Road, Ipo, Malaysia.

"GIANT Arms." Dr. Young's, D.C., re-
ductionary genius. $2. Satisfaction or re-
undant catalog. 10th Ave., Chicago 60690.


MIGHTY MUSCLES fast! No weight. Com-

PRIVATE Pilots license. New half price plan includes everything. Details $2.00. Elec-topepepe, Box 27203P, Indianapolis, Indiana 46227.

BE A Government licensed aviation me-
chanic. Practical training. Free informa-
tion.Paramount School, Municipal Airport, Kansas City, Missouri 64116.

AIRBOAT, Propellers, Engines, Plan,
Kits, Supplies, Complete Airboats Out-
board Aeroplane Log $1.00. P.O. Box
Maxwell, Box 3301F, Ft. Worth, Texas 76105.

AVIATION

AVIATION Surplus Big Catalogue 50c (Refunds Ideas, Box 11TPM, Spring Grove, Penna. 17362.


HOMEBUILT, Real enclosed helicopter 24 hour plans. Information $2.50. Build "executive" helicopter, drawing, specifications, $2.00. Helicopter Development. Box P.O. Box 10074, Minneapolis, Minn. 55414.

HOMEBUILT helicopter, gyroplane, and airplanes PLANS and KITS, Complete literature $3.00 (refundable). General Aircraft P.O. Box 6000, Cleveland 315, Q. ebec. Canada.

HELI-PLANE, SNOWMOBILE. HELI-
RAFT, AIRBOAT. Bubble canopy, One-Man. Portable. Kits, Plans, Information 25¢ each. Photos and three-view drawings $1.00 each. COMCOB. Box 1267, Redwood City, California 94064.

SPORTING GOODS AND EQUIPMENT


AMAZING! Indestructible Dynafite golf balls, lifetime guarantee, $5.00. Wildwood House, 1236 Wildwood Lane, Binghamton, N.Y. 13903.

FISHING TACKLE, LURES

FAMOUS SPARKLE TAIL FISHING LURE $1.95. Swayne's, Box 180, Alasic Plac, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226. (Continued on next page)
SEND for FREE Wholesale Catalog. The most complete and fully illustrated cat-
alog of reeds, rods, heads, spinners, jigs, bodies and parts, sinker rods, lures, 
tools, hooks, rod blanks, rod parts, 
wire, etc., FINNYSPORTS, ME Sports 
Sdks., Toledo, Ohio 43614.

FOR casting your own fishing 
sinker. Free illustrated booklet. Reading 
Instrument Co., Box P78, Reading, Pa. 
19603.

BLACK Widow Ranchers!! Big Guar-
anteed Market! Free Stock! NBWC, P.O. 260-
2PMlDD.

EARN Money raising fishwors for us! Exciting 
details free! Oakhaven—56 
Cedar Hill, Texas 75104.

SUCCESS for you! Raise red wigglers, 
crickets, mealworms, 6 inch garden wig-
gliers, 12 inch African worms. We teach 
you to raise and sell. Make money fast!
Free Literature. Carter Redworns, Plains, 
Georgia 31780.

GROW FISHWORMS. Outstanding NewBreed 
produces great profits! Free Literature. 
Fain's Hatchery-St. Edwin, Ga. 31746.

HYBRID Redworms 5000 $10.00. 20,000 
$20.00 Pospaid with Raising Instructions.
Worms, Route 9, Waco, Texas 76705.

YOUNG Frogs and Giant Breeders. Stock 
your lakes and ponds. Nu-Tex Frog 
Farm, Box 4601, Corpus Christi, Texas 78408.

REPTILES, Snake sticks, traps, List 10c. 
Dealers and Commercial Enterprises, 
Box 611, Palmdale, Calif. 93550.

THREE Praying Mantis Egg Cases $2.50. 
Insect eaters, Bernard, Trevilians, Va. 
23170.

HUNTING, 
GUNS, DECOYS

RANGEMATIC rangefinders measure dis-
tances to 500 yds. with 625 yard 
point distances into trajectories, M.P.H. etc. Free Litera-
ture. Ranging, Box 9106H, Rochester, N.Y. 
14625.

GUARANTEED Hunting hounds Picture 
Catalog $25. Clayco Kennels, Henrietta, 
Texas 76365.

POULTRY & 
GAME BIRDS

QUAILS. Incubators, cages, supplies 
catalgs Mar. 14, 1968 Brookhurst, Garden 
Grove, Calif. 92640.

BABY Chicks, Ducklings, Goslings. Tur-
keys, Guinea, Free Catalogue, Hockman, 
Box 718K, San Diego, Calif. 92101.

GAME BIRDS—Eggs or chicks. 
Pheasants, Chukars, Ducks, Quail. Write 
for free price list. Northwest Farms, Inc., 
Box 341, Portland, Oregon 97208.
502/233-4659.

RABBITS—FUR BEARING 
ANIMALS

RAISE Rabbits successfully by knowing 
what makes them tick. 48 page illustrated book describing 
25 breeds, Housing, breeding, feeding, 
markets, marketing etc. 25 cents. 
American Rabbit Breeders Association 36 Arba 
Building, Pittsburgh, Penn. 15217.

$500—$800 MONTHLY Raise small 
Laboratory breeding stock for us. We sup-
ply equipment, housing, and instructions. 
Illinois Research Farms, Dept. MBP-5, 
Barrington, Illinois 60010.

YOUR VACATION BARGAINS. Know-Your-World 
Club, 733 N. LaBrea, Hollywood, Calif. 
90038.
HOBBIES AND COLLECTIONS

SHOULDER PATCHES—Collectors items: Official Apollo 11 patch $3.00 postpaid, U.S. Army Air Corps Stamps, etc. patches made to order. 10 assorted patches, price list and catalog $2.50. Cata

COLLECTOR REGIMENTAL: 3 samples and 32 page military catalog, send $0.30 postage. L.A. INSIGNIA, 71-M, Rockaway, N.Y. 11684.

50 GORGEOUS Jungle butterflies $2.50. Collectors Wonderland, Box 1170, New York 10008.

APOLLO 8 Iron Moon Bank $6.50 Post

STAMP COLLECTING

INDONESIA 50 different 10c cataloging $2.50. Approvals. Hijop Box 505, Norwalk, Conn

FREE—mint British Colonials from Sa

400 FOOT SQUARE For Staking out Ex

WELDING, SOLDERING, PLATING


CHROME Plating equipment, supplies.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS


JEEPS Typically From $53.90... Trucks From $78.40... Airplanes, Typewriters, Boats, Clothing, Camping, Sporting, Photography, Electronics Equipment, wide vi

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

UNITED STATES commemorative collection containing 33 different—10c Approvals. White, 516-A Avenue L, Brooklyn 30, New York.

ONE Pound Value Geo. VI Bermuda. A 100 worldwide 10c. approvals, Stevens, 1,025b, Homestead Sta., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229.

PICTORIAL BONANZA! 10c Brings gorg

RUHYK Turtles complete set 15c appro


52 STAMPS for only 10c! Airmails, Pic

Copyright © 2023 by A. E. Wright. All rights reserved.

MACHINERY, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

IMPROVE SHOP SAFETY, EFFICIENCY! New electronic brake instantly stops lathes, saws, drill presses, grinders, etc. For more information, $1.50 to 10 Amps. $19.95. NOT for motors having brushes. AMPITECH, Box 34302, Bethesda, Maryland 20034.

MERCATORS—Indicators— Steel Rollers, Box 1350, Maxfield, Utah. Accessories. List free: Complete mailing—50c. Campbell, 1424 Barclay, Springfield, Ohio 45505.

BE A PANELING EXPERT! Take the guess

FOOT SANDING MACHINE 3 sizes, 20

BIG 170 Page Tool and Hardware Cat
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MONA LISA” painting stamp free with approvals! Roger Williams Stamps Co. Box 1281-P3, Pauwctuck, R.I. 02662.


STAMP SHOW, we invite you to attend the ASDA Show, May 15-17, 1970, Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles, California.

UNITED NATIONS. Four pictorials, Free to approved applicants. Morrell, 161 No. Whitley St., Fort Worth, Conn. 06105.

SCANDINAVIAN 70 different only 30c. Kimber, Box 40, 14011 Vairby, Sweden.

HISTORIC MAN on MOON First Day Cover. Addressed to you on special cachet. For orders please, 1964 - 1965 Unifiederror U.S. Postage.
ANTlQUES, RELnC, INDIAN GOODS AND CURIOS
(Continued from preceding page)

FREE List Three Collections Purchased, George Smith, 9625 Conway Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46236.

TONS of antique gun parts and supplies ready for immediate loading. Send $1.00 for enlarged illustrated catalog No. 1194, Dixie Gun Works, Union City, Tennessee. Everybody likes Dixie Gun Works.

MODELS—CARS, SHIPS, TRAINS, PLANES ETC.

STUART Steam engines, castings, catalog 75c. Carusel Models, 1131 Wilson Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 84105.

"HAND-PRINTED authentic color reproductions of American STEAM LOCOS. MOTIVES. Collectors item. For free information write to Mika Studio, Belleville, Ontario, Canada.

SCALE Building materials, 1/ 4" & 1/ 8 scale. Windows, doors, siding, roofing, lumber and structural shapes. Send 50c for catalog. Small Sales C., P.O. Box 177, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201.

SHIP And yacht model fittings: Pine construction hull kits: blueprints, Send 50c for illustrated catalog. J. Fink, 1002 Etawah Avenue, Royal Oak, Michigan 48067.

SHIP Model kits and fittings: clipper ships, frigates, etc. catalog tool list 1049 catalog 50c. Models Shipway, Box 65, Bogota, N.J. 07603.


AUTOS—World's biggest kits! Big Scale $12.95— $33 95! Plus $1.00 assembled models. $10.00 assembled models. J. K. Sinclair's, (A-19), Box 8068, Erie, Penn. 16505.

GAMES, TOYS, PUZZLEs, NOVELTIES

SATELLITE build your own, Flies mile high under control. Kit form. All parts included. Easy Assembly. 28" size $3.98. Airway, 1935 Industrial, Los Angeles, California 90021.

PEACE Buttons, 300 Novelty Buttons. Bumper stickers, Dealers inquiry, Catalogue 10c. Harrison, Box 253m, Bethpage, New York 11714.


MAGIC TRICKS, JOKES, VENTRiloQUIsM

MAGIC Trick and 500 Item Catalog Both 35c. Mystic Magic Company, Box 2824, Plainfield, New Jersey 07062.


HODDIN'S Greatest Magic Tricks!! You can do them! Giant illustrated Catalog and Free Secret Trick, 25c House of 1000 Mysteries, Dept. PM70C, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33308.

500 TRICKS. Douglas famous Magic Catalog, only 10c. Better Magic for pocket stage magic, Miss Douglon, 111, Dallas, Texas 75221.


MAGIC MAGAZINE—Monthly since 1936. 44 pages. Three month trial $1.00. Gen. P.O. Box 36068, Los Angeles, Calif. 90036.

"VENTRILQIUM! Unique "listen-and-learn" method. Write, Show-Biz, 1735-P 26th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229.


MAGIC BUFFS—Learn to do magic. Receive free monthly 140 page magazine with articles on available those 18 years or older. Write INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF MAGICIANS, Box 2247,70enton, Ohio 43066.

BOOKS, CATALOGS, NEWSPAPER

REMEMBER The Scopes Trial, $1.00. Christian Evidence League, Maiverne, N.Y. 11565.

PAPERCUT Catalogue, 15,000 titles. 1.00. Free Listings Publishers' Overstock, Hardgrounds, L.P.s, Savings to 84%, New York Book, 4 P West 33rd Street, N. Y. C. 10036.

FREE BOOK, Prophet Elijah Coming Before Christ, Meidoid Mission, Dept. 2, 481 Thurston Road, Rochester, N.Y. 14619.


COLLECTORS HOBBIESTS Books you need. Write, get catalog, Cleveland, Box 88B3, San Antonio, Texas 78601.

SELF-Development autoselection, catalogue, Collins, Bly, 867, Appalachia, Virginia 24216.

BOOK Sale, Free List, Hillsdale Gifts, Box 144, Hillsdale, New Jersey 07642.

INTELLECTUAL Atheist Periodical and Catalogue, Box 2832, San Diego, California 92112.


WAS JESUS A JEW? Day Jesus Died, Was Jesus a Jew, 3 booklets, catalog $1.00. Edify Associates, Box 341, Urbana, Ohio 43078.


"BOOK DISCOUNTS. Send needs. Most publishers. JMS Box 891-P 570, Clifton, N.J. 07013."
STOP Throwing Away Those Boxtops! They're worth money, some 25c each! Write: Boxtops—BO. Cedar Hill, Texas 75104.


I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money! Start with $10.00-Free proof! Torrey, Box 318-Y, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

MAIL Baby Catalogs imprinted with your address to New Mothers for Big Profits! Details 25c. Vol-P.M, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

CLIP Newspaper items. $1.65-$5.00 each. Details. Walter, Box 1360-PA Erie, Pa. 16512.

WANT To make big money at home? $10.00 profit in an hour possible with invisible mending. Make tears, holes disappear from clothing, fabrics. Steady year-round demand from cleaners, laundries, homes. Details free. Fabricon, 1585 Howard, San Francisco 42, Calif.


DRAFTSMEN! Operate own DRAFTING SERVICE! Full, Part Time: Experience unnecessary. Details. Roberts Drafting, 1741 Circle Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204.

JEWELRYCRAFT—It's easy! Big profits! Catalog, 25c, Modern Craft, 12790 US 19, Clearwater, Florida 33716.


EARN $60.00 DAILY manufacturing Concrete Fence Posts. Practically no investment. Write, Kimbo, 1619 N. American, Excelsior Springs, Mo. 64024.


MAILORDER Records help get increased business! Complete 32 Page Record Book shows your Inquiries, orders, advertising, expense information, etc. Stamps, A. Martine, Popular Mechanics, Dept. PM 224 West 57 Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

$500-$500 MONTHLY. Raise small Laboratory-breeding stock for us. We supply equipment, breeders, and instructions. Illinois Research Farms, Dept. MDP-5, Barrington, Illinois 60010.

TREMENDOUS $1,000.00 Profit From 1 minute. Free by Mail. George-P. Box 2188, Cypress, California 90630.


BOOKKEEPERS Earn $500.00 week. Operate, live, eat, sleep at home. Free literature. Universal, Box 664-M, Springfield, Missouri 65801.


SELL Books by mail. 400% profit. Royal, Box 450-X Cleveland, Ohio 44127.

FREE "Franchise Profit Letter" tells how unique NR Service is helping thousands of Americans today. National Franchise Reports, W-528, 333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601.

QUICK Income with Mail Order Collection Business. See your opportunity. Write today. Continental, Box 2023-A, Des Moines, Iowa 50310.

MAKE Money from tied up, Litho, typeset, etc. Printers or other small businesses. Strong Margins. Start with $1000. Printers, Box 219, Dallas, Texas 75201.

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS need man to assemble equipment and do local agent, experience unnessesary. May start while presently employed. Five-year contract. S.K.R.M., Manufacturers, 2347 West 238 Street, Torrance, California 90501.


ADDRESSES And mailers needed. Send statement for information. Family, 5626 West Peterson, Chicago 60645.

BECOME PROFESSIONAL DRESSING INSTRUCTOR. Earn $10.00 Hour, $400 Week. Large Mail Order Business. All details, Howard David, 1812 Evarts, Phila. Pa. 19152.


SIMPLE, EASY way to enter mail order. Easy mail order business. Neighbor, 12229, Oklahoma City, Okla. Elmpage, 1033-P.M 53rd, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109.

UNBELEIVABLE extra money can be yours through this incredible, home-based method. No inventory. No boss. Work at home YOU CAN START NOW. Free information. M-192, Box 12195, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109.

FREE FRANCHISE JOURNAL magazine with over 100 franchise opportunities in every issue. Franchise Journal, O. Box 1790, Newport Beach, Calif. 92663.
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YOUR Name listed with 1650 Foreign and Domestic Mailers, Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesalers, Publishers, etc. for $1.00. Our offers included, International Listing Service, Middleton, Tennessee 38052.

MAILORDER IMPORTS. Report reveals foreign dropship sources. Ideal mailorder buyer, $3845.31 6061 Amnest San Diego, California 92117.


$200 WEEKLY Without investment or purchase of products. Laminating machines in franchise in your area. Send $50 for complete portfolio and contract: VFM Company, E. 5th Street, Chillicothe, Florida 32766.

DRAFTSMEN! All classifications. Earned over $17,000 yearly. So can you. Details $2.00. Earn More, Box 4490 Mobile Drive, Huntsville, Alabama 35805.


PROFITABLE WATCH REPAIR. Free information. Watchmaking, YEF, Box River Girve, Illinois 60021.


50% OFF Possible on engraved signs, nameplates, plaques. Your personal nameplate a $2.50 value only $1.00 postpaid. Two $1.75. Free catalog, Forsberg, 61 Friendly Lane, Levittown, Pa. 19056.

HOW to Make Money in Mail Order Imports. Fabulous new method of starting your own Mail Order Business from home. You don't invest one cent in merchandise. U.S. Government will help you! How to get free 'eds' in national magazines! Includes details of how to obtain mail order business mail order items. Booklet #M0-521 A only $1.00. All Seasons, 42 South Western, Los Angeles, California 90026.


PIANO Tuning Learned Quickly At Home! Tremendous field! Musical knowledge unnecessary. Professional School. Box 327, Miami, Florida 33145.

$300.00 WEEKLY Possible!! Successful mailorder yours!!—easily!! Proof!! William, P0B44646X, Los Angeles 90044

HOMEWORKERS Envelope Addressers Wanted. Perrone, Box 203, Bronx, N.Y. 10458.

MAILORDER Books. Free lists. Earl's, 121-PM East Melrose FIndlay, Ohio 45840.


NEW Easy—learn how to earn more. 25C for handling. Sides, 3511 Link Valley A-27, Houston, Texas 77025.

MONEymaking OPPORTUNITIES

SWEEPSTAKES Contests. How to Win. Write for free particulars. General Contests. 1609-18 East Fifth, Duluth, Minnesota 55812.


WE BUY Bottles, Coins, Antiques, Books, Stamps, Magazines (Anything) Fruit Jars. Send $1.00 (refundable) for free list. Collecting Lists, Schroeders, Paducah, Ky. 42001.


MAKING PROFITABLE! Make one-way mirrors from ordinary glass. Complete formula and instructions 25c. Cameo, 826 South Hobart, Los Angeles, Calif. 90005.


$80.00 TO $100.00 weekly Profit Part time sign business, Magnetic Signs, 306 East Sunrise. Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33306.


LYRIC WRITERS write songs with writers who write hits for top Nashville artists. Globe, 420 Broad, Dept. PM, Nashville, Tenn. 37203.


CIGARETTES 12c a pack. Improved roll, 130-Filter tip, plain, king or regular. 12c. Facts to prove. Moyer's, Box 895, Owensboro, Kentucky 42301.

EARN $240.00 a month at home, spare time, doing only two 5-hour invisible mending a day. Big money paid for service that makes cuts, tears disappear from fabric. Steady demand. Details free. Fabricon, 1532 Howard, Chicago 60626.

MAKE Statuettes, novelties, imitation marble. Sell to stores or start gift shop. Free booklet. Moultypeizing. 41 Waverton, St. Louis, Mo. 63127.


FREE Copy of world's leading contest magazine Write People, Box 11569, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33773.
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SALESMAEN—DISTRIBUTORS

MAKE Extra $25 to $75 spare time! Take orders for double air cushion Bronson Shoes. Men’s, women’s, line for dress, work, school shoes. All styles, full line. McNeil, Freeport 2650, Illinois 61032.

HOUSEHOLD Products Route. Earn $25.00 or more daily. Larger routes available. Demonstrate and supplies furnished. Excellent commissions. Wire International Book, Dep. PM, Box 118, Wichita, Kansas 67201.


DO You wish to use or sell a plant food that is field proven, shows the greatest results at lowest cost? Something different? Grow big plants. Big monthly check and get your FERTILIZER FREE! Campbell’s Gro-Green, 414 Dewey, Rochester, Illinois.

FREE 206 Easy Ways to make money there for the going. Send name, address, want, one way to get your FERTILIZER FREE! Campbell’s Gro-Green, 414 Dewey, Rochester, Illinois.

AGENTS WANTED


SELL High Profit service station items.Free list, Inka, 2401 Crocker, Houston, Texas 77006.


WANT TO MAKE UP TO $100 A WEEK and get free shoes for life, too? No investment. Rush card for free demo kit box 7689, Chicago Falls, Wisconsin 54729.

YOUR own business—Used Suits $1.50; Overcoats $65; Mackinaws $35; Shoes $15; Dresses $35; Enormous profits, Catalog Free. Nathan Porthoy Assoc., 2109-AA Roosevelt Road, Oak Brook, Illinois. 60521.

AMAZING Profits! Sell Personalized Lifetime Metal Social Security Cards. Free Sample. Starting Kit, Myers, 928-B Crescenthill, Nashville, Tennessee 37206.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Government Assisted Passage. 50,000 Jobs. Latest Government Information and Forms $1.00. Special Reports on Employment, Business, Taxes, Housing, Education, Raving, Farming, Salesmen, etc., AUSTOC, Box 3623-E Long Beach, California 90803.


ALASKA, High pay jobs, many with room and board furnished. Send $3.00 for brochure, W.H. ENTERPRISES, Box 3-406, Anchorage, Alaska 99501.

FOREIGN And USA job opportunities available now. Construction, all trades. Earnings to $3,000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel expenses. AUSTOC, Box 3623-E, Long Beach, California 90803.


ALASKA! Due to the interest in the oil and construction projects in Alaska, our Research Department has made public an important study, showing how to obtain employment, cost of living, wages paid, etc. For a copy send $3.00 to B & S Publishing Co., Box 265, Lost Hills, California 93024.

BOOMING Alaska wants you—APPLICATION forms and new 1970 Australian Handbook. Information on assisted passage, family and housing allowances, jobs, business, ranching, teaching, hunting, fishing, etc. $1.00, Buckeye, Box 302ML, Fairfield, Ohio 45014.


TEMPORARY And Permanent Foreign Travel Correspondent Opportunities. Earnings Unlimited. Details, Associated, 1213 Summit, Barrington, Illinois 60010.

APPLY for employment in Australia. Send $5.00 for list of 496 firms doing business down under. REBCO, 10478 Rosehill, Rancho Cordova, California 95670.

THE Building of Modern Mexico needs people. Send $3.00 for Employment Information. Infomix, P.O. Box 366, Berea, Ohio 44017.

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS Jobs—Europe, South America, Australia, Far East. over 2,000 openings all trades, Construction, Office, Engineering, Sales, etc. $700 to $3,000 monthly. Extra for special work. Rush order. Overseas Jobs, International Airport, Box 536-M, Miami, Florida 33148.

OVERSEAS Jobs—Australia, Europe, South America, Far East. Free passage, all trades and professions. $400 to $2,500. Information write Foreign Employment Mart, Box 2235 A.M.F, Miami, Florida 33159.

WORLDWIDE Jobs, U.S.A. jobs now! $900 to $3,000.00 monthly. Travel per- lowance, Paid Overtime. Write Global Employment Box 706CA50, Orlando, Calif. 94563.

REAL ESTATE & FARMS

FLORIDA CAMPSITES. Hunt, fish, boat, ski, swim or loaf. For a second home or investment. Warranty Deed. Free Maps and information available in states requiring separate registration (Florida AD69- LO634E). Howard Vernon, Deland, Florida 32720.

FREE COPY! New spring listings. Arkansas property Journal. Statewide Realty Services, P.O. Box 201, Little Rock, Ar. 72201.

ARIZONA mountain retreat acreage, near Prescott National Forest. 21/4 acres, $1.00 down. Young J.V. Farm Co., 2233 North 7th St., Phoenix 85003.

CANADIAN Land, seized and sold for taxes. Our 53rd annual series of lists, describes many choice properties ranging from coast to coast, acquired by us through Tax Sale. Listed as low as six months, for small annual payments. Information, write for free booklet with full explanation. Tax Service, Room 301-D, 85 Bloor St. E., Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada.

CANADIAN Vacation lands: Full price $385.00. 40 acres, $10 month. Suitable cottage sites, hunting, fishing, investment. Free in sm. Canada, P.O. Box 576-C, Bathurst, Downsview, Ontario, Canada.

ACRE—Canadian Border—hundreds of camping sites, farms, farmlands, directly from tax authorities. Many choice properties, write for free booklet. Information Bureau, Norval 4, Ontario, Canada.

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . Low as $1.00 and millions across our exclusive copyrighted report—plus "Land Opportunity Digest" listing land available throughout U.S. Send $1.00 to Government Sanitized, Land Disposal, Box 9011-PE, Washington, D.C. 20003.

BUY CANADA $10—10 ACRES. Thousands of highly productive farming and grazing lands. Direct from government authorities. Atlantic to Pacific, Good roads, near border. Sensational investment. Lake from $1.00 to $100.00 per acre. Fishing, unique research lists. Maps, Photos. "BUREAU," 16 Quinby Court, Thistletown, Canada.
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TRIAL OFFER, Twelve prints from roll 60c. Eight enlarged color prints from Kodak color roll $1.35; twelve $1.79; twenty 2.65.

S Meadow, New York 14009.


CONVERT Car radio to two way CB Transceiver with Pace Auto-Mate $19.95, regularly $39.00. American Cunet Inc. 1636 W. 135th, Gardena, Calif. 90249.


33c RADIO & TV tubes. Free list. Cornell, 4217-17 University, San Diego, California 92117.


TV-FM Antennas all channels, Easy construction. Complete instructions $3.00, GCS, 12226 Gibson Rd., Everett, Washington 98201.


HI-FI, TAPES, RECORDS AND ELECTRONICS


RECORDS! Discounts on all LP’s. Details, 329-A Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10008.


MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

GUITAR MAKING Books, Importer Used Supplies, Accessories. Address from 25c. Guitar Center, Box 15444, Tulsa, Okla. 74115.

POEMS And Songs wanted by America’s most popular publishers. Those wanted for select material. Tin Pan Alley, Broadway Productions Division, PM, Lake Grove, N.Y. 11755.

79 GUITAR Lessons. $3.00. Richard’s Studio, Box 5024, Boomer, Texas 79007.


PLAYER Piano Rebuilding—get details from: Vesta Post, Vesta, N.Y. 13850.


SONGWRITERS! London Company now in USA needs poems for new songs. All types wanted. Details from: Frank P. Worth, 715/P. West Knoll, Hollywood, California 90069.


STR DRAFTY Players慢慢ly. Inexpensively with Lee Silken Units. Write Lee Music 525 Fence Avenue, Venice, California 90291.


FORTY Music flash cards to learn note reading $2.00. Nu-Wa Music, Bybee, Kentucky 40412.


POEMS Wanted for new songs, records. FIVE STAR MUSIC, 6M Beacon, Boston, Mass. 02108.

(Continued on next page)
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FORTY Music flash cards to learn note reading. $2.00. Nu-Wa Music, Bybee, Kentucky 40412.

SONGS. Poems wanted! Accepted songs published recorded at our expense! 137-7, Longwood, Quincy, Mass. 02169.

LEARN SONGWRITING FAST! Co-operative Music Publishers, 205 St. Anne, Santa Ana, California 92704.

SONGWRITERS: Need good demo tapes to promote material? Save money. Write: T. A.A.S., 2420 E. 20th, Farmington, N.M., 87401.

SONG PRODUCTIONS Offer, Newport Publications, Box 693 Syracuse, N.Y. 13201.


Motel-Hotel Management Training


EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION


AIRCRAFT—Aircrafts for men for good-paying positions in ticketing, operations, passenger and air freight service. G. I. Approved. High School graduates. 17 to 38, see if you can qualify. Write Weaver Airline Personnel School, Dept. PM-5321 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri 64111.


SELF-Improvement books! Catalog 10¢. Write Jack Butler, 1384-B Monroe Drive, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30324.


PERMANCE Improvement Courses and Books sold and rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses bought.) Lee Montgomery, 3517 North 27th St. Omaha 7, Nebraska 30175.

LEARN Auctioneering. Term soon. Free catalog. Reisch Auction College, Box 850 Mason City, Iowa 50401.

PIANO Tuning quickly learned with home study course. Diploma granted American Tuning School, Gilroy, Calif. 95020.

OWN Collection agency. "Little Gold Violin." Franklin Credit, Roanoke, Virginia 24004.

EARN $125 a week and up. Learn a trade with a future. Learn auto diesel mechanics. You learn, you work with tools on real equipment. Earn while you learn. Many of our graduates earn $125 a week and up. Free bulletin. D. M. Auto, Diesel College, Nashville, Tennessee 37219.

MISSOURI Auction School, GI Approved. Free Catalog. 424-93 Nichols Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64112.

USED Courses! Books! List 10c, Smith's, 124 Marlborough, Salem, Mass. 01970.

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE home study courses in Electromechanical Technology, Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Electronics Engineering. (Dept. 10). P. O. Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209. (Established 1945.)


AUCTIONEERING Resident or Home study Courses. Box 2372, Nashville, Tenn. 37204.

DETECTIVE Course. Free Information. Universal Institute, Box 8180-F, Universal City, California 91608.

PROFILING Camera service training at home. National Camera, Dept. PM, Englewood, Colo. 80110.

PENNAMESHIP Corrector. Improve Poor penmanship quickly. Details free. Ozment, Box 2344-34, St. Louis, Mo. 63114.

EXTENSION And Post-Graduate Awards in Art, Law, Drama, Medicine, Homeopathy, Radionics and others. 30 subjects. Curricular free. (Mail $1 and receive your free prospectus.) School of Technology, Highfield, Danehill, Sussex, England.


PENMANSHIP Improve: improve your penmanship quickly, easily. Write: Tevis, Chippewa Falls, Wis. 54729.

FREE Bible course! Degree! Request information! 708 Bragg, Monroe, North Carolina 28110.


HIGH SCHOOL diploma at home. Licensed teachers. Send age, highest grade completed for free details. No salesman will call. Southern States Academy, 5300 W. Belfort, Dept. 16-E, Houston, Texas 77035.

LEARN Asleep or awake! Records, tapes, equipment. No salesman will call. Dragonfly PM-400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

GET A British Degree, Divinity, Philosophy, Radionics, 35 Courses. Prospects free. (Follow-up training.) Highfield, Danehill, Sussex, England.

PIANO Tuning pays. Big money in spare time. Learn at home. No musical knowledge necessary. Phonograph records, tools and instruments furnished. Free catalogue also sent. Capital Tuning School, 3160 S.W. 16th Court, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33312.

LEARN Massage. Home study course. Free catalogue. Massage Institute, Box 190-PM, Quincy Mass, 02169.


BE A TECHNICIAN Investigate opportunities. 2 year Associate Degree programs in Numerical Control Programming, Power Technology (Small Engine), Food Technology, Manufacturing, Heating, and Freezing or Dairy. Accredited. Information available. Fond du Lac Technical Institute, Fond du Lac Street, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 54935.


LEARN Handwriting Analysis, Internationally. Dept. 100, 740 Eldridge, Lake View Terrace, Calif. 91342.


UNLOCK Your Future, Become professional locksmith. Study at home. No experience needed. Make up to $6 per hour. All tools, equipment included. Facts free, Send name, address, city and state to Interesting Sales, 1310-056, Little Falls, New Jersey 07424.

SIMPLIFIED Space Age Ordinations, Titles 10C. Astro Science Church, 431 College, Wyckoff, New Jersey 07481.

IMPROVE Yourself!!! Bargain priced books!!! Free Catalog! Wainer, 739 East 82nd, Brooklyn, New York 11236.


MAKE MONEY in real estate! Complete home study course designed to start you on new career. Opportunities waiting! Write: Career School of Real Estate, 1025PM E. Seminole, Springfield, Mo. 65804.

DRIVING—Paralleled Parking Simplified. Easy to follow illustrated instructions. $1.00 to: E. Angoletti Driving School, R. D 2, Belle Vernon, Pennsylvania 15012.

LIFETIME ORDINATIONS, Send stamp for information! No Church, No Card. Roadside, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33320.

SLIDE RULE—Learn by LECTURE TAPE—An instructor in your home. Brochure. Lorraine Library Training Institute, Box 481, Findlay, Ohio 45840.

MINISTERIAL Courses, School of Ministerial Studies, 887 West Spruce, Ravenna, Ohio 44266.

University degrees in computer science experience—All subjects details $1.00. St. Matthew University, Box 9734 Columbus, Ohio 43206.


FCC First Class License in six weeks—Nationale highest success percentage for Veteran's Training. Schools in Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, New Orleans, Minneapolis and Houston, Indiana, 2503D Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75235.


Sleep-learning headquarter! Tapes, records, books, Gigantic catalog free. Research Association, Box 24PM, Olympia, Washington.

FOR INVENTORS


SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY


GIFT SHOPPING

DISTINCTIVE Gift Catalogue, Send 50c. International Box 208, Wendell, North Carolina 27591.

FREE Catalog, Latest gift ideas for everyone. Lakeside Gifts, Dept. 1, Box 69, Lakewood, Ohio 44107.

FREE Distinctive Gifts catalog, Brownie. 3604—Guthrie, Pasadena, Texas 77003.


WANTED—gold, silver, platinum (any form), mercury, Informatin free. Wilmot's, 1064 E. Price, Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49504.

CASH immediately for old gold, jewelry, gold teeth, watches, diamonds, silverware, spectacles, platinum, mercury. Free information, Rose Industries, 29-A East Madison, Chicago 60602.


WEARING APPAREL

PROFITS FROM CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING! Booklet shows you how to start your own business with Classified Advertising. Only $1.00 (Refundable with first order). Martin, Popular Mechanics, Dept. PM, 224 West 57 Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

HEARING AIDS

HEARING AIDS—Batteries Wholesale! Brochure—Hearing Center, Box 211, St. Petersburg, Florida.

HEARING Aids below wholesale. Reputable, every one completely hidden models. Smallest, most powerful, Free home trial. No salesman will call. Free details, Write Prestige Box, Box 10880, Houston, Texas 77018.

All Type hearing aids $99.00. Rhodes, 333 North 9th, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

CHEMICALS And apparatus for industrial, analytical, and private laboratories. Catalog $0.25. Biological Supply Co., 1176 Mt. Hope Ave., Rochester, N.Y. 14620.

LABORATORY Supplies At Discount Prices. Catalog—$0.00. Deutag Co., Madison, Wisconsin 53720.

BUILDING on TROUSSES. From household items. Send $1.00 for plans. DEREK INDUSTRIES, Box 31442, AURORA, COLORADO 80010.

CHEM-CARE. Won't slip, slide, spill, crack or leak! Holds powders, liquids—everything. Two sizes. $1—$00, 13—$2.00 + Free Catalogue. Kenkus K. Box 158M, Riverlea, New York 10039.

CHEMICALS, Apparatus, Biological Supplies, etc. Catalog 50c. Sheard Science, Dept. PM, Columbus, Wisconsin 53725.

CATALOGUE of very interesting products, 35c. Things that go zoom, also books—all about them. Kenkus K. Box 158M, St. Louis 3090 J. 6.

LASER PISTOL—$1.00. How to build PHASER PISTOL—$1.00. MOON MAN (ROBOT), Build now. Complete plans $2.00. add 25c per order for postage. New Catalogue—25c. Roy Davis Laboratories, Dept. PM, 118 West Adams Street, Jacksonville, Florida 22020.

FOR FORMULAS, PLANS, ETC.


ANY Formula $0.30, Catalogue—Treatise 10c. Belfort, 192 N. Clark, Chicago 60601.

MAKE CASTING PLASTIC AT HOME WITH MOTHER CHIPS! New Fog and Groceries, Simple, Guaranteed Formula $0.30, No Checks Unless Certified. Air Port 2006 NORTH BOULEVARD, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 27604.

PLASTICS

PLASTIC Embedders, jewelry workers. We have a New catalog 25c. David C., 861 Broad St., Dept. M, Providence, R.I. 02907.


MOTHER of Pearl Chips wholesale. Used for plastic, embedding. Finely ground in many colors, for making beautiful table-tops, wall paneling and decorative novelties. Send 25c for price list. Box Office 282, Metropolis, Illinois 62960.

TREASURE FINDERS

FREE 128 Page detector catalog. General Electric Detector Co., Box 87, Bellflower, California 90706.

TREASURE LOCATORS MOST COMPLETE LINE FREE INFORMATION. TESOROS. APARTMENT 7-948, MEXICO, MEXICO.

FREE TREASURE GUIDE Fact-filled catalog. For hobbyists. 50c. For postpaid. Also request free literature on ultrasensitive, professional Fisher Detectors. FISHER DETECTORS, Dept. PM-S, Palo Alto, California 94303.
That old tractor is 15 years old and still going strong. Which should come as no surprise to you, if you've ever talked to a Gravely owner. We sell many of our new tractors because of word-of-mouth praise by owners who know how long their old Gravelys last.

As good as our old tractors are, the new Gravely Riding Tractors are even better. You get an all-gear-drive, with no belts to slip or break ...instant forward, neutral or reverse at the flip of a lever. A unique rear-mounted engine for extra traction when the going's tough. Center or front-mounted mower to suit your needs. Choose from a variety of front, rear or center-mounted attachments—for mowing, gardening, snow removal and many other jobs—on a 10, 12, 14 or 16.5 H.P. tractor that's built better than it has to be.

Please let us send you a new catalog on Gravely Riding and Convertible Tractors, and the name of your Gravely dealer. Write: Gravely Corporation, 5804 Gravely Lane, Clemmons, N.C. 27012.
Questions Answered

Homeowners' Clinic

By W. Clyde Lamey

Low heat

I live in a recently acquired, older home, equipped with hot-water heating. Originally coal-fired, the boiler is now fitted with an oil burner and room thermostat controls, but I don't keep warm in cold weather. I'd like to do something about it before another winter. But what?—A.E., N.D.

The answers to two questions may provide a solution or at least point the way. Is your heating system controlled by one or more than one room thermostat and where are they located? And are you reasonably sure the system is of adequate capacity to provide comfortable room temperatures in your locality?

Assuming that your system has adequate capacity, and also that the pipe lines and radiators are in good condition, the remedy could prove to be the relocation of the thermostat, or 'stats. Often, and especially in older converted installations, thermostatic controls are placed where there is inadequate air circulation or they may be affected by a nearby radiator. This possibility should be checked by someone who is acquainted with your particular heating system.

Streaky ceiling

I built my own home, a small ranch type, only a couple years ago. I was then told (erroneously, I know now) to apply creosote to the framing to preserve it. Now there are brownish streaks in the ceiling plaster directly under each attic joist. Fresh applications of paint just don't conceal the streaks. What can I do now?—G.H., Tenn.

As a stain, creosote will penetrate almost anything other than metals. There just isn't any simple solution. I can suggest, for example, that you cover the streaks with wooden box beams, but with joists on 16-inch centers that's a lot of beams, even in a small room. Or, I can tell you to take off the paint down to the plaster—and the stains—and coat the ceiling with white shellac. That's right, white shellac. It's available, but you may have to shop around to find it. One brand is B.I.N., made by William Zinsser & Co.

As a rule, white shellac will seal the bleeding creosote. It can do no harm and it's worth a trial. You can paint over it, of course, but I wouldn't apply any other coating for a while, just to make sure that the shellac will seal out the stains completely.

While I can't conscientiously recommend that you box-beam the ceiling, this could be done and it might not be too far-out a solution in some rooms if the beams were, say, painted the same color as the ceiling.

Wet attic

Last winter, my attic was dripping water. I've checked for roof leaks and have been told the water comes from sleet blown in the vents—that it may work in under shingles during a driving rain. But the shingles have sealed tabs. I've even watched during the rain and no leaks are visible. Where can the water come from?—W.H., Miss.

The water comes from inside the house, not through the roof or in the vents. Every time you or other family members exhale, shower, prepare food, boil the teakettle or do the laundry you contribute to moisture in the room air. This can build up to several gallons in a 24-hour period. Warm, moist air seeks the colder, dryer air outside the house and forces its way through common building materials and insulation by what is known as vapor pressure. Unless your attic vents are of ample size, this moisture-laden air is trapped in the attic. It condenses on any material—rafters, roof boards and nail tips, mainly because these areas are at a lower temperature.

Attic vents or louvers should provide at least one square foot of free area for each 100 square feet of attic floor space. This is minimum, especially where there are low pitched roofs. Enlarge the louvers, if necessary, and do everything else possible to lower the moisture content of air in rooms. Don't let the teakettle boil; install a fan in your bath or shower stall; air the house after laundering, and if you have a clothes dryer or your house is heated by a gas floor furnace, be sure they are properly vented to the outside.

Leaky water pipe

How can I stop a slow leak in a water pipe?—J.J., Utah.

It's best to replace the leaking pipe or have your plumber do it. Should replacement be delayed for some reason, there is a device that can be clamped around a pipe for stopping a leak temporarily. * * *
A touch of Turkish turns on taste.
Turns it on smooth.
Camel's got it.
Get it.
Start walking.

"I'd walk a mile for a Camel."

All washed up
The windshield washers of my 1969 Buick won't work unless they are primed. What's wrong?—W. S. Goodlett, Big Spring, Tex.

The trouble is most likely a dirty pump intake or exhaust valves which are not sealing. Remove the check-valve assembly, which is held by four screws, and clean it. After cleaning, check the operation of the valves by attaching a hose to the assembly's intake pipe (that's the large one). You should be able to blow through it, but not draw through it. Attach a hose to each exhaust outlet (there are two—they're the small ones). You should be able to draw through them, but not blow back the other way.

Jumping around
I've been told that you should never try to start a car with a d.c. generator by jumping over from the battery of a car that has an a.c. generator (alternator). If so, why not? Is the reverse true?—Robert Clark, Cincinnati.

You can jump a battery in a generator-equipped car with one in an alternator-equipped car, and vice versa, but you better make sure you don't cross polarity—only then will you have problems, like burned-out diodes in the alternator. Make sure you connect the positive of one battery to positive of the other, and negative to negative.

Gassed
When my 1969 1/2-ton Dodge pickup (318-cu.-in. engine) was new, I was getting 15 miles to the gallon but used 8 quarts of oil in 2000 miles. At 4500 miles, the dealer replaced rings and valve stem seals to solve the oil problem. Now I'm getting 10 miles to the gallon. The dealer says the rings are of a different type, and that I'll have to be content with this gas mileage. I would appreciate your opinion.—James O. Walker, Indianapolis.

It sounds to me as if the mechanic did a good ring job, but upset one of the engine's basic settings. The type of ring would have no effect on gas consumption. I would make sure that basic specifications are on the button, especially ignition timing, distributor breaker-point gap and, of course, carburetor settings.

By the book
The coolant in the radiator of my 1969 Pontiac Catalina checks out 1 1/2 inches below the mark when cold. This is 1 1/2 inches lower than the book calls for. A pressure test reveals no leaks and I get no flash of the warning light. What's wrong?—John J. Drumm, Oswego, N. Y.

Nothing. I don't know what book you checked or what mark you're speaking of, John, but the owner's manual for your car says that the coolant level with a cold engine should be about 3 inches below the bottom of the filler neck. You might even be too high.

Foul-up
My 1969 Corvette fouls plugs as fast as I put them in. I'm on my fourth set in 17,000 miles. The dealer can't find the trouble. He just keeps replacing the R44s with the same kind. That's the plug that came with the car. Help!—L. L. Runion, Black Mountain, N. C.

Did you say Black Mountain? I've got a hunch that this is your problem, L.L. The R44 is a normal-heat-range plug for average driving conditions. It's probably too hot for your driving if it is, as I suspect, over hill and dale. I'd switch to an R43 or R42S, which are colder plugs.

Gearing for work
I have a 1969 Jeep Wagoneer with 327-cu.-in engine that has 28,000 miles on it. The dealer says I should replace the fiber-toothed timing gear with a steel one as all fiber gears break on these engines between 30,000 and 35,000 miles. Is this correct?—Philip Subry, Dewer.

He's got the right idea, but the wrong facts. Yes, fiber gears are known to break, but why do the job until it's necessary? Your gear may last for 60,000 miles or the life of the car. But if it does break, replace it with an aluminum gear—not steel. A steel gear will give steel-to-steel contact since the timing chain is of steel. This

(Please turn to page 76)
if you've been eyeballing stern drives

get the inside story

Before you buy that new boat, look into this:
Of all the stern drives made, only one gives you a choice of nine power packages. 90, 120, 140, 160, 165, 215, 270, 325 and 390 hp.
Only one gives you Power Trim that lets you adjust the angle of your drive with just a push of the button and at any speed.
Only one gives you Jet-Prop exhaust which increases performance while burying noise and fumes.
Only one offers breakerless Thunderbolt ignition which delivers up to 40,000 volts for sure, fast starts and continuing peak performance.
Only one offers matched engines, drive units, props, instrumentation, controls and steering— all engineered to work as a system.
Only one has a network of over 2,000 trained service dealers across North America.
Only one gives you all this and more—MerCruiser. That's why more boats are powered with MerCruiser than all other stern drives combined.
Get the Inside Story from your dealer. He's got a lot to show you.
AUTOMOBILE CLINIC
(Continued from page 74)

will make one hell of a racket. An aluminum gear in contact with the steel chain won't make noise.

Cougar siesta

My 1969 Cougar is very hard to start when it's hot. The dealer has tried to correct it, but has failed. Can you tell me if he's missed something?—Lester P. Walsh, San Diego, Calif.

There has been a problem of this sort with these cars which the company has tried to correct in steps. First of all, if the car is equipped with a 351-cu.-in. V8 engine, have the dealer apply the provisions of Service Letter 41 (8/4/69). He should replace the six-gauge battery cables with four-gauge. If this doesn't work, he should relube the armature shaft at the nose of the starter. Finally, new starters have been issued if all else fails. The new starter for a Cougar (and Montego, which also has the trouble) with automatic transmission is C20Z-11002-B. The one for a car with standard transmission is C5TZ-11002-D.

Brake hang-up

I've had no end of trouble keeping brake shoes on the right front wheel of my 1965 Pontiac. A set of shoes wears out in 10,000 miles, while I get 25,000 miles or so from the other wheels. A mechanic told me to remove the self-adjusting mechanism, but I can't believe this is the cause. Do you agree?—J. Dunbar, Cleveland.

With you—yes. A self-adjuster works or it doesn't, just won't adjust. It will never overadjust. Your problem, obviously, is a set of shoes that is hanging up. Look for a weak retracting spring or a sticking wheel cylinder.

Exhaust pipe revisited

Having followed your column and having found its accuracy amazing, I felt upon reading your answer to Neil Walton (see Auto Clinic, page 68, Dec. '69 PM) that I must write that you may have oversimplified his problem. International Harvester has been having troubles with the exhaust pipes on its 196-cu.-in. Four since 1967 and the solution might involve as many as five different problems:

1. Manifold flange warpage as mentioned.
2. The pipe from the small Four is being used by mistake.
3. An original-equipment pipe or another brand is being used. There's a new pipe made by IHC to correct the trouble that's available only at IHC dealers. It is aluminized and won't discolor after being run.
4. The installation procedure is critical and the manifold flange bolts must be tight and double-nutted before the tailpipe is installed.
5. On some Scouts the wrong spring package was installed at the factory. This spring can hit the exhaust pipe, cracking the flange.

If Mr. Walton will contact IHC in Chicago the company will correct the problem—no charge. I know all about this, because IHC put 14 exhaust pipes, two exhaust manifolds and a leaf in the front springs on my 1969 Scout until the problem was cured.—Peter Gilbert, Henniker, N.H.

Thanks for the valuable information, Pete.

Service Tips

- Chevrolet says that some of its 1970 models with the Quadrajet carburetor may have a slow engine idle, because the fast-idle speed was incorrectly adjusted in production. The fix is simply to turn the fast-idle speed screw one full turn to provide an engine speed of 1800 rpm when the fast-idle cam is at the second step position and the engine is hot.

- Ford and Mercury warn that some 1969 models with the 302-2V engine may have been built with a 302-4V mechanical lifter camshaft. If your 302-2V engine has a rough idle that no amount of fixing can correct, tell your dealer to check the shaft—it should be marked "UA." The shaft for the 302-4V carries a "VE-B" or "VE-D" identification, which is located between the last lobe and bearing journal.

- Chrysler says that some early production 1970 Barracudas and Challengers may be leaking water from the airconditioner evaporator housing into the passenger compartment. The cause is a missing bracket that's supposed to stiffen the lower flanges of the housing. The correction is provided by service bulletin 70-24-2.

GOT A PROBLEM WITH YOUR CAR? Ask Mort about it. Send your question to Auto Clinic, Popular Mechanics, 224 West 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. Letters cannot be answered individually, but problems of general interest will be published in the column.
Get a new riding sensation

Pleasurizers help smooth out an older car's ride. Make driving a pleasure again. The Delco Pleasurizer features a "Genetron® Gas Filled Cushion"... a GM engineering development that replaces air in the hydraulic reservoir.

Delco's "Genetron Gas Filled Cushion" eliminates aeration and foaming of the fluid as it takes the place of air inside the reservoir. This smooths out the action and the ride.

Low Pressure Multi-Lip seal keeps hydraulic fluid in, dirt out. Assures quiet low-friction action.

Nylon-skirted piston travels freely along the mirror-finished cylinder wall. Eliminates metal-to-metal contact and provides more positive compression.

Super-finished piston rod resists corrosion for long life and smooth operation. Induction-hardened carbon steel for ramrod toughness.

The Delco Pleasurizer — available wherever you see the United Delco Service sign.
A 5¢ Bargain right under your nose.

Our full-sized Roi-Tan has such great taste it's the best selling 10¢ cigar. So now we'd like to tell you about a 5¢ bargain that tastes every bit as good.

It's the Roi-Tan Tip. It costs the same as a lot of other tipped cigars, but that's where the similarity ends. And, we make two other 5¢ cigars, besides. Trumps and Cigarillos and a 4¢ cigar called Golfers. They all have that great Roi-Tan taste. And they all cost a nickel or less.

Roi-Tan The Crowd Pleaser.
HE EARNs $30,000 A YEAR BEHIND THE WHEEL

His 'office' is a $25,000 tractor. From it last year he handled an $80,000 business. He's one of a new breed—the 'contract driver.'

By E. D. FALES Jr.

At 2:00 P.M. THE OTHER DAY, J. A. Selman, a California businessman and flier, put away his golf clubs, spent a few minutes looking at plans for his new $35,000 hunting lodge in Oregon, then kissed his wife goodbye.

When next he saw his modern hilltop home in Los Angeles he had visited 19 states, enjoyed some scenery that he likes, caught a mess of fish in Florida and earned $5000—not bad for three weeks driving a truck.

Selman is a new breed of driver, the "contract truckman." He owns his own "tug"—a spick-and-span $25,000 International trac-
tor—and runs 60,000 miles a year hauling household goods for Aero Mayflower. He does very well. His gross income this year will be $80,000. He splits 52-48 percent with Mayflower, which means he keeps about $41,600. He must make his own payments for fuel, tires, repairs and taxes, and hire loaders in each city. This leaves him a handsome clear profit: close to $30,000.

When PM assigned me to ride with Selman recently, I wanted to know two things: What's a contract trucker's life like? How do you get such a job? A few other drivers like Selman gross $60,000 and even $95,000, among them a retired colonel and an airline pilot. This means clear earnings of about $20,000-$32,000.

I joined Selman in the Colorado Rockies as he headed for California with two big shipments: one the furniture of an East Orange, N.J., family bound for Van Nuys; the other belonging to a Wilmington, Del., family moving to San Diego.

It was 10 a.m. Standing in Clear Creek Canyon, I heard the air horn. Then came a sound like a jet climbing out of mile-high Denver, and the yellow Mayflower rig came soaring up out of a tunnel. I flagged it.

Fourteen wheels (tires, $100 each) and 24,000 pounds of freight came to a grumbling stop. Selman waved down
from the sparkling cab. I hiked up the ladder. There was a loud explosion of air and I thought a tire had blown. But it was just Selman releasing the brakes. His hand played over the 13-speed gearshift-and-progressive-splitter lever and we began to roll.

"Hi!" Selman shouted. Full of western friendliness, he reached across the cab and gave me a rock-cruisher handshake. The windshield was huge. There were business-like files, a red radio telephone and a dispatch board. Behind green curtains: a roomy bunk and a TV. The cab was quieter than many, although the new smokeless Detroit Diesel under us packed 318 hp. Selman was an agreeable, no-nonsense type; I sensed that he could make quick decisions.

He was about to make one. He frowned at the 13,000-foot peaks. Black clouds swept down, with long white trails. "I hate snow," Selman said. Then, as if to reassure himself, "It isn't supposed to snow up there today."

Selman lifted his phone: "This is Mayflower van 3829 calling Denver."

The Loveland lay due west. But Colorado Springs was 60 miles south. The dispatcher came back: "A snow-

RADIO-TELEPHONE REPAIR is made by technician at all-night truck stop. Efficient use of the radio has played a big part in increasing Selman's earnings

PORTABLE TV in the bunk behind driver's seat in his big tractor helps Selman get to sleep. Cabin bunk saves motel bills and time hunting a truck stop

SELMAN'S HAND ON THE WHEEL is ready on the trailer emergency brake. He has logged 600,000 accident-free miles. Below: The author interviews Selman
storm has just hit the Pass. But Colorado Springs is clear.”

“That settles it,” Selman said. He swung his 55-foot rig in a U-turn. Then he headed back 30 miles to get on I-25. And away we went on our new course, roaring south toward Colorado Springs and New Mexico.

Selman was trying to go around the storm. I began to see how he makes big money: by thinking ahead—and using that radio to the limit. Our lights showed a clear road. Selman drove like a man who loves the road. “You like the work, don’t you?” I said.

“Love it. Nothing like it,” he said.

“How did you get to be a contract truckman?”

He downshifted for a grade. “Six years ago I was making $10,000 commission driving a bakery truck. I saw an ad: Mayflower wanted a driver. They would train me, but I’d have to buy my tractor. I decided to risk it.”

Selman knew that some freight drivers were getting $275 a week mileage pay. But Mayflower had a better idea: he could keep half the revenue from everything he could haul, a 50-50 split, and Mayflower would drum up the business. He learned it costs the average family about $1500 to move and a van can hold from two to four shipments. He flew to Indianapolis to the Mayflower school.

“When I graduated I invested in my first tractor, a little gas job,” he said. (Mayflower assigned him a small van to match.) “You can’t make big money that way but after all I was new, and my tractor couldn’t pull a big van. I decided to try to work up to a big tractor and some seniority. And I saw I could do a lot more business with a radio telephone.”

On his first night Mayflower sent him to Chicago. “I was scared,” he said. “My light trailer kept skittering on ice. I couldn’t have a wreck on my maiden run. That night I learned to hate snow.”

But he learned something else. The Chicago load was for Florida. “Two days later,” he said, “I drove into balmy sunshine. It was great! I felt wonderful and I’d made $500. I knew I’d made the right decision.”

He didn’t get rich that year or the

(Please turn to page 186)

BIG WELCOME HOME by wife Margie Ann at Corona, Calif., makes up for many days Selman spends on the road. Though he often works without weekend breaks, his reward is plenty of accumulated time for fishing
How the Airlines Hope to Stop the Hijackers

A magnetized gateway that can detect a gun or knife now screens passengers boarding jet planes. If it doesn't spot a skyjacker, the airlines hope a 'behavioral profile' will

By MORT SCHULTZ | Photos by Irv Dolin

HE FLASHED THE BADGE as I was about to board the Miami-bound Eastern Airlines jet at Washington National Airport.

"Keep your hands where I can see them and come with me," he ordered.

His hand was in his coat pocket. So, undoubtedly, was his gun. I obeyed.

A minute later he identified himself as a member of the Federal Aviation Administration, frisked me, and said:

"That's how the gradiometer works. If you were really a hijacker, you would now be facing a jail term."

It was a game, of course, but I wanted a first-hand feeling of how airports are now set up to catch hijackers. The instrument referred to is a unique weapons detector that is the heart of the system. Its purpose is to keep people armed with guns and knives off planes.

The gradiometer measures disturbances (or deviations) in the earth's magnetic field. These are created when ferrous-metal objects pass nearby. The increase in magnetic force is recorded on a meter or other signaling device. An airline attendant is thus warned that the passenger who just walked by...
may be carrying a concealed weapon. The gradiometer went into regular use last October following some seven months of testing by FAA engineers to determine the degree of magnetic field disturbance created by weapons of different sizes. Now weapons can be distinguished from other ferrous-metal objects that people often carry on board a plane, such as keys and golf clubs.

The comparatively long test period was used to develop a “behavioral profile” of a typical hijacker. This was needed to assist airline personnel in picking a possible hijacker from a crowd rushing to board an airliner.

This “profile of a hijacker” is based on behavioral traits of known sky pirates. Passengers who exhibit such traits get a careful screening as they pass through the gradiometer’s “force field.”

The gradiometer is hidden so every boarding passenger must pass it. An ideal location would force them to walk slowly in single file or two abreast.

Unlike X-ray, the gradiometer doesn’t “look” beneath garments or into bags. A passive device that emits no energy, it is, in essence, a measuring instrument. It is an outgrowth of the magnetometer, developed more than 50 years ago by the Navy for detecting sea mines. A magnetometer contains an electromagnet, the strength of which depends on how much current is passed through a wire coil surrounding a metal core.

The magnetometer can detect the presence of metal in a nonmetal environment, such as beneath the sea. However, it can’t tell the difference between a cigaret lighter and a gun, or keys and a knife—in other words, between an innocent metal object and the weapon a hijacker normally carries.

The gradiometer can make the distinction. Its electromagnets employ a second winding around the metal core capable of picking up and measuring magnetic force in much the same way as a voltmeter measures volts. This
force, shown on a meter, allows an operator to determine if it’s equivalent to that given off by a mass of metal the size of a pistol.

Metal emits a force proportional to its mass. Disturbances created by a gun, then, are greater than those created by keys. An operator who sees a reading of, say, 1 to 4 on the gradiometer would know that the passenger who just passed through the “field” was not carrying a gun. However, he’d be suspicious if the reading was 5 to 9.

Naturally, the gradiometer is not foolproof. No one can say for sure that a disturbance is being created by a gun or an innocent object of equal size. However, the airline can ask that the person submit to search, especially if he falls into the pattern of the behavioral profile. If he refuses, as is his right, the airline can refuse him passage, which is its right.

Why has it taken this long to develop the gradiometer? Why wasn’t it done some 60 hijackings ago in 1961? Malcolm Schwartz, president of Infinetics, Inc., of Wilmington, Del., says the gradiometer was in existence in 1960, but was too expensive to produce.

“Advancements in the state of the art to allow us to manufacture the electronic circuitry with greater efficiency now permit a reduction in price,” Schwartz says.

The man developing the antihi-jacking program for the FAA is Dr. Homer L. Reighard, deputy air surgeon in the office of aviation medicine. Dr. John T. Dailey, psychologist member of the medical-engineering task force, developed the behavioral profile of a hijacker.

Which airports and airlines are being protected by the gradiometer are classified data. However, Dr. Dailey told me that several FAA teams are now roaming from airport to airport with gradiometers.

“These teams act like traffic cops who are equipped with radar,” he says. “A hijacker won’t know whether an airport is under surveillance, just as a speeder doesn’t know if there’s a radar-equipped patrol car behind a clump of bushes. We’re hoping that the threat of being caught will deter him.”

Another job is to train airline personnel in the use of the gradiometer and familiarize them with the behavioral profile. Screening of flights will eventually be their job.

It’s safe to assume that airports the size of JFK in New York, O’Hare in Chicago and Miami International will have gradiometers. Equally certain is that carriers with routes to Florida and the Caribbean will have immediate protection.

“That doesn’t mean that other airports and airlines won’t eventually be protected,” Dr. Reighard says. “In time, we hope that all will.”
Prehistoric beasts are back again in Los Angeles

Strange animals that, some 40,000 years ago, roamed the area that is now Los Angeles are reappearing in that city's Hancock Park. This time, though, the mastodons, saber-toothed tigers, ground sloths and camels are molded of fiberglass and toted to the site behind a Volkswagen (upper left) by sculptor Howard Ball. The scene at lower left is of the animals in place. At right, Ball makes one of the clay models he uses as a mold for the fiberglass.

Underwater tests for space 'lifeboat'

Shown in underwater tests is a space rescue system called MOOSE (for Manned Orbital Operations Safety Equipment). If a spacecraft were damaged, the astronaut would climb into a frame (left) and activate foam plastic to form a heat shield (right). Aided by a rocket motor, he'd re-enter the atmosphere and parachute to the earth.
AVIATION

A ‘P-38’ From Piper?

Well, not exactly. But the Twin Comanche’s counterrotating props are the first since World War II’s famous fighter. Result: a safer, easier-to-fly small airplane

By BEN KOCIVAR

As the man said, the more things change the more they stay the same. Or here we come again around full circle. Historically, and with a propeller idea. All of which is by way of introducing the fact that one of the world’s most popular manufacturers of the small twin-engine airplane has reached back to the days of the Wright Brothers and made its two propellers rotate in different directions. It’s Piper, and the company is introducing the idea once again in its newest PA-39 Twin Comanche.

I was the first aviation reporter allowed to fly the PA-39 late this winter. I can report that it is as close to being a “feet on the floor” airplane as anything since the original Ercoupe, which had no rudder pedals because the rudder and ailerons were interconnected.

On takeoff and landing, the new Twin Comanche C/R (for counterrotating) rolled straight down the runway as power was applied and reduced.

The only corrections that had to be made were in response to the strong winter gusts that hit the strip.

In the air, I experienced stalls both power-on and power-off. There was lots of warning of the impending stall, and when it happened the plane just gently lowered its nose and recovered level flight with little loss of altitude.

Counterrotation sounds logical, of course. In our well-balanced world, wouldn’t you think everything should be symmetrical?

Well, that’s not the way it worked out. In the years since the Wright Brothers, plane builders decided it was cheaper and simpler to have all engines turn the same way. It saved on the number of spare parts, made for quicker interchanges and smaller inventories for dealers. But it also created a bit of a problem. The rudder had to be used to correct for the yaw brought on by having both propellers go the same way.

As the Wright Brothers found out,
the fast-moving propeller has a gyroscopic action that tends to hold an airplane on a fixed axis and resists steering. This was why the Wrights used two propellers, turning in different directions to balance each other out. In order to do this, they connected the propeller shaft to the engines with a chain. To make one propeller turn in the opposite direction from the other, its chain was crossed in a figure eight.

Piper’s solution is more sophisticated. It involved a few changes in the air-cooled 160-hp Lycoming engine. They reversed the direction of the propeller in the right engine by changing the firing order of its cylinders from 1-3-2-4 to 1-4-2-3. Several engine components had to be modified, and the prop is different, too, with blades pitched the opposite way from the left one.

But more interesting than the engine changes are the aerodynamic reasons for making them.

Possibly one of the most misunderstood and erroneously named factors involving airplane engines and propellers is “torque.” Thousands of pilots still think that, because the propeller turns to the right or clockwise, the resulting force in the other direction is what makes the plane try to turn to the left. This force exists, but is negligible.

The real reason the plane tries to go to the left is the result of side-wash and direct propeller yawing moment. This is commonly known as the “P” effect, and you counteract it by changing the angle of the rudder to maintain directional control. The trouble with this is that it sets up needless air drag. At slow flying speeds, particularly with one engine not operating, this extra drag can slow a plane down to the point where it can no longer climb.

But let’s get back to the “P” effect. The side-wash part of this is the swirl or corkscrewing of the propeller slipstream against the fuselage. This swirl, according to Piper, can be compared to a large coil spring. At slow speed and high power setting, such as on takeoff, this “spring” is compressed and the swirls of air are close together. This causes the air to hit the tail surfaces and fuselage at a sharp angle, and
it takes lots of right rudder to overcome the tendency to turn left.

As airspeed is increased, however, the swirl lengthens like a spring that is stretched. Then the angle at which the side-wash hits the plane surfaces is decreased and it takes less right rudder to correct direction.

But the most significant effect on directional control, according to Piper, is the direct propeller yawing moments. These come from the difference in thrust produced by the blade of the propeller going up while the other blade is going down. The amount of this difference depends on the attitude of the plane, that is, the angle at which it is pointed—called the angle of attack.

When the plane is in a climbing attitude and the nose is pointed up higher than the flight path it makes, the down-going side of the propeller is providing more thrust than the upgoing blade. But when the plane is pointed down and flying at a reduced angle of attack, the upgoing blade has more thrust.

Thus, if you were to draw a line showing the resulting thrust of both blades of the propeller, the line would not line up with the center of the propeller but with the blade providing more thrust.

On takeoff, when speed is low, the engine is at full throttle and the angle of attack is high, you need lots of right rudder to keep the plane going straight.

During World War II, many single-engine fighters swerved off the runway when power was applied too abruptly or if not enough rudder was applied. One of the hottest fighters, the Lockheed P-38 Lightning, as a matter of fact, was the last twin-engine plane to use counterrotating props to compensate for this.

This effect is noticeable, not only at takeoff and landing, but any time power settings are changed on a plane; the pilot must compensate by slight pressures.

(Please turn to page 204)
McLAREN M15 cools down in pit lane. The boss, in cockpit of this the prototype of three cars entered, talks to Denis Hulme and team manager Ted Mayer. Test laps over 168 mph took place before '69 season was even over! That kind of preparation should make the team a hard one to beat.
Blitz the Brickyard?

When the 1970 Indy 500 field roars down the front straight to take the green, it will be streaked with the orange of machines McLaren running to win—just like in the Can-Am

By BILL HARTFORD, Auto Editor

The race really starts on May 1. That's when an expected eighty cars can start practice. The Memorial Day spectacle of speed is just the last heat in a month of eliminations at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. It's a climactic run for the money by the top thirty-three cars and drivers who have already competed—negotiating for the best ride, outwitting mechanical gremlins and running against the clock—to win the honor of starting.

It's impossible at this writing, three months before the gentlemen start their engines, to pick the starters. Late in May of last year, for example, Colin Chapman withdrew his four-wheel-drive Lotuses after Andretti went into a wall because a lightweight wheel hub failed in the Hoosier sun. No second chance for 4wd designs this year. The United States Auto Club has turned thumbs down on putting power to all four: A successful design would outclass the field.

The field this year will again see some imported cars—by no means economy models—challenging the famous American marques. Easily able to afford a fuel consumption of two mpg from the turbo-Offy in its new M15 Indy car will be Bruce McLaren Motor Racing Ltd. The McLaren team is backed by both Goodyear and Reynolds Aluminum, but the real payoff is that they put as much hard work and long hours as money into their racing efforts. It has paid off well. The immaculate preparation of the M8Bs and the driving of McLaren and Hulme have made the Canadian-American Challenge Cup theirs for coffee breaks.

McLaren and Gordon Coppuck designed the semimonocoque M15 as a single-seat version of the Can-Am car. They're powering it with the tried and true 2.6-liter, 650-hp, four-in-line, $25,000 Offy. The 475-pound powerplant bolts to engine-bearer plates on the rearmost bulkhead that terminates the monocoque—nothing radical in this design. The engine in the test car, or mule, at left is exposed but will be covered for qualifying.

Three cars are scheduled for Indy but as of this writing only two drivers have been named: Denis Hulme and Chris Amon. McLaren himself has indicated that he does not plan to drive. Hulme, with a fourth-place finish in both '67 and '68, is no stranger to Indy.

The 1967 World Driving Champion
CAR OWNER ANDY GRANATELLI and champion driver Mario Andretti—last year's dynamic duo—are back with a new car. The STP-McNamara T-500, which will be running turbocharged DOHC Ford V8, is built in Germany.

was running second to Andretti last year when clutch trouble grounded him with 55 laps to go. Grand Prix driver Amon has never started at the Brickyard but has run enough practice for a good driver to feel and master the humps and ripples of a circuit.

The McLaren team and car is a strong one, but with an historical disadvantage: "New cars rarely win the first time out." This is Andy Granatelli speaking to PM not about the McLaren but about his own new car, the STP-McNamara. Francis McNamara, who has been building Formula Vee, Ford, III and II cars at his factory in Lengries, Germany, contracted four cars for Granatelli's 1970 racing effort: the Indy machine, a "supercar" for the USAC 500-miler at the new Ontario (Calif.) Speedway in September, plus cars for USAC mile oval tracks and road courses, respectively. All but the Ontario car are expected to be at Indy. In addition, last year's winning Brawner-Hawk will be a backup. So far, only Andretti has been signed to drive.

The T-500 Indy car is a two-thirds monocoque chassis with a DOHC, turbocharged Ford V8 supplying the power. Visible in the drawing above is one of the outboard-mounted Airheart ventilated discs that Mario will be riding hard—not so much for stopping, but for more go. The '69 champion is a master at working throttle and binders at the same time for the flying start and then for the four turns per lap—

1970 EAGLE from All American Racers sprouts rear spoiler that's part of chassis and within the rules
this way he's always got lots of pressure in the turbocharger system for instant acceleration. It's something a driver has to do and do well to overcome the acceleration lag inherent to the turbos.

Granatelli is quick to claim that he has the best driver in the business, but he also knows the competition and, among others, considers Roger McCluskey overdue for the big win. It could well be McCluskey's year: He's got a ride in a car that is little more than a chassis in the photos above, but is now a strong, fast (turbocharged Ford), Clint Brawner and Jim McGee-designed championship car—son of last year's winning wheels. McCluskey, champion of USAC's stock car division in '69, and sprint car champ in '63 and '66, has been driving Indy since '61 with a lot of those mechanical gremlins along for the rides. This year he'll be looking for everything to hold together for all 200 laps.

Last year, as the year before, Dan Gurney placed second in the one race he'd like to win more than any other. He's been driving his own Eagles since 1965, with 1968 a triumphant year for the machines: Bobby Unser first, Dan second and Denny Hulme fourth.

This year overdue Dan's entry is a new 1970 Eagle powered by a turbo-Offy—an engine he's never run at Indy. The car differs from previous Eagles in details of suspension geometry, fuel capacity and, visibly, in its aerodynamics. Sketched at left is what Dan refers to as a "growth"—a spoiler that beats USAC's no-spoiler-wings regulation by its dimensions and being integral to the engine cover. This is how it appeared on the blueprints earlier this year. Less prominent on the car are aerodynamic "fences"—two folds in the skin that run back from the nose on either side of the chassis to prevent the airstream from spilling off. Wasting no space, AAR has designed them to shroud cooling water lines that run back to the engine. Top view of the monocoque reveals its spear-point

(Please turn to page 201)
Inventor controls his robots up to two miles away

One of England’s most ingenious robot inventors is Dennis Weston of Leeds. His best-known creation is Tinker, a six-foot-tall robot that can be programmed for such tasks as washing a car (upper right). Tinker is activated by some 430 motors and can be controlled up to two miles away via Weston’s control panel (upper left). A TV camera in the robot’s head even transmits a picture to the operator. In the two lower photos, Weston is shown at work on a new creation, Percy. Electronic sensors in the head (right) receive high-frequency signals that enable Percy to calculate the best route past objects in his path.

Carriage builder thinks small to make it big

A job of restoring old carriages led Eric Homewood of England to a new vocation of making one-inch-scale models. They sell for about $1000 each and back orders total $190,000.
Fast train for Expo
A "21st Century Train" will be shown by Japan National Railways at Expo 70 in Japan. Driven by linear motors over a magnetized rail, it will be designed to travel 300 mph.

Surf's up in the desert
Every 40 seconds, a five-foot wave carries surfboard riders the 400-foot length of a man-made lagoon at Tempe, Ariz. The waves are created when water, pumped into a huge concrete reservoir, is suddenly released (left-hand photo) through submerged gates.

Sleek German sports car gets lots of speed from 75 hp
The low-slung Gepard, shown recently in Germany, will do 125 mph with its 75-hp NSU 1200 engine. The body is formed from the lightweight and tough plastic, Leguval, developed by the Bayer Co.
1. TRAINS SWITCH CARGOES without even stopping in this ingenious plan to speed freight handling. The idea is to have trains from different parts of the country come together on parallel tracks. While on this straight section, they are adjusted to the same speed and locked together. Cargo compartments are then transferred from one train to another across worm-type conveyors extended out from the sides of the cars. At the end of the exchange, the trains swing off in different directions, each carrying only cargo bound for its particular destination. The fast, on-the-run transfer system is designed to eliminate the tedious process of switching the cars around in freight yards to make up trains.

2. YOU WOULDN'T FORGET to have your car greased or the oil changed with this handy dashboard reminder. Rows of numbered wheels in windows let you preset mileages at which filter changes and other servicing jobs should be performed. Starting with the current mileage, you just dial the appropriate number for each future check, then watch your speedometer's mileage counter to see when the number comes up. There's also a place for recording trip mileages so you can remember them easily.

---

FUTURE CHECK

5000 Ch. 1000 Ch. 500 Ch. 250 Ch. 125 Ch. 10 Ch. 5 Ch. 2 Ch. 1 Ch. 0.5 Ch. 0 Ch.

Tune By Trip Miles

NUMBERS APPEAR IN WINDOW AS DRUM IS TURNED

NUMBERED DRUM

SPRING LATCH

POPULAR MECHANICS
3. **KNEE-ACTION SPEEDBOAT** skims over waves as smoothly as a car skates bumps in the road. It's supported on four independently sprung pontoon floats that ride up and down to absorb shocks and keep the boat level. Since the hull itself never touches the water, it can maintain high speeds even through rough seas. The system is also intended for stabilizing aircraft carriers, military pontoon bridges, marina docks and various other floating structures that must remain level.

4. **REVOLVING BED** springs up to waist-level height, then rotates in any direction to ease the job of bedmaking. The mattress rests on a spring-loaded frame held down by a latch underneath (inset photo above). Releasing the latch allows the mattress to pop up, clearing the bed next to it. The mattress can then be turned on a central pivot so that all sides are reached easily from one position without leaning over.

5. **YOU CAN'T BUMP YOUR HEAD** on these motorized kitchen-cabinet doors. Instead of swinging outward, the flexible panels slide in tracks and roll up like window shades. Each door is powered by a small reversible electric motor at the top of the cabinet. The motor is controlled by two pushbuttons. One button sends the door up and the other brings it down. The motors and roller mechanisms can be hidden from view behind a decorative edging strip along the ceiling.

Inventors of the items shown on these pages are as follows: 1. Leonard Schoonman, P.O. Box 8075, Greensboro, N.C.; 2. Russell Forrest Egner, 621 Sheridan St., Chillum, Md. (No. 3,310,025); 3. George Levinson, Brooklyn, N.Y. (No. 2,952,234); 4. Robert Angus Associates, 1835 Vauxhall Rd., Union, N.J.; 5. Samuel S. Otis, 516 Walnut St., Winnetka, Ill. Readers wishing to bring new inventions to the attention of Roger S. Shashoua can reach him at the International Inventors Assn., Inc., 608 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019.

MAY 1970
At last someone has come up with an all-terrain vehicle that really moves in water.

By GEORGE REIGER, Boating and Outdoors Editor

FOR TWO AND A HALF DAYS I drove the Hustler through soupy muck and smashed through thick palmetto so high I couldn't see over it, leaped ditches at speeds only a suicidal maniac (or a PM tester) would attempt, and raced through water and plowed up 50° embankments at speeds no conventional ATV could take.

After thoroughly wringing out the vehicle on River Ranch Acres in Central Florida, I can list results: one headlight jolted from its socket, a damaged drive belt on the jet pump, some leaking at the midriff seam after long driving in water—and one mighty impressed (and mildly bruised) outdoors editor.

All all-terrain vehicles claim water as one of their elements. But most
STEERING REVERSE enables you to drive off trailer and continue journey when end of road is reached.

BALLOON TIRES with 1½ pounds air pressure never suffered a puncture in scrambling over rocks and logs.

LEAPS FROM DITCH BANKS soaked driver and sometimes flooded interior, but the engine never quit splash along at two and three mph when their churning wheels are immersed in water. Then one day three boys from Arkansas dropped an eight-inch Jacuzzi marine jet propulsion unit into a fiberglass and steel-frame body with a 20-hp Kohler engine. The result: An ATV that did better than 8 mph in water during our test and might have added another 4 mph had not my man-handling damaged the drive belt.

The jet pump is a $250 option that’s controlled from the front seat. Ride into the water, throw the jackshaft into neutral (lever under the front seat), put the jet pump into gear and—roar—away you go! All controls are hand operated (put your feet where they’ll be most comfortable), and water steering is the same as that used on land, though you may have to lean a little into turns to get your “boat” around corners.

Other features of the Hustler include neoprene motor mounts for easy engine installation and removal (just 10 minutes for takeout!) as well as the best vibration isolation in the industry. A five-inch duct hose takes hot air from the block, and the outside dual power-tuned muffler gives a 15 percent greater hp rating over straight-pipe designs, enabling the 309-cc, two-cycle Kohler to get itself and driver up to 35 mph—in reverse as well as forward!

Roger Hurt, the 25-year-old engineer responsible for so many of the Hustler’s features, is especially proud of the quality of workmanship in his ATV. There are only two bronze bushings used anywhere in the machine, he pointed out,
and they're at two low-pressure points in the steering mechanism. "Elsewhere we use a total of 44 ball, roller and needle bearings," he added.

"We're also the only manufacturer combining a steel frame with a fiberglass hull. Some give you A.B.S. plastic with everything bolted on, but our system not only provides greater damage resistance, but even if you do bust up the body, your frame keeps things in line so you can limp home for repairs."

Another happy feature of this ATV has to do with its origin. Jacuzzi Jet Pumps are made in Little Rock. Not all of the other components come from Arkansas, but at least Roger, his broth-
er, Bill, and partner, Lowell Chrisco, chose 100-percent American parts. Even if you're not moved by this patriotism, it means you should have little difficulty obtaining parts and service.

Sorry I didn't give the Hustler a snow, sand or mountain test, but anyone familiar with Florida's interior (during the wet season) can vouch for the strenuousness of our workout.

The machine weighs 644 pounds and can carry its own weight in gear and passengers. Price with the pump is $1945. For more information, write Bill Hurt Jr., Hustler Corp., Box 1283, Jonesboro, Ark. 72401. And try to keep all six wheels on the ground! * * *

**WITHOUT JET PUMP**, Hustler in deep water churns up a mighty froth while I sit and wait for a tailwind

**WITH JET UNIT'S THRUST** we even make a little wake on our way out for an afternoon's angling along shoreline
NEWS BRIEFS

New ear in Bavaria
A new antenna for satellite communications with North America is in operation at Raisting, Bavaria. An earlier antenna (rear) is now used for communications with East Asia.

Big noise in the cornfield
Firing every 2 1/2 minutes, this noisy, but harmless, propane-gas cannon scares birds from test plots of corn. Thus, no grain is lost to birds and yields can be accurately checked.

He steers his car with his feet
Paralyzed in his arms, Nigel Harvey of Ealing, England, steers his car with a foot-operated disc that he turns. He selects gears with his knee, operates a hand brake by shoulder.

Hovertrailer carries seven tons on air
Seven-ton loads can be carried over rough or soft ground by the Hovertrailer, an air-cushion transporter that gets its lift from fans powered by two 95-hp engines.
STYLING SOLD most buyers on the Barracuda initially, but now that they've had a chance to live with it, styling is what they grumble about most.

The long-snout, bobbed-tail treatment might look bosso, baby, but it sure cuts into interior space. Several owners in our survey aren't too happy with front legroom; absolutely no one raved about the rear. There's two inches less front legroom in the '70 Barracuda than in the '69, and rear-seat abbreviation has several owners spontaneously suggesting Barracuda be made a two-passenger car so there'd at least be some trunk.

Well, no pony car has much trunk, but the 'Cuda seems to take it one step beyond by planting the spare tire dead center in what little room is left. Here are a few random owner comments: "Trunk? What trunk?"—New York teacher. "Won't hold golf clubs."—California chemist. "I'd like more back seat, seeing as how they forgot the trunk. How about going back to the fastback with..."
its lay-down rear seat?”—Texas salesman. Or “Move tire from middle to wheel well.” Easily said. An optional collapsible spare costs only $13, but what salesman will tell you it’s available?

Which brings up another common complaint: door pox—dings, the parking-lot disease. “Dings?” writes a California lab tech, “Need some? I got ‘em.” And an Illinois bookkeeper says: “Need chrome down sides to avoid parking nicks.” Here again, a good salesman could have saved these people a lot of grief by suggesting the optional vinyl belt molding strips. These are standard on Gran Coups and ’Cudas, cost $14 more on Barracuda models.

A more minor styling irk came from the radical tuck-under of the lower body edges. This causes the body to get dirty more quickly, and small stones chip paint near wheel wells.

Generally, though, owners like their Barracuda’s looks more than a little. “Real eyeball appeal.”—Louisville engineer. “It’s only 186 inches long and very sporting.”—Brooklyn lawyer. “I got tired of Ford’s better idea,” says a department store manager. An Indiana wholesaler took his teen-agers’ advice: “Have girl 18 and boy 16 who dig the body style. Now so do I.” The Barracuda draws from the young. In our sample, 55.2 percent are 20-29 years old.

In the go department, nothing but
BARRACUDA FUEL MILEAGE CHART
318-cu.-in. V8

PERCENT OF OWNERS
38%                      24%                      6%
LOCAL TRIPS  MPG
10.3  12.6  14.9  17.2  19.5  21.9
13.1  15.3  17.5  19.7  

SUPERLONG SNOUT houses $98 Shaker air cleaner on 440 6-bbl. V8. One owner says it merely serves as excuse for poor idle adjustment. Shaker picks up cooler outside air so oxygen-richer charge reaches cylinders, giving milliseconds better acceleration rhapsodizing. "Poor man's Corvette," says one Kentuckian. Michigan business exec: "Fantastic pickup and go." The owner of a 440 six-barrel: "Very good acceleration in quarter mile," but then he wrings his hands about gas mileage. A Michigan beauty operator purrs, "When I step on it, it moves." She's talking about the 340 four-barrel V8, an optional, very good engine Chrysler tends to sweep under the rug.

As for handling, a Staten Island draftsman notes, "Being a previous Corvair owner, I find handling surprisingly good. Cornering without body lean is excellent." Says a Minnesota gymnast, "It reacts!" A Nebraska trailer manufacturer adds, "Handles well without power steering or power brakes."

Most Barracuda owners feel their cars are put together well enough, with only 16 percent fingerling bad workmanship specifically. Of these, predominant complaints center on rattles (big windows, especially), leaks (windshield, rear glass, trunk), engine not starting because trans selector won't close the switch in Park, and window alignment. On the more serious side, one owner
Summary of 1970 Barracuda Owners Reports*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total miles driven</th>
<th>1,052,499</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average miles per gallon:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225-cu.-l.n. 6, local driving</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-cu.-l.n. 6, local driving</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318-cu.-l.n. V8, local driving</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330-cu.-l.n. V8, local driving</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340-cu.-l.n. V8, local driving</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393-cu.-l.n. V8, local driving</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426-cu.-l.n. V8, local driving</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440-cu.-l.n. V8, local driving</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engine:
225-cu.-l.n. 6 | 14.8% |
318-cu.-l.n. V8 | 53.1% |
340-cu.-l.n. V8 | 5.9% |
393-cu.-l.n. V8 | 20.7% |
426-cu.-l.n. V8 | 1.5% |
440-cu.-l.n. V8 | n.a. |

Transmissions:
Automatic | 73.7% |
3-speed manual | 13.5% |
3-speed manual | 12.8% |

Specific likes:
Styling | 64.9% |
Handling | 49.4% |
Performance | 22.4% |
Economy | 20.7% |
Price | 5.7% |
Handling | 5.7% |

Specific dislikes:
Trunk space | 23.8% |
Workmanship | 16.1% |
Wind noise | 11.9% |
Rattles | 10.0% |
Rear legroom | 9.8% |
Dealer service | 9.8% |
Fuel economy | 9.8% |

What changes would you like?
Transmission | 19.0% |
Workmanship | 15.5% |
Legroom | 13.1% |
Rear vision | 10.1% |
Set style | 10.1% |
Quality of materials | 5.5% |

What kind of trouble?
Carburator | 12.2% |
Transmission | 11.3% |
Windshield wipers | 9.6% |
Electrical | 8.7% |
Brakes | 7.8% |
Power-steering leak | 7.0% |
Cold starting | 6.1% |

Did you repair it yourself?
Yes | 7.3% |
No | 92.7% |

Dealer repairs satisfactory?
Yes | 69.9% |
No | 30.1% |

Is the Barracuda your only car?
Yes | 43.9% |
No | 56.1% |

Other cars owned:
Plymouth | 39.9% |
Chevrolet | 22.4% |
Chrysler | 18.4% |
Dodge | 11.2% |
Oldsmobile | 8.6% |
Volkswagen | 7.2% |
Barracuda | 6.6% |
Ford | 6.6% |
Valiant | 6.6% |
Pontiac | 6.6% |

Power options/accessories:
No power options | 26.4% |
Automatic transmission | 71.7% |
Power steering | 45.7% |
Radio | 45.6% |
Power brakes | 27.0% |
Airconditioning | 11.2% |
Console | 17.9% |
Vinyl top | 17.9% |
Light group | 14.7% |
Stereo tape | 13.1% |
Whitewall tires | 11.1% |

Aileron distribution of owners:
15-29 years | 61.9% |
30-49 years | 24.2% |
50-plus | 13.9% |

Would you buy another Barracuda?
Yes | 65.9% |
No | 34.1% |

*Percentages may not equal 100% due to rounding and/or insufficient data.

had an engine burn up at 1100 miles, but the dealer replaced it without question. One woman reports the factory left off a front shock absorber.

In the area of misengineering, here's another quick rundown: "Heater controls on wrong (left) side, unlighted." "High front seatbacks block vision." "Please put vents back in windows!" "Tach scale all wrong," "Car too low for our area—won't clear snowbanks."

There were a few complaints, too, about materials. "More metal and less plastic," pleaded a number of owners. However, those who paid the $82-$137 extra for Elastomeric bumpers said they were glad they did.

Owner/dealer relations run hot and cold, as always. Fair numbers said they had long waits for parts. Typically, "Parts not available. Dealer service poor, doesn't seem to care, only interested in selling new cars." But on the other side, "When I do have trouble, I take mine to my dealer. His work is always satisfactory." Or, "My transmission went out. Warranty covered everything. No complaints."

Summing up, these words from a Massachusetts modelmaker who's owned 12 Plymouths since 1945: "Was sold on looks, expected durability and performance, got all these and more. My next car will be another Plymouth product."
The Biggest Little Cameras

Ultramiiniature cameras, once a curiosity, are now loaded with almost as many convenience features as their bigger brothers. Here's a look at what these versatile, pocket-sized performers can do and how to shop for one.

YASHICA ATORON $110
MINOLTA 16 PS $29.95
MINOLTA 16 II $39.95
MINOLTA 16 MG $79.50

MINI-CAMERAS are growing bigger every day—not in size but in the features they offer and the jobs they'll do. Physically, they're still slim, watch-like jewels half the size of a pack of cigarettes—a whole photographic system small enough to slip into a shirt pocket.

Over the years, these finely crafted mechanical marvels have been refined and advanced to the point where there's practically nothing big cameras do that an ultramiiniature can't do almost as well. Several models now have built-in automatic exposure controls. All offer accessory flash units for photography in poor light and at night. At least one, the new Minox, even gives you high-speed electronic flash.

Ultramiiniatures have also grown in number. In addition to the original Minox, first of the pocket cameras, there are now five other mini-models on the market. Rollei, famous for its long-popular twin-lens reflex, has introduced a tiny new Rollei 16S. Yashica, a maker of 35-mm cameras, has added an ultra-
in the World

By BURT MURPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photos by Robert D. Borst

LATEST MINOX, the Model C, has the familiar telescoping body featured on earlier models. The two halves slide apart to reveal the lens in the center. A quick push-pull of the mechanism advances the film and cocks the shutter for the next picture, permitting rapid-fire shooting. Newest feature to be added is high-speed electronic flash.

Minox C $199.50

Rollei 16S $199.50

Miniature called the Atoron. Minolta offers a choice of three different models, the 16 II, the 16 PS and the 16 MG. Prices range from a modest $29.95 for the least expensive Minolta, the 16 PS, up to $199.50 for the latest Minox, the Model C.

Mini-cameras do have their limitations and aren’t designed to replace other photographic equipment completely. They’re more like having a second car just for fun—a flashy two-seater sports model in addition to the family sedan. You can slip one in a pocket and carry it wherever you go without packing along a lot of bulky gear. A mini is handy to have on trips and outings where photography is not the main objective, but where you might want to take some spur-of-the-moment snapshots. It can be inconspicuous in situations where you don’t want to make your picture-taking obvious. It can also be helpful in business for recording documents, displays, construction progress at building sites, accident damage and so forth. With the aid of automatic exposure controls and supplementary flash, you can shoot under almost any photographic condition without having to stop and figure out complicated adjustments.

Two different film sizes are used in the minis. The Minox C and Yashica Atoron take 8-mm film, similar to 8-mm movie stock. The Rollei 16S and the three Minoltas have adopted the larger 16-mm format. There are advantages and disadvantages on both sides. The 8-mm models are noticeably slimmer, lighter and hand-
TURNING A THUMB KNOB on the Rollei 16 above focuses the lens and simultaneously shows distance on a scale in a small window. Button below and to right of the scale is the shutter release. Photo at right shows miniature battery in the Minox C that powers the automatic exposure system. Battery lasts about a year, is easily reached by sliding out the camera’s end cap.

Either if you're concerned with size alone. On the other hand, the 16-mm models, while somewhat bulkier, have an edge in increased image size, theoretically making sharp prints easier to produce.

Neither the 8-mm nor 16-mm film size, however, is designed to provide jumbo enlargements. They yield small, wallet-size prints of acceptable snapshot quality, and these are what you usually get back from the processor. Somewhat larger prints, up to about 3½x5 inches, are available on special order in some cases. Bigger blowups from the tiny negatives are possible, but they require high-quality custom processing and must usually be made in a two or three-step operation involving intermediate copy negatives.

Most mini-camera makers supply their own film and processing. In general, a processing envelope comes with the film when you buy it and you use this to return the exposed roll for developing and printing. Several types of color and black-and-white films are

NEW ELECTRONIC FLASH, just introduced for the Minox C at left, slips onto the camera, automatically making contact with the flash-trip mechanism. Flash is powered by a pocket-sized battery pack that can be recharged from an a.c. outlet. Below, a tiny crank on the Rollei 16 Rewinds exposed film back into the supply container so it can be removed.
NOVEL PULL-OUT TAB advances the film and cocks the shutter on the Yashica Atoron above. Like the Minox, the Atoron uses tiny 8-mm film, permitting an exceptionally slim body. At right, drop-in film cassette, used in most mini-cameras, makes loading and unloading easy. This Minolta cassette is a one-piece, sealed container, requiring no threading available, providing a reasonably wide selection. Typical costs are $1.10 to $1.60 for a 20-exposure roll of film, with processing running to an additional $2 for transparencies and up to $6 for color prints.

All of the ultraminatures except the Rollei use sealed film cassettes that just pop in and out without requiring any threading. With the Rollei, the film must be threaded manually into a takeup compartment, then rewound into the original container after exposure.

The familiar push-pull film advance long used on the Minox is now found on two other models, the Minolta 16 II and the Rollei 16S. The telescoping mechanism advances the film and cocks the shutter in one quick, easy motion, making fast shooting a breeze. The other two Minoltas use less-fancy wheel advances, and the Yashica Atoron features a pull-tab advance.

Focusing is fixed on the Minoltas but adjustable on the Minox, Rollei and the

WARNING INDICATOR on the Minox C at left tells you if exposure will be longer than 1/30th of a second. If small round window between the two dials lights up, it means you’ll need flash or a tripod to assure a sharp picture. Lower dial sets shutter speed, upper one ASA film speed. Most minis can be mounted on a tripod for steadiness. A removable clip provides tripod socket and flash shoe for Minolta 16 II below.

(Please turn to page 208)
WHETHER YOU NEED a playhouse for the youngsters, a summer office, pool cabana or more storage space for yard equipment, a lawn building lets you make greater use of your property.

Once we decided to build one, the next step was to decide its architectural style. This was solved by selecting the Western-style model shown which matched our home exterior. Elevations for it (and the alternate Western Side Door) are shown on these pages. Complete building plans for both versions are available at $2 per set from PM's Reader Service Dept., 224 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. To order plans for one of four other styles—Cape Cod, Barn, Swiss Modern or Vermonter—write to the plan designers, Alpine Enterprises, Box 9332, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80009.

Though the house could have been
ELEVATIONS

Board and batten construction (pine lattice batten, random-width boards)

LEFT END
(both ends alike)

FRONT

Window, 20 x 35"

Door, 2 1/2 x 6"

Filler block

6" T-hinge

Gate lock

Ramp (optional)

Window box

Ventilation space
built on a slab, I elected to construct it on four concrete-block piers (in my area, exempt from tax assessment). After evaluating exactly what would be stored in the shed, I actually built it slightly larger than shown on the plans. Extra attention to details—window boxes, cupola birdhouse and ornamental hardware—yields the touches that elevate this little house from the construction-shanty look frequently found in home-built yard structures. I kept complete labor and materials records while building the house; they added up to about 35 hours of labor and $228.19. (This is a 1969 materials’ cost; I’d recommend a slightly higher budget this year).

** Imprvised bench micrometer **

A conventional micrometer can be temporarily converted into a bench-type tool by mounting it in a small drill-press vise which serves as a base. Since most micrometers have the index line on the side, it's best to tilt the tool for easy reading by grasping it in a C-clamp held by the vise as shown. (Check the micrometer to see if clamp pressure affects zero setting.) For easier reading, mount a magnifying glass on the C-clamp.—Walter E. Burton

** Camper's 'washboard' **

A washboard improvised from a corrugated fruit juice or vegetable can will serve nicely for scrubbing socks, hankies and other small items when you're camping. Though the can may be used in its conventional shape, you'll have a wider working area if you cut out both ends and flatten the can.

PREASSEMBLED ROOF FRAMING is hoisted into place and fastened to 1x6 ridge board installed at the peak

ROOF SHINGLES are laid 5 in. exposed to weather; ¾-in. exterior-plywood door is hung with T-hinges
COMING: THE SAFE 1000-

This new electronically regulated breathing rig may revolutionize skin diving. It's over 100 times more efficient than standard scuba, permitting a diver to go deeper than ever before and stay down longer.

By JOHN F. PEARSON, Science Editor

WALTER STARCK KEPT AN ANXIOUS EYE on his buddy Bill Schwicker. They were down better than 200 feet, a depth uncomfortably close to the safe maximum for the standard scuba Bill wore. Though prettier than many other waters, the luminous, magically blue Caribbean can be just as deadly.

The divers had released a chemical in the area and were scooping stunned fishes from the bottom and popping them into specimen nets for later study. Bill was in trouble. His movements were uncoordinated and his hands trembled. As a result, with each fish he would also bring up a handful of sand.

Even when not watching his buddy, Walter was keenly aware of Bill's presence. There was a loud rasp and gurgle each time Bill sucked air through his regulator and expelled it into the water.

Finally Walter signaled Bill that he'd been down long enough. Bill waved and swam off, trailing bubbles as he ascended. Soon the gurgle of the scuba grew faint.

In contrast, Walter's rig was virtually silent. Every minute or so it emitted a low, three-second sssst as additional oxygen was injected into the system. This was a test dive with the Electrolung, an electronically regulated, closed-circuit, mixed-gas unit that he had helped develop.

The two divers had been working a ledge along the face of a cliff that angled to meet the ocean floor hundreds of feet below. Walter descended to the 250-foot level, inspecting giant sponges and black coral trees projecting from the cliff face. He glided past schools of small fish that paid him little attention. That was one of the things the Electrolung was designed to do—permit a diver to become an unobtrusive invader of the world below the surface of the sea.

Even though his oxygen partial-pressure gauges showed he could stay down for five more hours, Walter decided to surface. At 40 feet he made his first decompression stop. Above, he could see Bill clinging to their boat's anchor line while continuing to decompress. Walter went up to 30 feet, where he switched to pure oxygen to speed the process. After brief stops at 20 and 10 feet, Walter surfaced alongside Bill.

"How'd it go, Bill?" The question came from another member of the party after the two divers had boarded.

"Fine," Bill said. "No problems."

Walter grinned. "That's not the way it looked from where I was sitting."

Bill was surprised to learn that at the deepest part of his dive he'd become...
CORAL REEF IN CARIBBEAN is explored by diver wearing Electrolung. There are no bubbles as no gas is exhaled into water.
clumsy and uncoordinated. But the proof lay in his specimen bag, which contained as much sand as fish.

Bill’s experience illustrates one of the shortcomings of the standard compressed-air breathing apparatus. On deep dives nitrogen in the bloodstream causes the effect called “nitrogen narcosis.” The result is like that of having had one too many. Though the diver thinks he is in good shape, in reality he is incapable of handling any problem calling for quick or involved thinking.

In addition, the density of the nitrogen increases so greatly with depth that it inhibits ventilation of the lungs, resulting in a CO2 buildup in the lungs. As a result, any extra effort required of the diver will cause him to struggle for breath even though there is plenty of oxygen available.

Conventional scuba is an open-circuit system: The diver breathes compressed air through a mouthpiece and exhales into the water. Though reliable, it is a very inefficient system. Each exhalation wastes large volumes of gas. Thus, a twin-tank unit weighing close to 100 pounds will last two hours at 30 feet and about 30 minutes at 200 feet.

A step-up in efficiency was achieved with the semiclosed-circuit units, in which an oxygen-rich mixture is continually added at a slow rate. Part of the gases are rebreathed and part expelled. This type of unit permits a diver to stay down significantly longer, but it’s cumbersome and has depth limitations.

The semiclosed units are an improvement over standard apparatus, but still not good enough. Walter A. Starck II (to use his full name) had specific objectives in mind in seeking an improved scuba. He wanted an apparatus that would enable him to go deeper, stay down longer and that would be free of fish-frightening noise and bubbles. The tall, soft-spoken Ph.D. is a
marine biologist at the University of Miami and specializes in the study of fauna found around coral reefs. A veteran diver, he has spent much of his life exploring off the Florida Keys and coral reefs in many parts of the world.

Starck felt certain that a closed-circuit apparatus would meet his needs. He was mulling over its design when, in February, 1968, he met Dr. John Kanwisher on a Bahaman expedition.

Kanwisher, it turned out, had built a crude working model of a closed-circuit unit some years before. A biophysicist at the Woods Hole (Mass.) Oceanographic Institution, he has made a close study of the physiological aspects of diving, has done research with porpoises and is credited with having taken the first electrocardiogram of a whale. Dr. Kanwisher also is an expert in electronics and has invented a special electrode used in breathing systems.

The two scientists put their heads together and produced, in less than two months, a prototype of a closed-circuit unit that they named the Electrolung. "The problem," says Dr. Starck, "was not in building a working system. John and others had done that. The problem was to build a completely reliable system."

The Electrolung has two tanks. One contains oxygen; the other, helium (or some other inert gas). A clear plastic canister contains a chemical that absorbs carbon dioxide, permitting the helium to be breathed again.

Scrubbing of the CO₂ is continuous, and the helium is used over and over. Oxygen is injected into the system at intervals in response to the diver's physiological requirements. If he's working hard, he'll burn up oxygen faster and will need more frequent "doses."

At 200 feet, the lung is said to be 100 times better in gas utilization than

(Continued on page 210)
Build This Handsome
Electric Serving Cart

Plug-in food warmer under a lift-up top keeps side dishes piping hot and flavor perfect when you entertain.

By WAYNE C. LECKEY, Home and Shop Editor

IF YOU MAKE the mistake of showing your wife this elegant Early American serving cart, you might just as well start building it. She won't give you a moment's peace until you do.

That's how much she'll love its rich fruitwood finish, its built-in electric warming tray, its retractable cord, its felt-lined silver and linen drawer and its easy-rolling ball casters.

You'll need such special tools as a wood lathe and router, but don't worry about being an expert at finishing. Its slick finish is a decorative laminate—you just cement it on and that's it. (See How to Work With Plastic Laminates, page 154, March PM.)

We covered the original cart with Consoweld's Colonial cherry and used solid cherry for the turned legs and exposed edges of the top, drop leaves, drawer fronts, lower shelf and front crossrails. These surfaces were later stained and finished to closely match the cherry laminate.

First turn the four legs from 1½-in.
turning squares. To turn all four alike, make a full-size cardboard template to mark off the round and square sections of the leg. Mount each turning between centers so the top of the leg is at the headstock end of the lathe. This way, with a bit in the tailstock, you'll be able to bore holes dead-center in the ends of the legs for casters. Take caliper readings directly from the template.

Next cut the four end aprons. The two top ones are 5\(\frac{3}{4}\) in. wide; the two bottom ones are 4\(\frac{3}{8}\) in. Cover the aprons with laminate before you trim them to size and bore the dowel holes. The upper aprons are kept even with the tops of the legs and \(\frac{3}{8}\) in. from the face. The lower aprons are \(\frac{3}{4}\) in. from being centered on the square portion of the leg to allow for the bottom shelf which rests on them. Now dowel and glue the aprons to the legs. Cover and cut the top and bottom back aprons to size and bore for dowels. They’re 26\(\frac{1}{4}\) in. long and the same widths as the end aprons, set in the same amount and cut from fir plywood.

The recessed front apron is built up as shown in section A-A. Top and bottom rails of cherry are glued and nailed to a center piece of \(\frac{1}{2}\)-in. fir plywood. Then a filler block of cherry is glued to the front to divide the recessed apron exactly in half. The ends are bored for dowels as before to align with holes in the legs. The top surface of the top rail is later covered with laminate so the lid will be flush with the rest when closed.

Cut the lower crossrail 26\(\frac{1}{4}\) in. long from cherry and bore for dowels. Now glue the parts to the end assemblies. Do this at one time, preferably with clamps. Keep the assembly square.

While the glue is drying, make the recessed

(Please turn to page 182)
'Giving people what they want at a price they can afford' made Winnebago the leader in motor homes. We chose the 18-footer to test both motto and motor home.

By JAMES M. LISTON, Executive Editor / Photos by Jerome Drown

WINNEBAGO INDUSTRIES, the company the little town of Forest City, Iowa, built to keep the town from folding, builds more motor homes than any of its competitors—and sells four times as many.

I had often wondered why. The Winnebago is anything but streamlined. It makes no secret of its trailer origin. It's boxy and angular and—it would seem to any user of Detroit products—overdue for a redesign that would turn its sharp corners into graceful curves.

"Why is the Winnebago number one?" I asked president John V. Hanson, the former furniture-store proprietor who got Winnebago started when it was stalled.

"Would you like the one-hour talk or the one-minute explanation?"

"One sentence, if possible."
“The key to our success is knowing what people want and producing it at a price they can afford.”

What people want—when they can afford it—is a vacation home they can drive. Like a good motel, it needn’t be plush, but it must have all the conveniences people now consider essential: good beds, a bathroom with shower, storage, a modern kitchen, and heat, light and airconditioning.

Like others, Winnebago offered all this in its trailers. But many people shy away from towing. It’s illegal to carry passengers in a trailer. And most people like to enjoy the roominess of a home on wheels while they’re rolling, not just when stopped. Winnebago recognized this three years ago and switched its main effort to motor homes. Vacation homes—not overstuffed land yachts—that are mass-produced.

The company builds all its vehicles in Forest City; the economies offset freight charges. Winnebago manufactures its own windows, cushions, seats, and mattresses, fiberglass lavatories, holding tanks and showers. It laminates its own Thermo-Panel materials (a sandwich of aluminum, Styrofoam and plywood used for walls, roof and floors) and builds all its cabinets.

Winnebago now turns out 150 vehicles a week, will soon be capable of turning out 400. Because of mass production efficiency, the company claims that it offers as standard equipment much that its competitors have on their option lists.

The Winnebago motor home comes in five models, from the F-17 (F for Ford chassis, 170 hp) which is 17 feet, 4 inches long, 7 feet wide, and sells for $6500, to the D-27 (D for Dodge chassis, 212 hp) which is 27½ feet long, 7½ feet wide and sells for $11,210. The F-17 is about the size of a compact station wagon. The D-18, no longer than a standard wagon, with 104-inch wheelbase, sells for $8500 and has the same engine, dual rear wheels, and most of the conveniences of the best-selling D-22. I chose to test the D-18, between the bottom-of-the-line model and the big seller.

The $8500 price tag is downright reasonable for a vacation home with automatic heat. At that price a completely
furnished cottage—with beds for six, range, oven, refrigerator, and wall-to-wall carpeting—would be a real steal. Still better, at the drop of a hint this vacation home can move itself from Maine to California.

The D-18 I picked at the factory had accumulated 22,000 miles and over a year of use by outdoorsmen and Winnebago employees and their families. It hadn't had tender, one-owner care; it would give me a good idea of what the vehicle was like after the "new" had worn off. Some optional equipment had been added: A 2500-watt Onan power plant ($751), a 10,000-B.T.U. roof-mounted airconditioner, radio and trailer hitch—total, $1289.

You don't test a motor home on a track. You take it out on the road and live with it for a while. With my wife in the co-pilot's seat, I headed the Winnebago south on Interstate 35 on the first leg of a circuit that would swing through Kansas to Denver, eastern Wyoming and South Dakota's Black Hills and return to Forest City.

It was dusk when we set out, and we passed several motels displaying "no vacancy" signs. As darkness came on and we bored into it, Dorothy said it seemed strange to be starting a trip so late—and with no idea of where we were going to stop for the night.

We had nothing to worry about. We could park this vehicle anywhere overnight parking was not prohibited because we were—as the industry terms it—"self-contained." (Primarily this means the vehicle has a holding tank for waste water and sewage; it's not necessary to have a sewer hookup at a campground to use the plumbing.) We were also self-sufficient; we didn't need an electric hookup. We could operate off twin batteries or use the gasoline powerplant. We also had 36 gallons of water aboard. If necessary, we could pull into any suitable off-the-road parking area, draw the curtains, and enjoy complete privacy.

Not having to hunt a motel—or a restaurant—we covered 120 miles be-
before bedtime and swung into one of those new private campgrounds that are the perfect answer for anyone with a trailer, camper or motor home. For $2.50 we had water, electric and sewer hookups, and the use of a swimming pool, hot showers, a Laundromat, and a general store for provisions.

We converted the rear couch and were bedded down in less time than it takes to carry your bags into a motel. In the morning it was chilly. I flipped the thermostat to 72, and the forced-air furnace clicked on. Almost immediately the vehicle was comfortable. I started frying bacon on the range, turned on the power vent above it and there was no smoke, no cooking odor. The fan is more effective than those found in most kitchens. There was plenty of hot water for washing dishes. The extension on the end of the counter gave the dishwasher a place to set things. We had the whole place shipshape in less time than it would have taken to be served in a restaurant.

Driving a motor home on a four-lane divided highway is a breeze; driving on a narrow, two-lane road with trucks coming toward you a high speed is work and demands your best. The Winnebago is 7½ feet wide, 9 feet, 3 inches high. The closer you are to trucks, the more their blast buffers you. If you have a strong, steady crosswind, a passing truck can cause you to wander dangerously close to the center line. The solution, of course, is to slow down. Winds that don't affect the average car

(Please turn to page 185)
Self-propelled trailer

Starting with a second-hand 28-foot Airfloat travel trailer, Californian Paul Prigg added the front end of a wrecked Chevrolet truck to turn the vehicle into a motor home. Prigg says that he spent a total of $3500 for the rig—$1600 for the trailer, $1100 for the truck and another $800 to put the two together and add the wide windshield. He also salvaged and utilized the front-wheel drive from the truck, so his unique vehicle has hydraulic brakes on the front wheels and electric brakes on the rear. Prigg recently drove the camper from California to Florida and back. Mileage at 45 mph was 12 mpg.

Gadget warns speeders

Drivers needn't take their eyes off the road to see if they're exceeding a speed limit when they use the British "Speedset." The device sounds a warning if, for example, the "30" button has been pushed for a 30-mph zone and the car goes faster than that.

Sees with sound

New Zealander Ivan Pivac, who is blind, can walk crowded streets with unique sonar spectacles that took 10 years to develop. Tiny receivers in the bridge pick up signals from objects and transmit them to his ears, enabling him to avoid collisions.
Half a century of aviation progress
Some 50 years of aircraft development are illustrated in this photo of a Vickers-Vimy bomber and a Concorde supersonic transport during a flyby near Paris, France.

Antique firearm disguised as a walking stick
A London antique dealer is the owner of an unusual firearm that was used by an 18th century bandit in Bavaria. Shaped like an alpenstock (walking stick), the weapon consisted of a hollow metal tube over which a flintlock fitted to fire a lead ball from the barrel.
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Once You’ve Beat The World, What Do You Do For an Encore?

The owners get all choked up when they talk about their Mustangs. Most feel a touching tenderness, but a few fly into uncontrollable rages. Here’s a small sampling

By MICHAEL LAMM
West Coast Auto Editor

MUSTANG ALREADY HOLDS a special place in American cardom. As the pioneer ponycar, it became the industry determiner of the 1960s. Had it not been for Mustang, the Camaro, Barracuda, Javelin, Firebird, Challenger and the rest most likely wouldn’t exist today. Nor would the voguish long-hood, short-deck look.

Good or bad, the Mustang’s influence remains strong. It also strongly affects owners’ feelings. No one can remain ho-hum or even especially objective about his Mustang.

So rather than follow our usual format of lumping together owner opinions into categories, we’ve decided to let five representative Mustang owners air complete sets of praises and gripes. These are set down as they came in on our questionnaires. Before we jump in, though, remember that most owners,
given the chance to put down any opinion, tend toward extremes. If they've been handled roughly by dealer or factory, here's where they get back. Conversely, people basically happy with their cars tend to overlook even gross flaws. When we at PM write up our Owners Reports, we try to sift out or balance these extremes. But in this case, that's very hard to do.

A Minnesota adman filled out his questionnaire like this:


A New York telephone installer: Mechanical trouble? “Minor.” Dealer? “Bad. Quoted price of $3178 one day; when I picked up the car it was $3378. I accepted only because I had no other transportation.” Why the Mustang? “Wanted 1970 Camaro. When told they wouldn’t come till after January, went to Mach I.” Workmanship? “Not bad. But a crumpled rear fender cost $598...

---

**Summary of 1970 Mustang Owners Reports**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total miles driven</th>
<th>947,619</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average miles per gallon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific likes:</th>
<th>Styling</th>
<th>56.1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handling</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ride</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific dislikes:</th>
<th>Rattles</th>
<th>9.3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rear vision</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light weight</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ride</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workmanship</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trunk too small</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rear seat too small</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What changes would you like?</th>
<th>More rear legroom</th>
<th>12.6%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashtray location</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-seat style</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rear vision</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workmanship</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More trunk space</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Had any mechanical troubles?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>36.4%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What kind of trouble?</th>
<th>Carburetor</th>
<th>21.2%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ignition</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clutch</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Did you repair it yourself?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>4.2%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dealer repairs satisfactory?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>70.2%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Is the Mustang your only car?**

- Yes | 44.5% |
- No  | 55.5% |

**Other cars owned:**

- Ford products | 50.0% |
- Chevrolet | 10.9% |
- Buick | 9.4% |
- Pontiac | 7.8% |
- Oldsmobile | 6.2% |
- Volkswagen | 5.5% |

**Accessories/power options:**

- Automatic transmission | 72.6% |
- Radio | 41.4% |
- Power brakes | 40.0% |
- Power steering | 32.4% |
- Air conditioning | 25.6% |
- No power options | 24.0% |
- Stereo tape | 12.6% |
- Whitewall tires | 12.1% |
- Vinyl top | 8.2% |
- Racing mirrors | 7.3% |

**What accessories/options would you order next time?**

- The same | 54.0% |
- Air conditioning | 10.9% |
- Power steering | 7.5% |
- Stereo tape | 8.1% |
- Power brakes | 7.1% |
- FM radio | 5.2% |
- Traction-Lok | 4.7% |

**Age distribution of owners:**

- 15-29 years | 49.8% |
- 30-49 years | 31.8% |
- 50-plus | 18.3% |

**Would you buy another Mustang?**

- Yes | 73.1% |
- No | 26.9% |


A California college student had this to say: “Starter broke right away—Bendix.” Dealer fix it? “Yes, but service is generally horrible, abysmal.” What do you think of dealer? “He’s a charlatan. Once sold, you’re systematically ignored.” Workmanship? “Good as any.” Comfort? “Very comfortable front; rear is a lesson in masochism. Trunk is about the size of a glovebox, and glovebox won’t hold owner’s manual unfolded.” Complaints? “Too expensive. Gas mileage absurd. Service a laugh.” Praises? “Great looks, great power, ability to lure pretty girls.” ★ ★ ★

MUSTANG’S 28.8-in. REAR LEGROOM sets industry record for tightness. Most riders also bump heads.

“SATISFIES ME as it is. Very economical and easy to handle. It’s a fine little car and I love it.”
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Three-legged ‘clam’
Suspended on three metal legs, this lightweight, clam-shaped plastic “caravan house” is the invention of a French architect.

Inner-tube art
Large inner tubes that are tied together form a "Body Ball"—a work of art and also a plaything, says the sculptor who did it.

Darts too dull, so pubkeeper installs crossbow range
The traditional game of darts wasn’t exciting enough for one pub owner near London, so he installed a crossbow range at his establishment. The 17-inch bows fire 9-inch bolts.

Former racing driver now builds 15-mpg models
Able to zip along at 15 mph, this little gas-powered racer was built by former racing driver Tom Barnard. He plans to set up an assembly line and sell the cars for about $500.
Gentleman's plane

The "Featherstone Kite Open Basket-Weave Gentleman's Flying Machine" might, at first glance, appear to be incapable of flying. In this case, as with many of inventor Rowland Emett's other creations, the first impression is correct. It won't fly. Fortunately, Emett's genius has enabled him to incorporate enough never-before-seen details on the flying machine that no one really cares if it doesn't hit Mach 1. Emett's in the cockpit (above); the regular pilot appears at far right. Tail assembly appears at right.

Plastic pipe—a home away from home

To simulate the natural home of moray eels (who like dark crevices) yet display them for visitors, Marineland of the Pacific, Los Angeles, created an "apartment" of plastic pipes.
Newest improvement in hi-fi listening:

NOW IT'S 4-CHANNEL STEREO!

Quadrasonic sound uses four separate speakers to literally surround you with music for a realistic concert-hall effect. Here's how the system works and what you'll need to add to your present gear.

By WALTER SALM

HERE'S AN EXCITING new kind of hi-fi listening looming on the horizon. It's known by several names—"Surround Sound," "Quadrasonic Stereo" and "4-Channel Stereo." Whatever the name, what it amounts to is the use of four separate channels to deliver music to your ears instead of the usual two in conventional stereo. The idea is to recreate in your living room the full richness of sound as you would hear it live in a concert hall.

Proponents of the system claim that four-channel stereo is as much of an advance over two-channel stereo as the latter was over early single-channel monaural listening. The reason is this: When you listen to live sound in a concert hall or any other large room, you hear it from many different directions. Part of it is beamed directly at you from the source in front. But a lot of it bounces around the room and is reflected off the walls, floor and ceiling, surrounding and engulfing you with sound. A good bit of it caroms off the rear of the room and is actually heard from behind you, although you may not be aware of it.

Conventional stereo brings you essentially the direct sound from in front, but omits the subtle side and rear reflections that enrich and reinforce the music. Surround sound is designed to increase the realism of home listening by using two additional channels to bring you the missed reflections from the rear of the room. In recording four-channel stereo, microphones are placed at the rear of the
SCOTT'S NEW 4-CHANNEL STEREO AMPLIFIER

FIRST OF ITS KIND, Scott's new four-channel Quad-rant amplifier combines two complete stereo systems in one unit. It has four mike inputs and individual controls for each channel. Price is $599.95

cat concert hall in addition to those up front near the orchestra. The rear microphones pick up the reflected sound a fraction of a second later, creating a rich, reverberant effect.

To listen to four-channel stereo in your home, you need a second stereo amplifier feeding an additional pair of stereo speakers placed at the back of the room. Sound from the forward microphones reaches you through your regular stereo amplifier and front speakers. The added sound from the rear microphones is fed to the second amplifier and rear speakers so you hear it from behind you just as you would in a concert hall. You are literally surrounded
by sound, producing a sense of depth and spaciousness similar to that experienced when listening to live music.

Eventually, you'll be able to listen to four-channel stereo from records and FM radio broadcasts. Both of these are still in the future, however. For the present, tape recordings offer the easiest way of bringing quadrasonic sound into the home. The basic two-track, alternate-direction tape system currently in use for regular stereo can, with relatively minor modifications, be adapted to record and play four-channel stereo. Instead of recording two pairs of tracks in opposite directions, all four tracks are recorded simultaneously in the same direction. Tracks 1 and 3 carry sound from the right and left front microphones, as in conventional two-channel stereo. Tracks 2 and 4 add sound picked up by the right and left rear microphones.

Several tape recorder manufacturers already have four-channel reel-to-reel machines on the market. These include Telex, Teac, Crown and 3M Wollensak. In addition, Scott has just introduced a basic four-channel amplifier that can be used with any quadrasonic program source—tape, records or FM radio. These first units are expensive, running around $500 to $600 or more, but prices are expected to drop as interest grows and the machines go into mass production.

Vanguard already has a few four-channel tapes on the market, and more are expected to be available soon. Columbia Records has a large library of tape masters originally recorded with four channels but released with only two for conventional stereo play. Now Columbia plans to re-release these tapes using all four channels. By sticking to the 1-3, 2-4 alternate track system, quadrasonic recordings remain compatible with many current two-channel tapes and tape machines. You could play four-channel tapes on an existing two-track machine and get conventional stereo. Later, when you switch over to new four-channel equipment, you could play the same tapes and get the full four-track effect.

The fact that quadrasonic stereo doubles everything required for conventional stereo doesn't necessarily mean it has to cost twice as much. In fact, the second

**COMPACT AND PORTABLE**, this 3M Wollensak model plays four-channel quadrasonic tapes, but records only conventional two-channel stereo. It's $599.95 with 60-watt amplifier, $499.95 without the amplifier.
FOUR-CHANNEL FM STEREO

FUTURE SYSTEM for receiving four-channel FM broadcasts will require a special decoder adapter hooked to your regular FM set. This will split off two additional FM signals to feed speakers at the rear of the room. You'll also need a second stereo amplifier to power the speakers, as in diagram above.

SIMULATED FOUR-CHANNEL STEREO

YOU CAN SIMULATE the sound of four-channel stereo with two low-cost guitar-type reverb units connected to your amplifier's tape output jacks. Feeding their signals through a second stereo amplifier to the two rear speakers produces a slight delay or echo effect, adding depth and richness to the sound.

half of the system can cost relatively little. This is because the two rear channels require much less power than the front ones and can have a substantially narrower frequency range, probably not more than about 8000 cycles. Almost any low-cost stereo amplifier and a pair of $10 or $20 economy speakers will serve nicely.

Exactly how four-channel stereo will be broadcast has not yet been decided. Several systems have been proposed and it will be up to the FCC to determine which one gets the nod. Experimental quadrasonic broadcasts have been tried using two separate FM stations, one to transmit the front two channels and one the rear two. These are similar to early

AVAILABLE IN FOUR MODELS, the Telex four-channel tape machine at right ranges in price from $500 for a playback-only deck without recording amplifiers to $1544 for a complete record-playback unit.
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experiments with conventional stereo where an FM and AM station teamed up to make simultaneous broadcasts.

Eventually, you'll be able to receive four-channel FM stereo simply by hooking a small decoder adapter to your present FM tuner or receiver. As in conventional FM multiplexing, the method is based on the use of subcarrier frequencies to transmit the additional channels over the main broadcast band. In the Halstead/Feldman system, one of the leading contenders for FCC approval, the two front channels are transmitted over the main band and a subcarrier frequency of 38 kilohertz. The rear channels are transmitted over two additional subcarrier frequencies of 72 and 92 kilohertz. The 8-kilohertz channel band-width brings the total FM station deviation to 100 kilohertz on either side of the main carrier—the extreme limit allowed by the FCC. The problem is that this leaves no margin of safety at the edges of the band, and it's possible that one station's signal could spill over into an adjacent station's band, causing interference. Whether this objection can be overcome is still not certain.

Bringing up the rear in quadrasonic developments are four-channel disc recordings. These pose even greater difficulties. It's hard to imagine how a stylus could handle four channels simultaneously from a single record groove. Several companies, however, are working on the problem. One outfit, the Audio Data Co. in New York, claims to have developed an encoder-decoder system something like FM multiplexing that can add two extra channels to a regular stereo record groove. The discs can be played on present equipment and will require only a decoder adapter attached to your amplifier.

In the meantime, for those who like to experiment, a kind of simulated four-channel stereo can be rigged up with a couple of inexpensive reverb units of the type sold for use with electric guitars. These reverbs produce a slight time delay or echo effect similar to that supplied by the two rear channels in quadrasonic stereo. You can connect the units to the tape output terminals on any conventional stereo amplifier, one for the left channel and one for the right. The outputs from the reverbs are then fed through a second stereo amplifier to an extra pair of speakers at the back of the room.

† † †
ELECTRONICS

INEXPENSIVE INTERCOMS let you talk between any two locations in your home up to 66 feet apart. One unit can be mounted outside the house at the front door so callers can announce themselves without your having to open the door first. It can also be used for listening, such as for checking on a baby sleeping in another room. The battery-powered transistorized units are said to be sensitive enough to pick up sounds from as far as 8 feet away. Each station can call the other, even when power is not turned on. Price, about $10, includes wire. Telco, 3710 E. 10th Court, Hialeah, Fla.

THERE ARE 14 SPEAKERS in this unusual console designed for fine hi-fi reproduction. It contains four 15-inch woofers, four 8-inch mid-base, four 6-inch mid-range and two 5-inch horn tweeters. Special controls permit the system to be adjusted to suit different room acoustics. Prices are $950 finished and $725 for a semi-finished kit. LWE Div., Acoustron Corp., 2418 Bartlett St., Houston, Tex.

NEW KIT-BUILT STEREO RECEIVER from Heath is an outgrowth of the famous AR-15 introduced several years ago. The latest version, the AR-29, is rated at 100 watts with a frequency range of 5 to 30,000 cycles. Harmonic and IM distortion are less than .25 percent, even at full power. Assembly is simplified by modular plug-in parts boards, self-test circuitry. AM/FM/FM stereo kit is $285. Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.
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ANY FORCES start working on a boat when you open its throttle, but there’s no need to drag a computer aboard to sort them all out. It’s enough to have an appreciation of these forces that cause things to happen during acceleration.

The propeller-thrust line of an outboard or stern drive is an appreciable distance below the keel; thrust is therefore applied that far below the hull’s line of resistance in the water. When the throttle is shoved forward the boat’s bow rises in the air. While the weight of the rig remains unchanged, it is now supported by fewer square feet of bottom area.

Bottom loading temporarily increases at a time when speed is still relatively low, and acceleration is slowed. Since modern hulls tend to be short and wide, a lot of drag exists at this stage. That’s why boats with marginal horsepower tend to plow along for some distance before they gradually get up onto plane. That’s also why powerful motors are common.

Now, take any handy propeller and put it on a stick to resemble the propeller shaft. Hold this in front of you with the stick angled like a propeller shaft will be when a boat is in bow-high attitude during acceleration. Pick one blade to watch and rotate the prop slowly, remembering that in an actual boat, water will be flowing into the propeller at an angle. You can readily see how the actual angle at which your chosen blade meets the oncoming water will vary in the course of each revolution. This makes the stern of the boat “walk” to one side. It isn’t a serious problem but when you open the throttle of a light and powerful boat and feel the sideways movement of its stern, it can be a puzzling matter if you don’t understand the cause.

The spinning crankshaft and flywheel make an outboard motor want to turn the other way in its steering pivot. The flywheel of an inboard engine and the twist it imparts to the propeller shaft make the boat want to roll in the other direction. Some pre-World War I speedboats rolled right over from propeller torque when their throttles were opened quickly!

While a boat is getting up onto plane watch what happens to your forward vision in various speed ranges. Momentary blocking of forward vision by the bow during quick takeoffs is of little consequence. But if you have to travel a long distance within a speed limit, you may not want a boat that puts its nose up so much at low and intermediate speeds that vision is impaired.

Once you get onto plane and are movi-
ing swiftly, release the steering wheel cautiously to see if the boat will stay on course. Sometimes you find one that'll slam over into a turn immediately when the wheel is released and this is not good; it is tiring to hold pressure on the wheel to stay on course, and if you should impulsively happen to let go of the wheel to grab a windblown cap the boat could get away from you.

On a test drive, make sure that any tendency to veer off course is something that can be corrected with appropriate adjustments—friction adjustments, trim tabs or an exhaust snout placed at an angle on the motor to compensate. Otherwise, no sale.

How well a boat accelerates and what its cruising and top speeds are depend not only on the power and weight, but on the propeller installed. Typically, a two-blade, high-pitch, small-diameter prop will give high speed with a light load, but will produce sluggish acceleration. A four-blade, low-pitch propeller of larger diameter will push a heavy load onto plane easily but top speed will be limited. In between these extremes may be several three-blade propellers, each tailored for a particular gross weight for the whole rig. In test-driving a boat always ask what propeller is installed and judge acceleration and speed accordingly.

The tilt of an outboard or stern drive lower unit can be altered by means of a pin-and-hole arrangement. In general the prop shaft should be parallel to the keel line of the boat but you often may find it worthwhile to experiment with other settings.

It's a little known fact that there is a horizontal fin called the cavitation plate just above the propeller of an outboard or stern drive that keeps air from being sucked down into the propeller. It is large enough to create a surprising amount of upward or downward pressure when speeding through the water at some angle of tilt.

You may encounter cases in which a forward-tilted lower unit produces so much uplift on the cavitation plate that steering friction is considerably reduced, making for light, "wild" handling. There are other cases in which a lower unit tilted too far aft has so much download on its cavitation plate that it tends to pull down the stern of a boat in sharp turns. So don't forget the possibility that water pressure on a cavitation plate is not parallel to water flow.

While running straight en route to a test area, observe the attitude of the boat in the water and the riding qualities. It's normal for conventional boats to list slightly due to propeller torque. Usually the weight of the driver on one side when running solo will counter this adequately, and sometimes an additional correction is made by locating the battery or a gas tank on the high side. If the boat still lists, there might be a defect such as a warped bottom.

Conventionally shaped planing boats in the runabout class normally tend to list into the wind when running crosswind, so don't worry if you notice this.

The aspect of ratio of length to width of the bottom's planing surface also affects riding attitude. Typically, a short, wide hull will plane at a higher angle than will a long, narrow one. If the angle is too high or too low, it will cause drag.

You'll hear much patter around boat clubs about the smooth wake of this or that boat, the inference being that somehow a particular designer has waved a magic wand, uttered incantations and come up with a hull that has a smooth wake and therefore is somehow better. A large wake does not indicate a poorly de-
signed boat, just one that is heavier, or less powerful in proportion to its weight, than another boat.

Around boating men, you hear references to "wet" and "dry" boats. This is nautical lingo for spray-throwing qualities. A wet boat is one that drenches you with its own spray!

Things like how deep in the water or high on the surface a boat runs, the location and size of spray rails, the shape of the bottom and wave size determine spray-throwing characteristics. If there's a touchstone to the spray matter, it is this. Take a boat of any length. The wider you make it, the blunter must be its bow, and the more it will butt into waves and throw spray forward. It's the spray thrown ahead of a boat that is picked up by the wind and dumped back on you. Other things being equal, a boat whose bow throws spray out to each side is likely to be dryer than one which throws it forward.

Riding and handling qualities on waves are important, for every boat meets its share of rough going. You can try running over the wakes of other boats to simulate rough water, but if it's a comfortable rough-water boat you want, only a test run on genuine wind-driven waves will tell the true story.

The real key to riding quality is the relation between the length of the boat and the distance between the wave crests. Whether it's a pram or an ocean liner, any boat will give you a rough ride when the distance from wave crest to wave crest is nearly the same as the hull's waterlength line because of hull pitching action.

For use on large lakes and coastal waters, a boat with a long hull that will straddle the crests of two or more waves at once will keep pitching action at a minimum.

It's wise to put a new boat through a series of figure-eight turns of gradually decreasing size. This reveals how a boat will act in right and left turns and when going at all angles to the waves. How a boat goes into these turns depends on how easily the bottom shape lets it lean into a bank.

The purpose of banking is to resist centrifugal force. The deflected propeller thrust encourages banking. In fact, it produces such a powerful banking force it can easily overturn a boat if you swing the steerer over too abruptly. As your turns become sharper, you will feel more reaction.

A boat that is banking too little for its speed and the sharpness of the turn tells you so by a feeling in the seat of your pants of sliding across the seat to the outside of the turn under the influence of centrifugal force. One that banks too much or too abruptly feels as if it were giving you an unpleasant up-and-down seesaw ride as you go from a left turn into a right one and vice versa. One that banks just right makes you feel secure in the seat, regardless of the tightness of the turn.

As your turns get really tight, be on the lookout for signs of "spinning out"—the stern is swinging so far out that there's danger of the boat turning end-for-end. To test for this, drop a wad of paper on the water, go some distance away, bear down on the paper and see how well the boat responds to a quick, slight avoiding motion of the wheel.

Another sensible test is to pick out a buoy or other fixed object on the water to use as a reference point and pass somewhat to one side of it. As you pass it, turn and watch to see how much the boat drifts to the outside of the turn. A boat that drifts to the outside (through inadequate banking or inadequate keel area) is a dangerous one, for some day when operating on a winding river or in a busy channel you might make a fast turn and find...
yourself drifting helplessly to the outside of the turn—right into the shore or another boat.

Light, fast boats sometimes “porpoise”; they gallop up and down rhythmically as they move along. Porpoising usually results from an improper relationship between the boat’s center of lift and center of gravity. As it goes faster it rises out of the water more and rides on the aftermost part of its bottom. Then the center of lift is too far back. The bow drops, bounces up, drops again, and this continues indefinitely.

True porpoising can take place even on calm water; don’t confuse it with an occasional up-and-down bouncing of the bow caused when you meeting a stray wave from some other boat’s wake. Porpoising can usually be stopped by moving weight forward in the hull. Rarely, at least in new boats, porpoising is caused by a hump, hollow or hook in the planing bottom as a result of bad workmanship or hull distortion.

One last thing. Sometime during your test run, throttle back to the engine’s normal cruising rpm and get a good idea of the boat’s cruising speed. Modern motors are so smooth it is often hard to throttle back to proper cruising rpm without the aid of a tachometer. If there’s no tach, a good salesman will know his motor well enough to help you pick out cruising rpm by sound.

Most outboard motors have an “economizer linkage” built into their throttles and spark advance mechanisms. These linkages are designed to adjust the throttle and spark settings to the most economical positions when the motor is throttled to cruising rpm, hence you can see how important it is to know what kind of speed the boat delivers at this particular engine setting.

A smaller motor that has to be run nearly wide open in order to maintain a satisfying speed will often burn more gas and wear out faster than a larger motor that is able to give the same speed while just loafing along at its designed cruising rpm.

This ends my third and last installment in the boat-testing series. If you follow my suggestions you should have no trouble picking out a boat that will give you all the comfort and performance you desire.

** ***
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A DETACHABLE HANDGRIP that turns into a tripod is a feature of the newest 35-mm Yashica (above). As a handle, the grip screws into the tripod socket to help you hold the camera (top photo). Folded up inside is a three-legged attachment that slides out and screws onto the lower end of the handle (left, above). This forms a shorty tripod to support the camera for tabletop photography or long time exposures. It can also be used as a chest pod for steadier freehand shooting. Called the Electro 35GT, the new model has a built-in exposure system that automatically sets the speed from 1/500th of a second to 30 seconds depending on light conditions. While it has a fixed lens, supplementary telephoto and wide-angle lens attachments are available. There's also provision for adding flash. Price, about $142. Yashica, Inc., 50-17 Queens Blvd., Woodside, N. Y.

LOW-COST RAPID-FIRE CAMERA has a spring-motor drive that lets you shoot as fast as you can press the shutter release. The wind-up motor automatically advances the film and cocks the shutter after each shot so you're ready for the next one. Called the Ricoh Compact Hi-Color 35, the 35-mm camera has a built-in exposure system, f/2.8 lens, speeds up to 1/300th second. Price is $75. Lenco Photo Products, 2414 W. Devon, Chicago, Ill.

THIS STRANGE-LOOKING BALL is actually a camera—a far-out design conceived by students at London's Royal College of Art. Its object: to simplify picture-taking and get rid of projecting controls that stick out around conventional cameras. A recessed knob (lower photo at left) advances the film and cocks the shutter. To set the correct exposure, you turn another recessed control to the appropriate weather symbol (lower right).
PHOTOGRAPHY

BORDERLESS PRINTS are easy to make with this vacuum-operated enlarging easel. The device connects to any standard household vacuum cleaner and draws air through tiny perforations in the top. This holds printing paper flat and wrinkle-free and eliminates the usual hold-down clips that produce borders. Two sizes take prints up to 11x14 inches for $29.95, to 16x20 for $49.95. Hudson Photographic Ind., 2 S. Buckout St., Irvington, N.Y.

ONE-LEGGED CAMERA SUPPORT has a stirrup-like fitting at the bottom. You just slip your foot into the stirrup to anchor it firmly to the ground. A swivel allows the telescoping leg to tilt in any direction for easy positioning of the camera. Called the Stirrupod, the device was invented by New York photographer Bill Tetlow who hopes to market it soon.

QUICK-CHARGING ELECTRONIC FLASH takes only three hours to restore its batteries to full power—about half the time usually required. The Capro FL-7 strobe, shown with its accessory charger above, gives 50 flashes per charge, recycles in seven seconds. Price for gun and charger, $49.95. Ehrenreich Photo-Optical, 623 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y.

GUNSTOCK CAMERA MOUNT gives you a steady support when you’re working with long telephoto lenses. The lens platform slides along a rail so you can adjust the camera to any desired position. Squeezing a trigger in the pistol grip actuates a cable to trip shutter. Price of Soligor mount is $29.95. Allied Impex, 168 Glen Cove Rd., Carle Place, N.Y.
HOW to Troubleshoot Some of Those 'NEWFANGLED GADGETS'

Hidden headlights, antennas, electronic voltage regulators—some are gimmicks, some advancements, but all might need fixing

By MORT SCHULTZ

IN RECENT YEARS, car owners have had many new devices offered as options or provided as standard equipment. If you know something about them your chances of accurately troubleshooting a problem will be much better.

Windshield radio antennas have been offered as an option for a couple of years. However, the trend seems to be to provide the antenna as standard equipment.

The antenna placed inside the windshield has little effect on FM reception. The only adverse reaction may be a faint “swishing” sound on weaker FM stations as wipers pass over the windshield antenna elements. This is normal. There’s nothing you can do about it.

AM reception, on the other hand, can present a problem if the AM antenna trimmer isn’t set carefully. This adjustment is supposed to be done by the dealer. It must also be made whenever the radio is removed from the car for repair.

If your radio doesn’t receive distant stations that other AM car radios get or if a relatively strong AM station fades in and

EACH HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY on '69 Riviera has its own vacuum tank. Disconnect it to actuate manually

MECHANICAL LINKAGE connects vacuum tank to headlight assembly. Check for smooth operation
HEADLIGHT COVERS on Toronado are actuated by vacuum. If vacuum fails, remove hoses to lift cover by hand.

out, the trimmer adjustment is not set right. To adjust it, set the volume control full and tune in a weak station at about 1400 kc. and turn the antenna trimer-adjustment screw until you receive maximum volume. The screw is usually found just above the tuning shaft. Peak volume normally occurs when the screw is about one-quarter turn from clockwise position.

Transistorized voltage regulators have been offered by some manufacturers as an option since 1963. Others have them as standard equipment. Here’s the line-up:

Chrysler Corp. has transistorized regulators as standard equipment on the 1969 Imperial and on all 1970 models.
GM has treated transistorized regulators pretty much as an option although they’re standard on the 1969 (but not the 1970) Pontiac Grand Prix and the Olds 4-4-2.
AMC adopted the unit as standard equipment in 1963.

There are differences in units from

CHECK FOR SUCTION by hand if no vacuum gauge is available. Also make sure check valve is working.

ELECTRIC MOTOR on ’70 Dodge Charger operates bar-linkage to each headlight cover. Check connections.
model to model. For example, on Ford products, the Grand Prix, the Olds 4-4-2 and some other late-model GM cars there are integral microelectronic units that are fitted right to the alternator. That's how you'll recognize one. There are no interconnecting wires to connect the separately mounted regulator to the alternator.

Two tests are required to check on integral voltage-regulator performance. First check the voltage-limiter range. If the voltage-limiter test doesn't provide a reading of 13.5 to 14.5 volts (engine at operating temperature), test the supply voltage before replacing the unit. Otherwise you could throw away a good regulator while keeping your problem.

This regulator is switched on by applying battery voltage from the ignition switch. A resistor wire is in series with the supply circuit. If the circuit is disconnected or defective, there will be no regulator action and no alternator output.

Supply voltage is tested by connecting a 12-volt test light or voltmeter between the regulator or supply lead and ground. Turn on the ignition. If the light doesn't glow or the meter shows no voltage, the supply circuit is disconnected or broken.

An electronic voltage regulator used on some GM cars from 1963 to 1969 can be recognized by the deep fins of its case. This unit is distinguished from all other transistorized regulators because it can be adjusted. Others aren't adjustable, and if a malfunction occurs, the unit must be replaced.

The GM regulator has a removable plug in its case. The slotted adjusting screw beneath the plug allows an increase or decrease of 0.3 volts for each notch the screw is turned. If a voltage reading of 13.5 to 14.5 (engine at operating temperature) can't be obtained, replace the unit.

The 1969 Imperial has an insulated brush alternator that has both brushes insulated from the alternator frame. It's identified by the short metal strap that connects the positive brush to the heat sink. This alternator has one field terminal, and its transistorized voltage regulator has three terminal posts.

All 1970 Chrysler Corp. cars have an isolated field terminal alternator that has two field terminals. Its transistorized voltage regulator has two terminal posts. It cannot be interchanged with the regulator used in the 1969 Imperial.

If the transistorized voltage regulators of either the '69 Imperial or the '70 models don't meet the following test results, replace the unit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambient Temperature</th>
<th>Voltage Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Near Regulator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80° F.</td>
<td>13.8—14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140° F.</td>
<td>13.3—14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 140° F.</td>
<td>Less than 13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The voltage output of the transistorized voltage regulator in AMC models is tested by connecting a ¼-ohm resistor into the circuit. If a voltmeter doesn't show the following, replace the unit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambient Temperature</th>
<th>Voltage Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Near Regulator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40° F.</td>
<td>14.3—15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80° F.</td>
<td>14.0—14.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most disappearing headlight covers op-
erate by vacuum. Some function by electricity, such as pre-1968 Dodge Chargers, Corvettes and Buick Rivieras.

If disappearing headlights of the vacuum type fail to work, first check vacuum hoses from manifold to the cover control motor, from the control motor to the distribution valve, from the valve to the headlight switch, and from the vacuum reservoir. These hoses are color-coded for easy identification. Replace those that are split, pinched or kinked.

Now, test each section for adequate vacuum. If you have a gauge, vacuum should be 18-21 inches at the manifold and no less than 14 inches at other outlets. If you do not have a gauge, place your finger over each outlet. You should feel a strong pull.

If vacuum is okay, the problem is in front of the hookup, probably inside the control motor, or with a jammed linkage or binding cover. If you get adequate vacuum at the manifold but not at other points, the problem is a damaged vacuum reservoir, distribution valve or check valve. Most times, the fault lies with the check valve.

Retractable headlights having electric motors function when current is sent to the electric motor. A failure could be caused by a bad switch, faulty wiring or a malfunction in the motor.

Before tearing things down, however, check the linkage that controls the covers. It could be jammed by dirt, so clean it off and lubricate. Another quickie repair is to rap the motor housing with a hammer. (Electric motors sometimes stop because brushes are stuck.) If this fails to free the brushes, repair or replace the motor.

Keep in mind that if you allow a vacuum-operated headlamp system to remain inoperative for a time, the covers open as vacuum escapes. As soon as the engine is started and vacuum builds up, the covers close unless you turn on the lights.

Cars with disappearing headlights built after 1968 have a safety factor. Should vacuum fail, covers are automatically opened by springs inside the control motor.

Rear-window defrosters have been available to new-car buyers for about five years. Up until now, they have been blower motors that direct warm air on the rear window. Chrysler and Ford still use them. GM and VW, however, have switched to an electric element in the window that's optional on most models. If it's not working, check the fuse first. If blown, there's a short in the circuit that has to be traced. If the fuse is okay, then the cause of the trouble is an open wire, a bad relay or switch, or a faulty ground.

The unit that prevents the rear wheels from locking during a panic stop is, as of now, relatively rare. It's an option on the 1969 and 1970 Mark III and T-Bird, and 1970 Continental and El Dorado.

Troubleshooting consists of listening for an audible click when you turn on the ignition, and testing brakes with rear wheels off the floor. Put transmission into drive, accelerate to about 30 mph, and apply brakes hard. Rear wheels should cycle (stop and go) about five or six times. If not, trouble can be with control module, solenoid or sensors.
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Decanter Cabinet

Fancy decanter bottles are meant to be displayed, not tucked away in a cupboard. This little wall cabinet will let you show off two of your favorite bottles and still keep their contents under lock and key.

I made this cabinet from 3/4-in. fir; pine, cherry and walnut are other fine choices. You may find it necessary to alter the dimensions to suit your bottles. Both side members are alike except for being made right and left-hand to receive the 9 3/4-in. shelves and plywood back. Run the shelf dados before bandsawing side members.

Front pieces, including doors, lap the side members. Make the rabbets on your tablesaw before bandsawing. Make gains for the hinge leaves so they are flush with the surface. Since there is no room for screws, attach hinges to the doors with epoxy cement. Leave about 3/16-in. clearance where doors meet. Sand parts well, stain and finish, and add padlock and hasp last.—Bob Corley
Wraparound Shadow Box

Handsomely simple in design, this wraparound curio shelf is equally as simple to make. It consists of three identical shelves of hardwood “wrapped” with a 1/8-in.-thick panel of marine plywood.

Overall size is a matter of choice, but make sure the cutout panel is large enough to go around the rounded ends of the shelves. Cut and sand the rounded ends of all three shelves while they’re tacked together to assure identical pieces.

To wrap the shelves, first soak the ends of the plywood in hot water. Then stand shelves on edge, center the panel over them and start nailing across the front of the shelves. Drive 1/2-in. brass escutcheon nails 1/2 in. apart in straight rows. Then, nail by nail, start wrapping the soaked ends. An extra hand will help to bend the panel and hold it as you drive nails. Leather, plastic and even cardboard can be used as a covering.—Paul Airomi
**Handsome Carrying Case**

With sides of fancy-grain plywood and the rest covered with simulated vinyl leather, this classy carrying case has anything but a home-made look. It's a fully enclosed box sawed through around its perimeter to form a cover, hinged, covered with vinyl, which is slit with a razor blade, and fitted with luggage hardware.

Fasten the hardwood-plywood top and bottom with glue and hold them with C-clamps, then round all edges slightly. Before applying the vinyl with contact cement, finish exposed plywood surfaces with two coats of clear sealer.

—Kenneth Wells

**Fitted** with standard luggage hardware, this smart-looking attache case can be used for school, business or your hobbies.

**Corners rounded**

1/4 x 3/8" rabbet

1-1/2" finishing nails

**Hardwood ends,** 3/8 x 4 x 11-1/4"  
**Birch, or another hardwood, is used to construct the sides of the case. Pr drill holes for the nails at all corners.**

**Fancy veneer-faced plywood,** 1/8 x 11-1/2 x 15-1/2"  
**Hardwood top and bottom, 3/8 x 4 x 15"**

1/4 x 3/8" rabbet, glued and nailed

Saw line for cutting off lid

1-1/4"
RABBETED CORNERS are glued and nailed. Next, mark sawing line on sides.

BOX IS CUT, then plywood sides only are given two coats of a clear sealer.

USE CONTACT CEMENT to bond vinyl to box perimeter, put joint at bottom.

CUT VINYL carefully along the cover line using a single-edge razor blade.

Park Bench for Your Yard

Supported by two or more 1½-in. steel posts set in concrete, this permanent park-type bench is solid as a rock and will last for years. The 2x4 seat slats and back rails are screwed to curved pieces of channel iron which are welded to the tops of the pipe posts. When a slat or rail needs replacing, it's easy to back out the screws.

While it's possible to bend the steel channels cold, they'll bend easier if heated. This can be done with charcoal in the brazier of your patio grill. Chalk a pattern on your concrete driveway and bend the channels to match. Use pliers to grip the hot metal and heat it only at the point of bend. Heap the charcoal over the metal and let it get white hot. For a 6-ft. bench, set the posts 54 in. apart so the 2x4s overhang the channels about 6 in.—Hal Kelly
DON'T WORRY ABOUT YOUR DOG not being fed while you're away on vacation. Food will be available to him at all times with the Dog-O-Matic feeder. Just fill the tray, press food injector all the way down and lock into place. The tray holds up to 25 pounds of dog food and keeps it fresh and dry. For limited feeding just fill the tray with desired amount of food. If your dog likes wet food, just add water. Priced at $24.95 from Saunders & Sons, 14590 Hubbell St., Detroit, Mich. 48227.

CONVERT ROUGH ROCKS into sparkling gemstones for rings, tieclasps, pins and other jewelry with the Electric Rock Tumbler set. In addition to the tumbler, the set includes a basic rock polisher, four types of gemstones, three grades of grit, jewelry settings, glue for mounting and complete instructions. The deluxe model is priced at about $30 from Skil Craft Corp., 325 West Huron, Chicago, Ill. 60610. It's great fun for the entire family.

GIVE YOUR HOME that "lived-in" look and discourage burglars with the Intermatic Time-All. This high-capacity unit allows you to turn on (or off) automatically the lamps in your home when you're away. It can also be used to control fans, heaters, TV programs, whatever. Model E-911 retails for $12.95 and is made by International Register Co., 4700 W. Montrose Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60641.

PURIFY THE AIR in your home by eliminating odors with the Radex Air-Control. This small, portable, electronic device employs the principle of adsorption by activated charcoal, which collects odors much like a sponge soaks up liquids. The disposable charcoal filter can be replaced for $3 postpaid. The unit sells for $39.95 and is made by Envair Corp., 2201 Oakton St., Evanston, Ill. 60202.
FOR A WEEKEND OF CAMPING or just an afternoon picnic, the Swinger cooler, will keep beverages frosty cold. In addition, it's also great for carrying wet swimsuits, icing down fish or for use as a tackle or toolbox. Available in colors, the cooler sells for $8.95 from Covey Corp., 8101 Carpenter Freeway, Dallas, Tex. 75247.

A LOT OF TRASH can be compacted neatly in a bag by a new major appliance called the Trash Masher Compactor, recently introduced by the Whirlpool Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich. You simply put in paper, bottles and cans, turn a safety key switch and push a button. Contents are compacted under approximately 2000 pounds of pressure. Price, $225.

ACCENT YOUR WALLS with self-sticking, natural cork wall panels. Easily applied by peeling off the backing paper and pressing them on the wall, they're ideal for any room or for use as a bulletin board. A box of four \( \frac{1}{2} \times 12 \times 12 \)-inch panels sell for around $3.50 from Decro-Wall Corp., Executive Blvd., Elmsford, N.Y. 10523.

PLUG-IN, THERMAL JIGSAW called the Marvel Maker cuts through a 6-in. block of Styrofoam like butter. Low-voltage transformer provides low or high heat for the blade. Exciting as a toy and handy for modelmakers, designers and florists, it sells for $12.95, with foam, extra cutter. Lancer Industries Inc., 5782 Thornwood Dr., Goleta, Calif. 93017.
Few can argue with the advantages of a garbage disposer. It creates a more healthful condition by quickly ridding a home of food wastes and, from a practical viewpoint, it cuts down considerably the number of trips to the trash can.

In simple terms, garbage pushed into a disposer is whirled around (about 1725 rpm) and flung against shredders. The shredders have dull edges that pulverize garbage into tiny particles which drop through discharge holes in the drain so they can flow into the sewerage waste line.

Of the two types, continuous and batch feed, the first lets you deposit garbage into the unit while the unit is running. It is operated by an off-on wall switch.

A batch-feed unit does one load

**BEFORE STARTING DISPOSER, cold water is turned on to provide continual flow during grinding. With the grinding complete, turn off and flush the unit.**
When you are ready to plunk down the cash for one, you'll probably wonder how they work, which is best and why the price difference. Here are the answers

Before You Buy One

of garbage at a time. This unit runs only when a cover is placed over its opening and is turned to the lock position. When the cover is turned in the opposite direction the unit shuts off automatically.

Generally, a batch-feed unit costs about $15 more than a continuous feed. However, if there is any chance of a youngster turning on a continuous-feed system and poking inquisitive hands through the opening, the smartest move is to buy a batch-feed unit. The cover protects those precious fingers.

Not all disposers can handle all kinds of waste, so check the manufacturer's literature before deciding on a model. Most expensive models will easily dispose of bone, corncobs and seafood shells, but some units aren't geared for this type of heavy-duty operation.

No disposer is designed to shred metal objects such as bottle tops and cans, or glass, crockery, rags, string, paper cartons, rubber, plastic or cigarette filters. These materials can damage the disposer and clog drain lines.

A garbage disposer will not cause the absorption field of a septic system to flood. The average field handles about 50 gallons of water a day per person. The average disposer uses 6 gallons of water a day, which is about equivalent to an 80-second shower. Inexpensive to operate, a disposer
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consumes about 3 cents worth of electricity a month.

If you have a septic tank, the U.S. Public Health Service advises that you can safely use a garbage disposer if your septic system meets the following standards:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House Occupants</th>
<th>Min. Tank Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>750 gallons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>900 gallons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000 gallons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1250 gallons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Price range**

The least expensive models are equipped with a low-capacity (1/3 hp) motor which doesn't produce sufficient torque to handle the heavier types of food waste (melon rinds, corn cobs, fruit skins). Furthermore, they generally handle only one quart of garbage at a time. Prices begin around $25.

Better quality disposers boast 1/2-hp heavy-duty motors. These will accommodate two quarts of garbage at a clip. Price difference between the latter and the highest quality models is about $30 because the most expensive units have extra features such as noise-reducing insulation and automatic unjamming.

**Disposer dos and don'ts**

- The most important operating tip to remember is to make sure that the cold water is running when the disposer is turned on and left running for a few seconds after the unit has been turned off. This flushes out any residue that may remain, thus eliminating chance of odors.
- Never operate a disposer with hot water running. Tests have shown that cold water causes grease and fat to congeal into tiny globules that flow easily. Hot water melts grease which can then coat a drain line and eventually cause a stoppage.
- Although garbage disposers are self-cleaning, fill the sink with cold water frequently and let it drain out all at once to flush the drain line. This gets rid of waste and detergent scum. Since some detergents are caustic, periodic flushing will get rid of them before they damage the disposer.
- Never pour a chemical or solvent compound down the drain of a garbage disposer. This stuff will damage the unit. You can, if necessary, pour a drain cleaner down the drain of the other bowl of a double-bowl sink.
- Don't let food scraps remain in a unit for any length of time. "Stored" waste leads to odors and could cause the unit to jam.
- If you have a dishwasher hooked up so it drains through the garbage disposer, run the disposer for several seconds before starting the dishwasher, then turn it off. This flushes away wastes that could cause a backup of discharge water from the dishwasher. After the dishwasher has finished, run the disposer again for several seconds to flush away particles that may have been discharged into the disposer by the dishwasher. Never feed (or run) a garbage disposer while the dishwasher is running.
- To prevent objects from accidentally falling in, always keep the cover in place when the disposer is not in use.

If you operate a disposer properly,
don't overload it, it should not jam. However if a foreign object accidentally drops through the drain and causes clogging, follow these steps:

**Clearing a jammed unit**

More expensive units usually have an automatic reverse action switch which kicks in when the disposer is overloaded by a jam.

Unjamming a less expensive model must be done manually by flipping the reverse-action switch.

If a jam is stubborn, and won't loosen with reverse-action, turn off the disposer and fish out the jamming object with pliers or ice tongs. *Never* poke your hands in to do the unjamming.

Most garbage disposers today have built-in overload protection. If such a disposer jams for more than 30 seconds an overload switch will automatically cut off the current to keep the motor from burning up.

When you notice that the overload protection has been activated, turn off the unit and free the jam. Some models automatically reset themselves when the overload switch cools. With the others, wait five minutes to let the switch cool; then press the reset button.

Most disposer manufacturers require that their units be installed according to the local code, and many codes stipulate that the work must be done by licensed plumbers and electricians. Since it is possible that a do-it-yourself hookup will void the warranty, check this point out before starting the job.

---

**HINTS FROM READERS**

**Using coping-saw blades**

You can adapt saw frames (designed to accept pin-end metalcutting blades) to hold coping saw blades of the same length. Simply file a notch in the blade-holding part at each end to accommodate the coping blade loop; the blade slit is probably already wide enough for the new blade. Photo shows blades positioned to cut on the pull stroke. They could, of course, be reversed in the frame so they cut on the push stroke.—*Walter E. Burton*

**Handles from old paintbrushes**

Don't throw away an old paintbrush just because it no longer is useful for painting purposes. If the handle is sound, it can be sawed off and put to use as a handle for a file, scriber, punch or other small tool. After cutting the handle, clean off all of the old dirt, then paint and refinish if necessary. Finally bore a longitudinal hole to receive the tool tang. If a ferrule is desired to discourage splitting, cut a groove or shoulder around the handle near the end and make a couple of turns with small wire.—*Norbert Walters*
A PUZZLE TO STUMP YOU

If you are a whiz at puzzles, you may solve this one in less than five minutes. More than likely, however, it will take much longer. In fact, you may simply have to give up.

All you have to do to solve it is to arrange the 10 pieces in a perfect square. Sounds easy, but wait until you try it. If you finally run out of patience, you'll find the solution on page 169.

The parts of the puzzle can be made any size as long as you make five identical pieces of both shapes. You can cut them from cardboard or 1/8-in. hardwood or plywood. This type of puzzle can be quickly mass-produced on your table saw, nicely finished, then boxed as gifts or for sale.

—Kenneth Wells

Washer protects knuckles

When you file an ax or knife blade, the correct way is to file toward the cutting edge, but if you are not careful, a slip of the file can cause a nicked finger. To prevent such an accident, slip a large flat washer over the file so that it will keep your knuckle away from the cutting edge. The washer should have a hole large enough so that it will rest against the file handle. While the washer provides a safeguard, ax filing is always done with short strokes where only the outer end of the file contacts the blade. Thus your fingers are a safe distance from the cutting edge.

Holding pipe nipples

Short lengths of pipe threaded at one end are often held in a "nipple chuck" for threading the opposite end. Usually the chuck consists of a length of pipe clamped in a vise and fitted with a straight coupling. However, because of the thread taper, the workpiece can become overly tight in the coupling and be difficult to back out without damage. You can solve this problem by inserting a steel plug in the coupling. This way the workpiece cannot become "frozen" in the coupling since the plug will prevent the pipe ends from coming close together.
Sawbuck Does Double Duty as Table

Like most fireplace owners, I spend considerable time every fall cutting up a winter’s supply of logs. Tiring of using a makeshift sawhorse, I built this versatile sawbuck. It takes little space to store; I simply fold and hang it on the garage wall. And, by adding the third pair of legs, it’s possible to cut short logs without having the saw bind. The extra length also makes the buck a solid outside work table.—George O. Guesmer

Quick reference to PM projects
I have many years of PM in my workshop library. Locating a particular project was frequently a time-consuming task until I “cataloged” the projects by cutting out the monthly tables of contents and filing them in a folder. Now it’s a snap to find what I want.—Dick Scalone

Quickie tool trough for sawhorse
When working on a sawhorse, I used to have my tools strewn about the ground. Thus, it was a necessary nuisance to do a lot of bending. To save my back, I’ve attached a length of gutter, complete with end pieces and dividers, to provide a handy tool tray.—Ken Patterson

Neater way to bleed radiator
Next time you have to bleed a hot-water radiator, use a plastic bag over the valve to catch the water and spray. I find that the bag is easier to handle than a small metal container and does a fine job of protecting floor and furniture.

—R. M. Woodbury
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18 Great Tools That Make Yardwork Easier

Four pages of new and improved garden and yard tools that do the job better in less time

HOSE REEL with front, rather than side, discharge has been introduced by True Temper Corp. Of heavy-gauge steel, reel neatly coils 200 ft. of ½-in. o.d. hose and may be mounted on house. Price: $21.

ELECTRIC TRIMMER, which operates off tractor battery (above), is now also offered as an independent tool with a battery mounted in the handle. Key-Lectric Trimmer, $45. Toro Manufacturing Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.

NONKINK COILING is the boast made for Flatline garden hose by Amerace Esna Corp., 436 E. Mansfield St., Bucyrus, Ohio. With water turned on, hose opens to ½-in. i.d.; when water is turned off hose assumes easy-to-handle flat shape. Sold at hardware stores, a 50-ft. length costs $10.

TREE PRUNER adjusts to any height between 6 and 12 ft., is made of lightweight aluminum. Dual-leverage pulley system triples cutting power. Priced at $15. Seymour Smith & Son, Inc., Oakville, Conn.

POST-HOLE DIGGER claimed to be the first coated with Teflon-S has 13-ga. steel blade and handle in 4, 6 or 8-ft. length. Costs about $12. Union Fork & Hoe Co., 500 Dublin Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

BROADCAST SPREADER has an 8-ft.-wide distribution pattern, a vibration anticlog agitator and a fingertip calibrated setting control. It’s priced at $27 by True Temper Corp.

ROTARY SPRINKLER coverage adjusts from a 5 to 50-ft. dia. by twist of a knob to raise arms vertically from 0 to 90°. Price: $10. Burgess Vibrocrafters, Grayslake, Ill. 60030 makes it.

POINTED SHAPE of this trowel makes it the ideal tool for thinning small seedlings or dibbling holes up to 8 in. deep. Fine Point trowel, priced at $4, is manufactured by the Wilkinson Sword Co., Mountainside, N.J. 07092.
SELF-SHARPENING GRASS SHEARS are designed to cut like a mower. The sweep blade slices across the stationary bed-knife to cut all types of grass. Designed to maintain correct tension, shears are priced at $2.49. Seymour Smith & Son, Inc., Oakville, Conn. 06779, is the maker.

CORDLESS ELECTRIC GRASS SHEARS never need lubricating, come with charger that brings batteries back to full power with an overnight charge. Self-sharpening blades are coated with Teflon-S. $35. Made by Disston, H. K. Porter Co. Inc.

JUMBO EARTH AUGER drills big holes fast, is sold in two sizes and three lengths. The 1¾ x 24-in. drill shown costs $6.50. Johnson's Industrial Supply Co., 1941 Karlin Dr., St. Louis, Mo.

HANDY YARD TOOL gets where other cutting equipment won't. The 6-in. mower does the trimming (inset); for edging you simply 'flip' it over. Model 1706, $26. Pennsylvania Lawn Products, Inc., Waynesboro, Va., makes it.

NOTCHED V-BLADE DESIGN lets the ESC Scuffle Hoe from True Temper Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, 44115, cut weeds off below the surface where it counts. $5.

NEW LAWN COMB RAKE features 20 flexible dogleg tines, is available with a 19-in. head width and a 54-in. handle. $4. Union Fork and Hoe Co. makes it.

GARDEN SPRAYER dubbed Ladybug has one-gal. capacity, comes complete for $25. H. D. Hudson Manufacturing, 154 E. Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

ROSE CHIMNEY over newly planted rose produces superior plant when filled with Soil-Aid mixture. For information, write Boise-Cascade Bark Products, Box 2885, Portland, Ore. 97208.
SUPER SCOOPER SAVES

Faced with a king-size digging chore? Let this conveyor do the heavy lifting for you.

By SVEN CORSAK as told to HARRY WICKS

When my wife and I decided to build our own swimming pool (it's the one shown in the photos of Build This Poolhouse, page 124, April PM), the thought of digging a 20x40-ft. excavation 10½ ft. deep didn't fill me with enthusiasm. After one session of hand-digging, I figured I could save a lot of backache by building a "trencher" somewhat like those used in heavy construction. Industrial versions are self-loading and require a hefty power source for digging; my version is intended simply to carry soil that's pushed into its buckets up out of the hole. A small electric motor provides ample power. Basically, my scooper is easy to build and has no critical dimensions. It took me about a week and a half's spare time to build. I purchased all parts from a junkyard for about $15. The buckets travel on approximately 32 ft. of Morse No. 50 chain.

Since the conveyor...
YOUR BACK

CONNECTOR DETAIL

Driving sprocket, gear reduction 8.75 to 1, 2 sprockets 2" o.d. teeth

TOP FRAME AND DRIVE UNIT

Entire frame of 1-1/2" o.d. thinwall conduit except verticals at ends

DETAIL A

DETAIL B

DETAIL C
has only four loaded buckets to move at a time, I suspect I could have used a much lighter chain.

Buckets are hand-loaded. As each makes its turn at the bottom, you simply scoop the sand in. About 10 seconds later, the load is dropped into a small trailer parked at the top of the excavation. The frame length shown was designed to suit the hole I had to dig; this can be shortened or lengthened to satisfy your particular job.

(Editor's note: The Scooper in the drawing on pages 166-167 is shown in an exaggerated near-horizontal position for layout reasons. In use, the machine stands closer to 60° from horizontal.)

Besides the chain, the major parts obtained from the junkyard were 8:1 reduction gear, 1/4-hp motor, two auto wheels, five 5-gal. drums and six 10-ft. lengths of thinwall conduit. The time the scooper saved is obvious when production figures are compared. Digging by hand I was able to produce approximately 30 trailer loads a day (about 15 cu. yds.). With the scooper in operation, this figure was upped to a healthy 70. Thus, production was doubled while necessary effort was decreased.

---

**BOTTOM WHEEL MOUNTING DETAIL**

- 3/4" dia.
- 6-1/2" x 2-1/2"
- 3-1/2" x 1/4" bar
- Wheel positioning collars, 3/4" hole
- Iron pulley 3/4" i.d.
- (o.d. larger than wheel hole) welded on
- 3/4" o.d., 6" length

**DETAIL D**

- Drill for 1/2" bolt
HINTS FROM READERS

Mirror warns of hazard

Until a hazard can be permanently corrected, a mirror placed at floor level and tilted to reflect light upward can serve as an effective warning. Because of constantly changing reflections, the mirror attracts the eye as one approaches, particularly if the mirror is placed to reflect light from a window or lamp. The photo shows how a mirror placed in front of an air compressor will warn passersby to keep ankles clear of the moving pulley.

—John Menke

Carpet-and-plastic work pad

For a soft pad on which to handle optical equipment or other delicate items, slip a scrap of carpeting into a plastic bag and staple or seal the end shut. The plastic covering prevents the carpet from absorbing dirt, keeps carpet lint out of the parts handled and is easily cleaned with soap and water. Carpet samples are perfect for such pads and can usually be obtained for little or nothing from the rug department of a furniture store. A rug with deep pile makes the best pad.—Walter E. Burton

Neat knobs by the dozen

Needing a knob to replace one on an appliance, I found that a solderless connector of the type used in electrical work makes the neatest knob you ever saw. Threaded on the inside, these connectors can be turned onto threaded studs, or you can attach them to drawers with stovbolts from the inside. You can even fit them with threaded shanks by turning screws tightly in the connectors and then sawing off the screw heads. They come in black or white.—Nello Sufredini

Solution to puzzle on page 160

Like any puzzle, once you know how to work it there's nothing to it. But this one can be a real teaser. If you solved it right off the bat, you are above average. If you have had to peek at the solution, you are one of many who have failed to figure out that the key to the puzzle is the triangular piece which forms the center square. This is a great party game when the pieces are made 12 in. square from ¼-in. plywood or hardboard and played on the floor. Pieces can be painted different colors if you wish.
GYPSUM BOARD EDGES can be quickly smoothed or chamfered with the use of a discarded vegetable grater. The type shown has different degrees of coarseness and can be used to best suit the job.—Victor H. Lamoy

A FLAGPOLE PULLEY can be oiled by taping a catsup bottle cap to the rope. Just fill the cap with light oil and pull it to the top. Then jerk the rope slightly and oil will flow on pulley.—Ed McGinley

STOP SCATTERED GARBAGE by dogproofing the cover of your refuse can. To do this, simply pass a screen-door spring through the handle and attach a wire hook at each end with cord.—Joseph W. Gorrell

ELIMINATE CLANKING PIPES by using a short, split section of garden hose as a cushion between the pipe and each pipe strap. You'll find that this procedure will stop both side and end play.—Albert T. Pippi
HARD-TO-PLACE NUTS AND SCREWS can be carried to position and then started through the use of an ordinary sipping straw. Just slit one end to hold the part snugly until threads are caught.—R. T. Stewart

WHEN A CHILD LOCKS HIMSELF in the bathroom and can’t remember how to unlock the door, don’t panic. A bent paper clip will operate the lock from outside in absence of the emergency key.—Mike McNeilly

GASOLINE CANS and other vertical containers that are usually stashed in an automobile trunk won’t tip over and leak if you park them in a concrete block. Use a 12-in.-size block for a gas can.—P. E. Fiechter

A DROP AT A TIME can be dispensed from a plastic bottle if you back off the top slightly and drill a hole through both cap and bottle. To use, line up holes; to close opening, tighten the cap.—Joseph Braunstein
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Black & Decker's new low-cost radial:

I Found It Rugged, Powerful, but Noisy

A 58-pound lightweight, the 7700 is a saw the carpenter can tote to the job without breaking his back. It produces 'sandpaper-smooth' cut

By WAYNE C. LECKEY, Home and Shop Editor

I've just assembled and put Black & Decker's new $99.95 radial-arm saw through its paces and, believe me, it's a honey for the money.

I found it has just one fault—it's overly noisy. Its blade spins at a top speed of 5200 rpm, which is 1750 rpm faster than conventional saws. And while this extra speed adds more cutting power, the two-hp, ball-bearing universal motor produces a whine that can be ear-splitting in a small home shop. For on-the-job contracting, that wouldn't mean a thing.

Unique in design, this low-cost beauty performs all the basic cuts in woodworking with accuracy and smoothness. It will crosscut, rip, miter, bevel-miter, bevel-rip, dado and plough. Its 8-in. blade cuts to a depth of 2 1/8 in. and crosscuts a 1-in. board up to 10 1/2 in. wide.

The machine has all the safety features of its deluxe big brothers—antikickback protection, blade guard and key-controlled switch. The one thing it doesn't have is a sawdust discharge spout.

The tool is a unique piece of engineering, from its sturdy one-piece extruded arm to its clever depth-of-cut adjustment. The conventional arm-raising-and-lowering crank found on most radial saws has given way to a rack-and-pinion adjust-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor</td>
<td>120-v. universal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-load rpm</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated amps</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. hp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. watts output</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard guard</td>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard blade</td>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbor size</td>
<td>5/8 x 15/16 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. depth of cut</td>
<td>2-7/8 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. depth of cut 45°</td>
<td>1-7/8 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosscut capacity</td>
<td>10 1/2 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spindle dado capacity</td>
<td>13/16 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripping capacity</td>
<td>19 1/2 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevel adjustment</td>
<td>0 to 45°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miter locating pin</td>
<td>0 to 45° R or L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales</td>
<td>Bevel, miter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column diameter</td>
<td>2 1/2 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worktable size (Novply)</td>
<td>22 x 32 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine height</td>
<td>19-3/8 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine width</td>
<td>32 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine depth</td>
<td>28-13/16 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net weight</td>
<td>58 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ment. Here the motor and blade are raised and lowered by an elevation knob that's located on the saw assembly itself. With your right hand on the knob you loosen the locking wingnut and turn the knob back or forward to regulate the depth of cut. The nut locks the setting.

The saw comes knocked down in nine basic parts, along with a bag of bolts and an exceptionally clear book of instructions. You can see this precision tool at your local B&D dealer. For more information write Black & Decker Mfg. Co., Towson, Md. 21204.

** **

TO ROTATE SAW in switching from crosscut to rip and back again, you depress index pin with finger

TO SWING SAW for mitering, you release clamp handle, pull miter pin and move arm to suit desired angle

SAW RATHER THAN ARM raises and lowers as you turn knob with right hand after loosening wingnut
MAKE THIS SPLIT-RING LATHE DOG

THIS SPLIT-RING lathe dog utilizes the gripping power of two concave surfaces—drawn toward one another by two cap-screws—to hold a workpiece without marring. Although the split ring could be of steel or cast iron, I used aluminum because it is easy to machine.

The dimensions given provide a work-diameter range of about \( \frac{3}{16} \) to \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. By using longer bolts or shims you can stretch these limits even further. Several such dogs, made up in sizes to cover a considerable range of workpiece diameters, are sure to make a useful addition to the conventional types of lathe dogs you already may have.

To make the split-ring dog, cut the blank from aluminum, mount it in a chuck and surface both faces. Then drill a \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in. centerhole and bore to a \( 1\frac{5}{16} \)-in. diameter. Next rechuck the piece so the jaws grip the i.d. of the work and machine the rim smooth. The two clamping-bolt holes are blanked-in with a No. 7 bit and counterbored with an end mill to bring the bolt heads below the ring’s surface. The tail of the dog is a \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. steel rod (projecting 2 in.), which engages the faceplate slot. Install the dog so that the clamping screws, in normal forward rotation, travel head...

PLASTIC TAPE, shown partly applied to dog segment (right, above), protects the workpiece from marring.
**Emergency file handle**

To protect your hands from the sharp point of a file tang, simply screw on a solderless wire connector (type used in electrical work). They’re available in a wide range of sizes.—*W. G. Greenwood*

**Repel insects when painting**

If you plan to paint your house with oil-base paint during the hot months, part of the job is to keep bugs out of the wet paint. Just add two tablespoonfuls of citronella oil to the gallon.—*L. Rueff*

---

**NEXT MONTH IN SHOP AND CRAFTS**

**IS THIS THE WORLD’S BEST WORKSHOP?** When photos of this fabulous workshop were first brought to our attention, we could hardly believe what we saw—a shop that appeared to have everything that a woodworker dreams about. To confirm that it was for real, we sent Workshop Editor Harry Wicks to Minneapolis. You’ll learn what he found in June *PM*.

**FOUR WAYS TO HIDE TRASH CANS.** What can be done to hide the cluster of trash cans in the back yard? Since that’s a frequent query from *PM* readers we commissioned designer Gerald Geerlings, A.I.A., to create four out-of-the-ordinary enclosures to shield this eyesore from view. There’s sure to be one that will blend with the architectural style of your home. You’ll find them in the June issue of *PM*.

**FIVE WEEKEND WORKSHOP PROJECTS.** Each of these useful items can be built over a single weekend and, for the most part, scraps lying about your shop will probably fill the bill for materials. Pick up the June *PM* and get complete plans for building a wheelbarrow planter, pipe rack, wall caddy, chairside table and electric shoeshine stand.

**DECKS YOU CAN BUILD.** With summer close at hand, thoughts turn to outdoor living—cookouts, parties and just plain sitting and relaxing. Here’s a roundup of the latest design ideas for insuring maximum outdoor comfort while investing minimum effort. You’ll find the ideas in *PM* next month.
A TEST INDICATOR not only greatly improves lathe accuracy, but frequently saves you time to boot. This versatile instrument, which measures or compares movement and dimensions in thousandths of an inch (or as little as 0.0005 in.), can be used to check tapers, help center work on a faceplate, determine the degree of trueness of centers, help position holes accurately and let you know quickly whether chucked work runs true.

There are two general indicator types of interest to a lathe user. One consists of a system of levers that terminates in a pointer which moves over a rather short, curved scale having a total range of perhaps 0.030 in. This is often called a universal test indicator or universal indicator. The second type has a gear system that moves a pointer around a circular scale; appropriately it is called a dial indicator. A well-made dial indicator is likely to be more sensitive than the simpler, usually less costly, lever type. Dial indicators sell for $20 and up.

A lathe test indicator is generally
TYPICAL INDICATORS at right, accumulated over the years in a home workshop, include: A. dial indicator, B. Starrett's test indicator and its three-piece stand, C. shop-made indicator and D. Federal dial indicator. Most hardware stores and retail power-tool outlets stock a variety of these indicators; several mail-order sources are listed at end of the text.

mounted firmly on the top slide or other part so its sensitive contact point (feeler) presses against the surface to be checked for roundness, movement, taper or other quality. Various combinations of bars, shafts, swivels and clamps, which can often be shop-made, position the indicator. Available attachments can adapt indicators for easy measuring of holes, checking internal surfaces, and measuring at a 90° angle to the indicator spindle. Some manufacturers offer contact points in quite a variety of shapes.

A dial-indicator stem (typically of \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. diameter) is the portion through which the movable spindle operates, and which provides a means to mount the instrument. You can make holders to fit your needs. For example, the short rod near D in the photo above was machined from a steel bar to fit the \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. hole in the clamping sleeve that came with the indicator in the background. The large end was drilled to accept the \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. indicator stem, slotted and provided with a 6-32 clamping screw.

Indicators should be handled with about the same care you give your watch. Protect them against dropping, bumps, excessive dust and other foreign material; dust seals are available for some models. When the contact point of an indicator slides over a surface, as in testing the trueness
of a cylindrical piece in a chuck, be sure that surface is clean. A very thin oil film will contribute to smoother sliding and help reduce point wear. When testing work where lathe-spindle movement is involved, the spindle customarily is rotated by hand.

In some applications of an indicator to lathe operation, it is not necessary to determine how much a dimension varies or something moves, unless the point of minimum movement or variation has been reached. Thus, when centering cylindrical work in an independent-jaw check, the piece is shifted until the indicator pointer stands still or shows movement within acceptable limits. In other applications, the indicator scale is used to determine how much a movement or dimension varies. For example, when measuring a taper between centers, the indicator is used to show radius changes at points 1 in. apart.

Other ways you can use indicators to improve accuracy or save time:

- **Centering work in an independent-jaw chuck.** The work generally is either a piece machined to a reasonably true cylinder, or has several points that can be positioned on the same circle. Mount the indicator on a toolpost or fasten it to the top slide (as with a magnetic base). Position the contact point to bear against the important circumference—outside or inside. Rotate the chuck by hand and note run-out before you actually touch the indicator to the work. Adjust the chuck jaws so that run-out seems to be within limits of the indicator's contact-point movement.

Then bring the point against the work until it touches the high spots but not necessarily the low ones. Rotate the work-piece slowly and note the pointer movement; take care not to jam the work so tightly against the indicator that the instrument may be damaged. Adjust the chuck jaws until the indicator shows little or no run-out.

When some work, such as a ring of rather thin section, is in a chuck, jaw pressure tends to distort it. Then the indicator might show four high spots where the jaws engage it. It might also show other spots where jaw pressure affected previous machining. When centering such work with the aid of an indicator, avoid excessive jaw pressure.

- **Chuckung work for drilling of center holes.** Sometimes a piece that has been machined in a chuck or is otherwise reasonably uniform is to be provided with center holes. Simply use a test indicator to determine when, by adjustment of chuck jaws, the outside surface is running true. Then use a center drill in a tailstock chuck. If necessary, first face off the end of the piece so the drill won't be deflected. The indicator can also help you center an existing hole for reboring or reaming.

- **Aligning cucked work for facing.** Clamp the piece lightly, mount the indicator so its contact point bears against the surface to be machined, and use a soft hammer to tap the piece until this surface shows reasonably true rotation. Tighten the jaws. Retest to determine whether

*(Please turn to page 188)*
New tools you should know about

Durable roof brush
All roof coatings can be applied with its No. 4515 roof brush, claims Wright-Bernet, Inc., 1524 Bender Ave., Hamilton, Ohio. About $2.50.

Boring bars with longer tool life
High-speed boring bars made in five sizes by Enco Manufacturing Co., 4520 W. Fullerton, Chicago, Ill. 60639, have carbide tips, are claimed to last up to twice as long as conventional bars. Half-inchers shown, $59.

Sander hugs the work
Low center-of-gravity design of Black & Decker's professional belt sander No. 836 eliminates tilt-gouge action found in high-profile tools. At builder supply houses, $60.

Tool removes sheared-off screws
Broken screws, bolts and studs are easily removed with these extractors. Simply drill hole in buried screw and pound correct-size extractor into hole. Flutes grip stud as extractor is turned with wrench. Set 70007, $6.50, Vaco Products, 510 N. Dearborn, Chicago, Ill.

Workholder tilts and rotates
This workholder features a vise-head that turns a full-circle within the ¾-in. throat of locking unit in base. Dubbed PanaVise, it also tilts vise jaw 90° either way. Model 301, $19, is made by Colbert Industries, 10107 Adella Ave., South Gate, Calif. 90280.
B EFORE SANDPAPER became widely available, the scraper was one of the cabinetmaker's more important tools. It was used primarily to smooth off blade marks left by hand-planing. Today, since most woodwork is now machine-cut and power-sanded, the scraper, unfortunately, has fallen into near oblivion.

But not complete oblivion, for there are some jobs that scraping does better than sanding. Scraping is preferable, for example, if the surface you're smoothing isn't all of equal hardness—such as when you're finishing glue-joints flush or finishing repairs made with wood filler. Carefully scraped hardwood acquires a smooth gleam that's hard (if not impossible) to match with sanding. Scraping is sometimes the fastest, cleanest way to remove old paint or varnish from furniture you plan to refinish.

The scraper itself is simply a thin spring-tempered steel blade having either a straight or curved edge. (The rectangular scraper measures 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)x6 in.). The edge is first filed and oilstoned perfectly

**UNFINISHED EDGES** of new scraper are draw-filed with single-cut file to prepare blade for sharpening

**TO TRUE THE EDGE**, slide the scraper back and forth on a wood block against an oilstone set on edge.
SET OF THREE cabinet scrapers, plus burnishing tool, sells for less than $5. Text tells where to buy it. Complete instructions for using the burnisher (far right in photo) are furnished with the tools.

Square. It is then "turned" with a burnisher—burnished over to form a hooked cutting edge. The burnisher, which is file-hard steel polished glass-smooth, is stroked several times with firm pressure along the square edge of the scraper at gradually increased angles until it has a turned-over sharp, even burr.

While a scraper can be pulled toward you, experienced cabinetmakers, when scraping a flat surface, ordinarily push the tool. The blade is grasped with both hands and sprung into a shallow arc with the thumbs. Then it's tilted forward until the cutting edge cuts and it is canted slightly for shearing action. Scraping with the grain of the wood leaves the smoothest finish; scraping across the grain at an angle removes wood more rapidly. The scraper's cutting edge can be reformed with the burnisher several times before re-oilstoning is necessary.

The set of three alloy-steel scrapers, pictured together with the burnisher, is available by mail from the Brookstone Co., 10924 River Rd., Worthington, Mass. 01098 for $4.60 plus 70 cents mailing charge. ***

TO "TURN" SCRAPER'S EDGE, burnisher is stroked at angle with pressure to burnish hooked cutting edge

FRENCH-CURVE SCRAPER does a great job of removing paint or varnish from furniture to be refinished
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ELECTRIC SERVING CART

(Continued from page 121)

shelf for the Salton warming tray (Detail A, page 121). It consists of a \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in. fir-plywood panel with a hole in it to fit the flanged tray. Two \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in.-square cleats are glued to the front and back edges, and two \( \frac{3}{4} \times 1\frac{3}{4} \)-in. members are glued on edge at the ends. (Here it's wise to check the \( 14\frac{1}{10} \)-in. dimension against the actual inside width of the cart.)

Since the tray shelf is also faced with laminate, it's easier to cover it before it's installed. We covered the shelf top and inside surfaces of the ends with yellow (Please turn to page 184)

RETRACTABLE REEL, which holds 6 ft. of electric cord, is wired to junction box that comes with tray.

TOP VIEW

BOTTOM SHELF

LID AND LEAF CONSTRUCTION

1/4" plywood or hardboard bottom

1/4" plywood or hardboard bottom

3/4 x 4-1/8 x 26-7/8"

TOP VIEW

Lumber-core plywood

Glued joint

Solid stock

1-1/2"

3/4"

5/16"

3/8"

Top

Drop leaf hinge mortised flush

Drop leaf

3/4 x 1-1/2" solid-stock edging

3/4 lumber-core plywood center

3/4 lumber-core plywood center

TOP

DROP LEAF

18-1/4"

22-3/4"

4-3/4"

10"

1-3/8"

POPULAR MECHANICS
That's a comment made by one off-road magazine editor. And what he's talking about is the new SCOUT® 800A ... the vehicle that's drawing enthusiastic response from off-road editors everywhere.

Here's why:

**More Under The Hood.** A SCOUT's new 304 cu. in. V-8 churns out 193 horsepower ... and brings the hilliest horizons closer than ever before. And in independent tests, the SCOUT 800A beat the wheels off of every competitor in mileage runs — in spite of all that new muscle.

**More Behind The Engine.** There's a shiftable 3-speed automatic. So you can use it like a manual ... or notch it into "Drive" and get the advantages automatically. Greater torque multiplication, smoother take-offs, better towability and gas mileage make this transmission the one that's getting more popular every day.

For an all-wheel drive, there's a single-lever transfer case. So you get out and going faster than ever. Easier, too.

**More Underneath.** Front axle rating for the big V-8 is a burly 2500 lbs. And that's attached to a frame bred from INTERNATIONAL's big trucks. There's an improved rear suspension that lets you plow through the rough without getting roughed.

There's more. As another editor said, "... has to be reported as even better than the best SCOUT ever built."

If you won't take their word for it, see for yourself. Your INTERNATIONAL® dealer has a test drive waiting.

---

**The Scout.**

"If you haven't driven it since its early four-banger days... you won't believe it's the same rig!"
ELECTRIC SERVING CART
(Continued from page 182)

laminate. After installing it, we added 1¼-in.-wide strips of the laminate to exposed parts of the aprons. The ½ x 5-in. crossmember, screwed to the shelf cleats, supports the self-winding cord reel.

To make the bottom shelf, glue ¾ x 1-in. strips of cherry to the edges of a plywood center panel, notch the corners for legs and cover the top with laminate. Attach the completed shelf to the cart with screws through cleats glued to the end aprons. (Study section B-B.)

Make the lid, top and drop-leaf parts essentially the same way, but make the edge pieces 1½ in. wide and miter the corners. Note that the narrow top sections are bonded only on three edges. Both top and bottom surfaces of the five top parts are covered with laminate, then the edges are shaped. Use a standard drop-leaf cutter and its mate to shape the hinged edges. The other edges can be shaped with less of a shoulder or even with a shaped cutter. Mortise the drop-leaf table hinges flush with the laminate. Be sure the barrels of the hinges are centered exactly on the shoulder of the shaped edge.

Attach the narrow top sections to the cart with cleats and screws from below and let them overhang the ends 1½ in. The lid should fit between the two with 1/16-in. clearance at each side. It’s hinged at the back with a piano hinge mortised flush with the laminate. The lid should overhang front and back ¾ in. Adding an adjustable support like the one shown completes the lid. Fit the drop leaves with surface-mounted, spring-loaded brackets.

The drawers complete the job. The two upper ones are dummies, of course; they’re actually made and attached before laminate is applied to the inside of the tray shelf. The fronts are pieces of cherry, rabbeted around the back, faced with laminate and shaped. Attach the pulls before you screw the fronts in place.

Make the front of the bottom drawer as just described, and the rest is typical drawer assembly (see construction details, page 182). Attach a grooved guide to the bottom to ride on a rail screwed to the front crossrail and to a cleat added to the back apron. Note in section B-B (page 121) how drawer rubrails are nailed to the end aprons.

Wire the plug-in Acopian cord reel to a junction box mounted on the tray bottom. Use wire suited for 167° F., and be sure the tray is properly grounded. ** *

---

* P.S. Made by the same Stanley that makes the finest power tools.
WHY WINNEBAGO IS NO. 1
(Continued from page 125)

can be a problem for motor homes; you must learn to live with them. In this respect I found the Winnebago no better or worse than other motor homes I have driven. Headwinds at turnpike speeds make for conspicuous gas consumption. Holding 70 mph all day against a stiff Kansas breeze, we got only 4.4 mpg. At a steady 50, with little or no wind we registered a 7.1 average.

The eyes of the driver—and co-pilot—of a Winnebago are 6 feet 10 inches above the road. From this vantage point you can see over the roofs of cars ahead. You can spot trouble ahead and anticipate your moves. Because the view is great, it makes even traffic jams bearable. But rear visibility depends on side mirrors. On multilane expressways, where drivers overtake you in the right lane, cars can be lost in the blind spot between your right rear bumper and the mirror. This is the only visibility fault of the Winnebago. It could be easily remedied with the addition of a convex wide-angle mirror to give "panoramic" rear vision.

A weekend stopover with relatives pointed up another advantage of the motor home: People are glad to see you when you bring your own guest room. At this time we took inventory of the toll a year's hard use had taken of the vehicle. All appliances were in good working order with the exception of a leaking broiler connection. Plastic countertops, paneling, cushions, drapes and upholstery were still like new; maintaining a neat home was easy. A screen at the driver's window needed replacement. A small leak had developed at a union near the toilet bowl. It needed tightening. The engine needed a new alternator belt and a tune-up. Taking into account all the equipment aboard, the Winnebago passed her one-year, hard-use test better than most homes I've owned.

Who can afford a $9000 motor home? A lot of retired people apparently. Father-son partnerships let Dad winter in the South and give the young family a summer home. Five to 10-year financing is common.

The motor home is fast becoming the equivalent of the vacation home, but there is a difference. Owners find that a motor home is the only vacation cottage that gives you a complete change of scenery and really lets you get away—from uninvited weekend guests.

***

and new pal

Utility pull-push tape rule 6' model, about $1.45

Simulated leather case of extra strong Cycolac®

Utility tape rules come in 6', 8', 10' and 12' lengths with replaceable blades

Lightweight taper design fits palm or pocket

Lifeguard blade clad in Mylar® resists oil, acid, abrasion

STANLEY helps you do things right
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$30,000 BEHIND THE WHEEL

(Continued from page 82)

next. "After expenses I cleared about $6300," he said. But he did buy a better tractor so the company gave him a bigger van. His seniority began to help. He got more and better assignments. Result: in his third year his gross jumped to $40,000. After expenses he cleared about $18,000, of which $3000 went toward a new gas tractor.

We were pulling into old Santa Fe, N.M. I spotted a good motel. "Where will you go?" I asked Selman. He patted the curtains.

"Here's my home," he said. "Not many motels like trucks because we break up driveways, so I use my bunk." (It also saves him $10-$20 a night.)

The big van headed down the road toward a bright new truck stop where it would be checked while he slept. It was his 19th night away from home this trip. Any good job has its disadvantages, too. Selman's is no exception. One price he must pay is loneliness—long stretches away from his wife, Margie Ann. Another is a fantastic amount of paper work. He's always buried in receipts and record-keeping. Luckily, Margie helps with this at home.

Next morning we were whistling toward California. Selman whooped, "Isn't that great? Look at all those mountains!"

The whole bright morning was rushing toward us. "Been in 48 states this year," Selman said. "I never get tired."

"How do you get started? Can anybody gross $80,000?" I asked.

"Well, like any business, it depends on how hard you work. Mayflower has several hundred drivers. I judge 15 percent earn big money. You've got to be strong. It takes a good man to drive three days and then help carry pianos upstairs."

We pulled into an Albuquerque truck stop. A man flagged us.

While they worked the rig over, we went into the trucker's restaurant. Over coffee I asked, "But how does a beginner get the money to start?"

"You start small—a little gas truck. My first cost $7500. You can get one for $3500. If you want to be a contract truckman, you apply to any Mayflower driver—like me. I size you up. If I think you're the type I give you a green card. You fill it in. A recruiter comes to see you.

"You've got to have a good driving record. Legally, you've got to be perfect, no crimes. You take a lie test. Then Mayflower sends you to the Indianapolis school for 30 days. You get paid a salary plus your hotel bills. When you graduate, you go on a student trip with an old hand. And you buy your tractor."

With full diesel tanks we thrummed west on I-40.

"I'd recommend Indianapolis for truck bargains," he said. "Mayflower won't sign your note. But they'll take out monthly payments for you. As soon as you can, you should go to diesel. There's no comparison. I made it three years ago. My first International cost $15,000. I had only 238 hp but this, plus the radio, was enough to put me in the big money."

Next year Selman will graduate to a still better International, with automatic transmission, and an automatic antiskid device—for ice. "And I'll get another smokeless diesel," he said. "People are beginning to dislike trucks putting out trails of smoke. A smokeless engine makes us look better. And it doesn't mess up that purty name Mayflower on the van."

I asked why a big diesel was so important. "Two reasons," he said. "No plugs, points, pumps, tune-ups, carburetors. I used to spend $1750 a year on repairs. The 'down time' cost me lots of money.

"With the big diesel I can roll. It used to take 10 minutes to crawl over a bad hill. Now I'm over in a minute. And I can accelerate. You save a lot of time and money by fast acceleration after any slowdown."

As much as his diesel, Selman depends on his radio. He uses a new type. "You just lift it and talk," he said. Radio service costs him only $16 a month plus 30 cents a minute for air time. He really keeps the radio hot.

"You've got to keep planning ahead," he said. "I try to make Monday deliveries and keep busy on weekends when everybody is sleeping." He often turns a weekend into an extra $800 or more.

He tossed me a directory. "Where's the nearest radio control? I thumbed the pages. "Grants, N.M.," I said. Grants was 35 miles ahead.

He began calling. "Mayflower to Grants. Grants, give me a land patch, please, to Los Angeles code 213 number 666-1593."

After a while, Mayflower Los Angeles said hello. "I am van 3829," Selman said. "Westbound on I-40 in New Mexico with two loads. ETA San Diego tomorrow noon. Please hire two helpers. I will be at Van Nuys, Calif., at 8 a.m. next day with the"

(Please turn to page 188)
Our new fishing motors, the 9½, 6, 4 and 1½ hp, all have the same Johnson
dependability as Mr. Chenoweth's 1938 Sea-Horse. They also have the benefit
of 32 more years of improvements in engine performance, hydro-dynamic de-
sign, fuel economy and corrosion resis-
tance. We're so sure of them, we back
every Sea-Horse from the 1½ up to the
115 hp with an exclusive 2 year war-
ranty*. That's a lot of warranty. But
then, a Johnson is a lot of outboard.
Right, Mr. Chenoweth?
Visit your Johnson dealer. Or write
for a free catalog. Johnson Motors,
Waukegan, Ill. 60085, Dept. PM-75.

*For 24 months after purchase, Johnson Motors
will replace or repair without cost to the original
purchaser any part of its manufacture which, upon
inspection, proves to have failed in normal pleas-
sure use due to faulty material or workmanship.

---

JAY CHENOWETH
PAINTING AND DECORATING
LICENSED CONTRACTOR

FEATHER RIVER DRIVE • CHESTER, CALIFORNIA
BOX 611 92010

Johnson Outboard Motor Co.
Waukegan Ill.

Dear Sirs:

Enclosed are two snapshots of a Johnson MS-38; wired together, welded
together, mended with epoxy, thirty one years old and still catching fish.

It is phenomenal the dependability of a Johnson regardless of age.
I have been using outboard motors for thirty eight years and have owned
nothing but Johnsons...I have never had to row in because of motor failure.

I hope that a great part of the outboard world appreciates as I do
the fine product you have been manufacturing all these years.

Very truly yours,

Jay Chenoweth
LATHE WORK WITH INDICATORS
(Continued from page 178)

something shifted during tightening. While you tap the piece into alignment, be careful not to transmit damaging shock to the indicator; move it out of contact first.

• Centering a punch mark. A punch mark used to denote the location of a future hole in a chuck or faceplate-mounted piece can be centered precisely with an indicator. On a slender, rather flexible rod (say \( \frac{1}{8} \) to \( \frac{3}{16} \) in. in diameter and 10 in. long), form a sharp point. Clamp the other end in a tailstock chuck, and bring the rod against the workpiece until its point rests in the punch mark. As you hand-rotate the lathe spindle, adjust the rod until there seems to be little sidewise movement. Then bring the indicator contact point against the rod close to the work, and make further adjustments until the indicator pointer stays in one place as you turn the spindle through a full revolution.

• Using button to position work for drilling. Clamp a toolmaker’s button to the workpiece and, by customary measurements from edges, position it precisely with respect to desired hole location. Mount workpiece in chuck or on faceplate and (with indicator) check to be sure it’s held so that axis of the proposed hole is parallel to lathe axis. Place indicator point against the button circumference (with indicator mounted on toolpost), and adjust workpiece until this surface runs true. Remove indicator and button, and machine hole to diameter.

• Testing live centers. Mount the indicator to bear against sloping surface of the center, rotate spindle by hand, and note degree of run-out, if any. The center should, of course, be smooth—not scarred from wear or rough handling. If it is not true, machine or grind it to the proper angle, and retest.

• Checking arbors, mandrels. Such pieces customarily are machined between centers, so they can be mounted the same way for testing. Bring the indicator feeler against the portion to be checked, then rotate spindle by hand (if dog and faceplate are used), or rotate arbor or mandrel on the stationary centers (which may be lightly oiled). Center holes must be clean.

• Measuring taper on a piece mounted between centers. Clamp indicator on the toolpost, with the top slide positioned to move parallel to the lathe axis. Using a reference, a bar of known straightness and uniformity of diameter between centers, adjust the slide until it moves truly parallel to the bar. Substitute the tapered piece to be measured, and bring indicator point against its surface. Using micrometer collar on the top slide, move the indicator exactly one inch (or some multiple thereof) along the lathe axis. Difference in readings at the two positions will correspond to one-half of the difference in diameters at these positions. As in other tests of work between centers, the centers must be in alignment.

• Checking straightness of tubing or rods mounted between centers. Use indicator on the toolpost to check surface of a bar or tubing for straightness. This can be done either by rotating the piece or moving the carriage along the bed. In the case of tubing or pipe, ends must be carefully trued or they are not likely to rotate uniformly on centers. When the piece checked does not have a precisely machined surface, this method can be used only for a relatively rough test. Although a piece such as a length of soft aluminum tubing can be straightened by tapping it with a hammer while it is mounted in a lathe, it is not recommended that a lathe employed for precision work be used as a straightener. Hammering on shafting mounted in the lathe could cause serious damage.

You can undoubtedly find many more uses for these indicators. You don’t have to buy one if your toolbox lacks such an aid: The shop-made lathe indicator in the photo on page 177 is the custom-built instrument described in Make This Handy Indicator for Your Shop (page 196, Jan. ’68 PM). Commercial versions are available by mail order from Sears and Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, N.J. Indicators made by L. S. Starrett Co., Lufkin Rule Co. and others are available at most well-stocked hardware stores.
What makes it work like a truck, ride like a car?

Twin-I-Beam
Only Ford has it!

It's a fact that forged steel I-beams make the strongest front axles. That's why all the big trucks use them. It's a fact, too, that independent wheel suspensions with coil springs make the smoothest ride. That's why nearly all passenger cars use them. And when you combine two I-beam axles and coil springs in an independent suspension, as in Twin-I-Beam front suspension, you have what only a Ford can deliver: big-truck toughness and a car-smooth ride. If you like, add Flex-O-Matic rear suspension and the ride stays smooth, with or without a load. Inside Ford's cab—the roomiest and quietest of them all—is comfort unlimited. All the options you may want: power front disc brakes, power steering, air conditioning, sliding rear cab window and a choice of five great engines, up to a 390-cu. in. V-8. Test-drive a Ford soon. It's the only pickup that gives you big-truck toughness with a car-like ride. And that's a fact.

FORD PICKUPS
It's a giant 6x3 foot, $2.00 put-up—

It's Champion's giant racing poster—and it's yours to put up for just two bucks! And with it you'll get a pair of official Champion racing decals—yours to put on FREE! Order as many posters as you want—for yourself and for friends.

Please send me______Champion Racing Poster(s) @ $2.00 each, postpaid. Enclosed is my check or money order, payable to Champion Racing Poster, for $______. (Offer good in U.S.A. only.)

NAME_________________________(PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS__________________________

CITY_________________STATE_________ZIP________

MAIL TO: CHAMPION RACING POSTER

P.O. BOX 225

BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN 48012
Grab a handful of this NEW power package.

½ HP motor with 0-1000 RPM variable speed trigger control. Full-torque circuit senses load and automatically adds power at all speeds. Speed lock pre-sets variable speeds from 400-1000 RPM. Thumb-tip reverse for backing out bits, taps, and screws. Model 1832.

From $24.99

Full-Torque—Variable Speed Sabre Saw. Same control circuits as drill above. Adjustable bevel and rip. Model 1818.
From $29.99

From $29.99

Dual-Motion Sander. Gear driven orbital or straightline motion. For rough or finish sanding. Model 1805.
From $23.99

SHOPMATE tools make your jobs easier, more professional. All have FULL TOOL LIFE WARRANTY.
It's Here! The handiest "tool" you'll ever own!
- 12 handy hang-up boards!
- 56 charts—scores of illustrations!
- Wipe-clean-plastic laminated to last for years!
- Authoritative answers to 1001 shop questions!

NEW!
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MASTER SHOP GUIDE

Save hundreds of dollars! Save hours of time!

Everything you need to know about: what nails, screws, bolts, wall-fasteners, drills, abrasives to use and why. How to order and use lumber, hardwoods, moldings, plywood, hardboard, gypsum, adhesives, plumbing, electrical work, floor and wall tile, glass. Plus the facts on remodeling measurements, gutters and downspouts, concrete work, lawn and garden chemicals! Plus—all on one "take-right-to-the-job" board—a ruler, centimeter rule, protractor, 45-degree triangle, and a compass for accurate circles up to 19½" diameter.

You'll reach for the MASTER SHOP GUIDE for every job you tackle!

What nail should you use for underlayment? What's the diameter of a No. 12 screw? What types and sizes of sheet-metal screws are available? How many pounds will a ¼-in. toggle bolt hold? How can you save money ordering lumber? What size quarter-rounds are available? How do you bleach close-grained hardwoods? What glue is best for cementing metal to wood?

All the answers on repairs, too! Illustrations of most-used plumbing and electrical fittings. How to fix dripping faucets, how to lay out a room for floor or wall tile, how to cut and apply plastic laminates, how to replace a pane of glass. Remodeling! All the basic dimensions you'll need to plan the job. Leaking gutters? Best way to patch them. What chemical controls which weeds and diseases? Best mixing ratio for concrete work? Just look it up.

One sheet even shows how to solve those puzzling math problems you often encounter in shop work.

By the editors of Popular Mechanics—order yours now—you'll use it the rest of your life!

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

$3.95 complete set of 12 8½" x 11" boards!
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The tough one.

Hard paste wax protection, long-lasting paste wax shine—that's how Kit earned its reputation for toughness. But Kit's the paste wax that's been pre-softened, so it slides on easily. Deep cleans as it waxes. Kit—the one that started it all. No wonder it's the best selling pre-softened paste wax in the world.

J/WAX Kit: everything you'd expect from Johnson Wax.
There's a new power structure in the middle power class

This is the mid-range motor with the inside advantage. The one with efficient, economical, legitimate loop charging.

Instead of conventional ports in the cylinder walls, Triumph gets its fuel through aimed fuel passages that loop the fuel charge upward, from three directions, swirling it directly into the top of the combustion chamber.

Piston deflector humps aren’t needed — so the combustion chamber doesn’t have to be shaped to accommodate them.

The result is more efficient combustion — more power from less fuel — without overheating the pistons or the engine.

New self-cleaning pressure-backed piston rings add another power bonus — by improving the combustion seal and reducing friction. Power-tuning adds still another. And the computer-designed lower unit converts maximum power into thrust.

And the final pleasant surprise: The push-button new Triumph "60" is as elegant and quiet as it is efficient and quick and strong.

Just because it leads a revolution doesn’t mean it has to look the part.

Write for catalog, Evinrude Motors, 4217 N. 27th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53216

power for the performance generation EVINRUDE Div. of Outboard Marine Corporation
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• Equipment
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• All About Bottled Gas
How much do you have riding on your camper's tires?

A lot. In pounds and in people.

So you need a lot of tire. Firestone recommends nylon-cord truck tires with Triple-Strength Construction. For example:

The new Transport 500 Wide Oval truck tire, now original equipment on new pickup campers. This all-wheel tire puts more rubber on the road for more stability and less sway in crosswinds, and a smoother ride.

The new Traction All Season Wide Oval truck tire for rear wheels. Runs smooth and silent on the highway. But get off in the roughest country and this one pulls you through mud, loose gravel or snow.

Both of these tires are Wide Oval truck tires. They'll carry heavy loads. And stop faster. But, most important, they are made with Firestone's exclusive Triple-Strength Construction. That's the special way Firestone bonds the tread to the body, reinforces the sidewalls and insulates every cord.

Get them at your Firestone Dealer or Store.
Or specify them on your new camper.
Because you have a lot riding on your camper's tires.
The Only Way to Go

The first motorized camping trip we ever took was in a 1921 Nash. We pitched a tent in dusty school yards and small town parks and took three days to get from Omaha to Colorado Springs. Fifteen years ago we were the travel editor of a national magazine. We plugged family vacations in the family car and told our readers to be sure to allow $8 a night for a motel room for four.

Those days, like free camping in the school yard, are gone forever. Now you get color TV in every room and a swimming pool you pay for whether you use it or not. The $20 motel room is as responsible as anything else for the boom in travel trailers, tent trailers, pickup campers and motor homes. Increasingly they're the only way to see America and to experience the refreshing solace, if not solitude, of wild places.

The camping vacation is still the best vacation—the biggest change, the most renewing in spirit, the most productive of memories and the least expensive. In this special section, Camping '70, which we hope you'll tear out and save, we've packed ideas, suggestions and new equipment to make it easy, simple, comfortable and safe.

Robert F. Crowley
Editor

GEORGE W. REIGER
Outdoors Editor

JAMES M. LISTON
Executive Editor

Cover Photograph: JOHN A. LINKLETTER
Camping Equipment Photo (Page 520): TOP VALUE ENTERPRISES, INC.
SOMEBEWHERE BETWEEN 40 MILLION AND 50 MILLION PEOPLE will attempt to use approximately 600,000 campsites during the season just ahead. That’s a little like stuffing five pounds of cheese into a two-pound bag! Last year as many as 60,000 persons tried to jam into Yosemite Valley in a single day. The time when national park, monument and state park campsites were always available has gone forever.

The trouble is that too many American families think only of well-known parks at vacation time. Names of parks like Yellowstone, Grand Canyon and Great Smoky Mountains tumble easily out of every camper’s bag. But the truth is that a world of freedom and relaxation can be found in areas outside these heavily visited parks.
Hundreds of new privately operated campgrounds have opened just this year. Considering the growing crush of humanity on the one hand and the luxury and varied facilities at these new campgrounds on the other, it might make sense to plan your overnight stops between the popular areas and then drive into them for your daily fun.

With their (1) clean restrooms (2) uncrowded laundries, and (3) well-managed general stores, private campgrounds offer new hope for the American camper. Campers desire spaciousness and comfort, quiet and cleanliness—and franchised campgrounds are trying to take the strain off public sites.

On the following pages we show how private grounds are a definite part of the new look for camping '70.
THE HIGHLIGHT of all national parks, as well as most national forests and state parks, is scenery. No private campground can compete with Yellowstone’s geysers, Haleakala’s crater or the great gorge of the Grand Canyon.

And there are these other advantages in the public parks:

1. Regular rangers (not summer help) are generally experts in their field. They can provide information about natural wonders, where the best fishing is, and how to find Indian petroglyphs, as well as assist the new camper. In the face of summer crowds which threaten to engulf our best parks with choking dust and the shrieks of unwatched children, the patience and eternal friendliness of the rangers is a miracle in itself.

2. Individual campsites in a state or national park are generally to be found in a natural setting which will add to your camping enjoyment. Shade trees, cold-water trout streams, deep mountain lakes and spectacular backdrops are routine at the Cascades or Yosemite. Camping in the best national parks provides a true outdoor experience.

3. Rates are generally lower at state and national parks, except at overvisited areas such as Yosemite or Yellowstone. Even then, rates are generally on a par with private campgrounds in the area or slightly below their average fee.

4. Some state and national parks remain open throughout the autumn, winter and early spring seasons. During those slack periods, camping is ideal. Crowds disappear, except in a popular desert region such as Death Valley. Few private campgrounds can compete with public parks when it comes to providing both scenic beauty and readily available sites.

5. Public parks are generally designed for stays of one to three weeks (unless long stays are prohibited, as they are in a few busy locations). Private campgrounds, by contrast, seem to cater to the overnighter. Many campers feel that the mode of life in a public campground is much more relaxed, casual and enjoyable.

6. If you’re a backpacker or a man who really wants to explore nature, the public parks cater to you more specifically than to the man with a motor home. You can obtain a fire permit and get off the beaten path. Private campgrounds discourage such adventure.

WARM-WATER SWIMMING HOLE by a chilly trout stream, Bridger National Park, Wyoming

BUDDING CAMPERS learn ropes from a friendly ranger in Florida’s Everglades National Park

FOAMING FALLS serve as fitting backdrop for spectacular Genesee Gorge in New York’s Letchworth State Park, a bit southwest of Rochester
BigHorn. The only machine you can adjust 19 ways to fit you.

A. Hatta forks adjust 3 ways at axle base.
B. Hatta forks adjust 3 ways on spring tension.
C. Hatta forks adjust to any length you desire.
D. 350cc, 33 horsepower engine. (with PowerPack, 45 hp)
E. Foot brake control and shift lever are reversible.
F. Cables protected by rubber boots.
G. Footpegs rotate 180°.
H. Sprocket changes without oil loss.
I. Exclusive water-free rear hub.
J. Alloy rims.
K. Alloy fenders.
L. Alloy rear sprockets.

Reversible trip-meter in 10ths of a mile.
Handle bars rotate in 7-inch arc.
7" fork travel.
Total weight 265 lbs. light.
Vacuum-fuel cock.
Altitude compensating carburetor with main jet removable from outside.
Magneto type CDI.
Not dependent on battery.
Air-cleaner is under seat.
Can be replaced in less than 30 seconds.
Rear shocks with 5-way position and 4-inch travel.

12,000/12 month warranty.

Kawasaki Motors Corporation
1062 McGow Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705
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The Case for Private Campgrounds

BASIC ADVANTAGE of privately owned and operated campgrounds is all-year availability. In addition:

1. Only privately operated campground franchises offer a cross-country reservation system. If you’re a good planner you can set up an entire trip across many states well ahead of departure and have reservations confirmed at each stop for specific upcoming dates. Uncertainty about overnight sites is eliminated.

2. Physical facilities of most new private campgrounds outclass those of the older public parks. The new franchised campgrounds have set a higher standard—much as the motel industry outclassed the cabin court.

3. A certain standardization exists in all private campgrounds. In franchised units such as Safari Camps or Kampgrunds of America (KOA), a family quickly accepts the familiar layout of playgrounds, restrooms, camp store and other facilities.

4. Cross-country camping trips can be budgeted closely with reasonable accuracy. Advance estimates of overnight fees can be more accurate than is possible with public-park camping. (When space can’t be located in a public campground three or four nights in a two-week vacation, motel bills will wreck the budget!)

5. Private campground operators erect better highway signs directing you to their sites. They’re easier to find at night. Most are on good roads near major routes.

6. Virtually all privately operated campgrounds have a manager-in-residence. In
case of a late-night arrival, or in an emergency requiring medical or mechanical services, most campground operators can steer you to quick assistance.

7. Knowing where you will stay each night during a two-week vacation is a plus when it's important to keep in touch with home. Businessmen can take calls at specific times and campgrounds, if desired. And, most private campgrounds keep a bulletin board for easier friend-finding.

8. Most private campgrounds offer coin-operated washers and dryers, a camp store, hot showers and ice—conveniences that save you time seeking them out in towns during the day. A central recreation hall provides a great place for teen-agers to relax in the evenings, friends to get together and travelers to swap experiences. On rainy days, it's a real kid-saver.

9. In hot weather, electric power is highly desirable when you consider the growing number of coaches with rooftop airconditioning. Virtually all private parks furnish electrical outlets at camping sites. Most self-contained coaches have refrigerators operating on electric power (which is cheaper) or LP-gas. (Portable generators are sometimes limited to specific operating hours in public campgrounds.)

10. Pet lovers find their animals are barred from many public grounds. Virtually all private areas allow pets on a leash.

11. Most private areas provide sanitary dumping facilities or sewer hookups.

12. Nearly every private campground is designed to accommodate recreational vehicles. In national parks and most state parks, campgrounds are developed for tents only and RVs merely tolerated. Strong sentiment exists in some quarters to bar recreational vehicles from public campgrounds and allow tents only.

KAMPGROUNDS OF AMERICA (KOA), with over 300 franchises the largest privately-owned system in the United States, is fast becoming the camper's Holiday Inn. Soon it may be every man's home on the range.

A new venture—Ranch Kamps of America—which lets you camp overnight or vacation at a ranch, promises to be the greatest idea since ranchers discovered dudes. You can now stay at a dude ranch on a camper's budget. Most guest ranchers don't accept overnighters and the cost of a one-week stay is out of reach of many families. But KOA daily rates are only slightly more than those of KOAs and you are charged only for the facilities you use. These range from Saturday-night barn dances to horses (by the hour) and trout (by the pound) from well-stocked lakes and streams. Rates are $4-$5 per car. (KOAs are generally $2.50-$3.50 per car for two, plus 25 cents for each additional person.)

This year KOAs at Chugwater, Wyo.; Swan Valley, Mont.; North Palm Springs, Calif.; and Nephi, Utah, will take campers—and more KOAs are being planned. Last summer, the writer camped at the historic Diamond Ranch, a 75,000-acre working cattle ranch 42 miles north of Cheyenne and 13 miles west of Chugwater. Campsites, showers, laundry, heated swimming pool and other features are (spelled backwards) AOK, but the big barn for evening fun and square dancing, and the tremendous horizon (100 miles around the fence) of this spread are alone worth driving in to see. The kids can ride trails, hike, rock-hunt, fish—really feel the West on an KOA. The only problem: getting them to leave. The 1970 KOA Kampground Directory has full information on the KOAs. Write: Kampgrounds of America, Inc., Box 1138, Billings, Mont., 59103. **
How to Rig Your New Recreation Vehicle

By V. LEE OERTLE

IT MAY BE A DISAPPOINTMENT to learn that the window-sticker price doesn't cover all those flashy accessories you want for your new camper, trailer or motor home. The advertised price just about covers the bare necessities. But if the salesman insists that everything is a necessity, don't believe it!

Although it's possible to drive away in a showroom-fresh RV without 10 cents' worth of extra hardware, you wouldn't enjoy it. In fact, in some states your rig might not even pass legal muster without some accessory equipment. For example, California RV owners must use outside mirrors on both sides of their rig.

So how does an eager new camper owner know what he really needs for safe, legal and convenient travel? We've boiled away the sales pitch to arrive at the three classes of RV rigging: Must Have, Nice to Have and Luxury Equipment.

CARS towing trailers must have special equipment:
1. Load-equalizing hitch ($60 to $150) for trailers weighing over 2000 pounds.
2. Frame-mounted hitch ($30 to $40) for light tent-trailers and travel trailers.
3. Set of high-quality clamp-on side-view mirrors (about $15).
4. Electrical coupler installation (about $15) tying in the lights and electric brakes of the trailer to the car.

Nice-to-have options would include such things as heavy-duty shock absorbers (from $40 to $60 extra), a transmission cooler for towing large trailers ($57 up), fiberglass variable-pitch radiator fan (less than $20), hill-holding brake device such as an Almico (about $50), wheel chocks ($5 to $15), folding front-window awning for the coach (metal, about $20 to $45), an extra five-gallon LP-gas tank ($15 up), and an outside roll-up awning ($35 up).

If you're considering a VAN or PICKUP CAMPER, there are two general divisions: equipment for the truck and accessories for the camper. Let's start with the truck.

If you order a Camper Special, your problems are simplified. But if you start with a bare truck, you must have the following items:

Heavy-duty tires, preferably flotation type in sizes 8.00x16.5, 8.75x16.5, 9.50x16.5 or 10x16.5 ($65 to $90 per tire and $35 per wheel). The greater the tire's width, the better stability, traction and flotation you get. I'd consider an 8.00x16.5 an absolute minimum for carrying a camper. Greater safety and satisfaction result from each step up in tire size.

Heavy-duty springs front and rear are mandatory. Just make sure that the truck is rigged for maximum GVW rating. This simply means installing springs and tires (and axles) that match the highest legal rating for the particular vehicle.

Electrical equipment should include a 72-ampere-hour (or larger) battery, heavy-duty alternator, heavy-duty flasher unit.

Side-view mirrors, large and husky, are a must ($20 to $40 a pair). A large rear bumper should also be classed as a necessity even though truckmakers still call the rear bumper optional. The total cost of the options listed to this point run from $200 to $300 more than the standard pickup truck. Without them no pickup can be considered an efficient coach carrier.

Nice-to-have equipment includes power steering and power brakes (particularly disc brakes) because they reduce the ef-
DURACELL. THE STRONG VS. THE WEAK.

DURACELL keeps going strong when an ordinary battery is long gone. DURACELL costs a little more, but winds up costing far less in the long run.

DURACELL has the strength to last weeks, even months longer. Its improved design is the first big change in batteries in years.

DURACELL—steel jacket protects against leakage, insures freshness for up to 2 years when not in use.

Old-style batteries may leak, cause corrosion.

DURACELL—exclusive molded seal end locks long-lasting power in.

The ordinary battery hasn't basically changed since 1888.

DURACELL. STILL GOING STRONG... LONG AFTER ORDINARY BATTERIES ARE DEAD.

IN RADIOS—CAMERAS—RECORDERS—FLASHLIGHTS—TOYS.

* Registered trademark of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.
EXTRA VENT WINDOWS are bargain at any price. They freshen atmosphere, release trapped heat and fort of driving. The average camper spends as much time behind the steering wheel as at the campsite. Power steering could run from $80 to $200, plus another $65 to $100 for power brakes. They’re both worth the price. Electric windshield wipers and washers are great for off-road trips. Custom cab options, such as quality seats and padded armrests (from $75 to $150 extra), make life more pleasant.

Luxury equipment includes airconditioners ($275 to $400), chrome bumpers ($25 to $50), stereo tape recorders, cruise-control and light-dimming electronic devices.

If you’re considering a TENT-TRAILER, you’ll find deluxe units are generally well-equipped. However, all models under the top-line designation need extra equipment for ultimate convenience. For example, many tent-trailers still need a water tank! (20 to $50), 12-volt light fixtures ($5 to $15 each), ice chest ($10 to $25) or a campstove ($15 to $35). A spare tire and wheel ($30 to $60) make a good addition. Plastic windows ($15 to $50) help keep out rain and allow light to enter the trailer.

Any self-propelled MOTOR HOME, be it a $5000 van-bus or $20,000 luxury coach, comes pretty well equipped for normal camper operation. Yet there are options the motor-home owner would find appealing: a roof-mounted, low-silhouette airconditioner, for example, ($200 to $500); a portable electric powerplant to handle it! ($350 to $650); big truck-type side-view mirrors that give a better view ($20 to $40); and plush carpeting in place of floor mats. (Carpeting is warmer, but debatable because it collects dirt.)

Instead of a standard wall heater, luxury motor homes often have a forced-air furnace as an option. If you’re planning winter trips, that extra $250 to $300 is probably well spent.

Another concern of RV buyers is a well-balanced POWER TRAIN. Some tips:

1. Heavy loads require a large engine. Remember that a big engine loafing will outlast a small one straining to move a load. In many cases, the large one will yield better fuel economy.

2. Three-speed automatic transmissions are still the best bet for most RV owners. An automatic unit can be handled by anyone, so all car and truckmakers recommend them for recreational use.

3. Too much gear reduction is worse than not enough. Don’t overdo it! Exces-

BEDROOM EXTENSIONS are sometimes optional, make sense for big families, increase living area.
The difference between a great turn and an ordinary one is maybe 1/10 of a second... and you'll remember it all day.

That's what the CS-3C is all about. It's a 200-twin mounted on a lightweight frame. Give it a blast of throttle and put some pavement behind you. Autolube oil injection lubricates automatically.

crisp 5-speed gearbox makes beautiful music, and you... you discover the difference between a great turn and an ordinary one. Try a CS-3C like the one below and on the left, above. Or, a DS-6B 250, a slightly bigger twin, also shown above.

Yamaha International Corporation
P.O. Box 545-60, Los Angeles, California 90054
In Canada: Fred Deerey, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
THE TRACKER

GOODYEAR
NEW FIBERGLASS
BELTED TIRE
FOR CAMPERS

You've heard a lot about fiberglass belted passenger car tires, and the long mileage they deliver. Most 1970 cars come equipped with them.

Now here's a belted tire for campers. From Goodyear, the leader in belted tires.

The Tracker. A tire that runs with the tread firm against the road. Two strong fiberglass belts circle the tire, like hoops, under the tread. They hold the tread grooves open as the tire rolls to fight squirm.

That's why The Tracker tire wears more evenly, and delivers 40% or more mileage than our best non-belted tires for light trucks. Better wet traction, braking and cornering ability too.

See your Goodyear Dealer or Goodyear Service Store for The Tracker. Hi-Miler Wide Tred Nyloglas tire (shown) or Custom Xtra Grip Wide Tred Nyloglas tire for mud and snow. Available in the following sizes: 8.00-16.5, 8.75-16.5, 9.50-16.5.

Hi-Miler, Nyloglas, Tracker—T.M.'s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

IT COULD
SAVE YOUR
VACATION
TOWING HITCH, of 1-inch steel bars arc-welded together and bolted to frame, is best type

operative gear reduction in the axle ratio results in high engine rpm at cruising speeds. Higher rpm raises operating temperature, hence the rate of wear. So select higher axle ratios cautiously, a step at a time.

ALL COACHES, whether motor home, truck camper or travel trailer, have the basic function of providing sleeping, dining and sanitary facilities. Among the universal options:

You can replace the standard manual water pump with a 12-volt electrically pumped water system for $30 to $125. A larger capacity water tank ($20 to $50 extra) which holds 40 to 70 gallons of water is worthwhile for long trips, belongs in the nice-to-have category.

A portable powerplant falls into the luxury category. It serves two functions: operating a 110-volt airconditioner and powering a large electric refrigerator.

Sanitary systems fall into three main categories: (1) The recirculating toilet (from $195) in which a basic charge of about four gallons of water is repeatedly used and refiltered; (2) a flush-type marine toilet in which a standard flushing unit is connected to a waste-holding tank (from $200 to $500), and (3) an incinerating toilet (from $395 to $600).

TRAILER DOLLY (shown) or load-equalizer hitch is required for safe towing of large trailers
After you conquer the backwoods, enjoy it.

Where would you rather camp? Elbow-to-elbow in some crowded park—or off with your family enjoying your own private place in the sun? Meet the perfect get-away combination: a classy new 'Jeep' Wagoneer and the Starcraft Astro Star. Just flip into 'Jeep' 4-wheel drive, you own the back country. And with options like V-8, automatic or 4-speed manual transmission, power brakes and steering, air conditioning—you're roughing it in style. So leave the crowds behind. Your Starcraft 23' Astro Star gives you all the comforts of home. More standard equipment than any other trailer of its kind. See the 'Jeep' Wagoneer, the Starcraft Astro Star today. A rugged twosome. Then call the backwoods your own!

'Jeep' 4-WHEEL DRIVE
The 2-Car Car.

The

STARCRAFT
Wide World of Recreation

Write 'Jeep' Brochure, Box 903, Toledo, Ohio 43601 and Starcraft Company, OPM 5, Goshen, Indiana 46526.
Bring Your First Aid Up-to-Date

By WILLIAM W. CONNER, M.D.

VACATIONERS are frequently far from medical help when an injury occurs—so it's important to know alternate first-aid methods for some common ills:

**Fishhook penetration:** The old recommended method for removing a fishhook was to force the point out through the skin and cut off the eye so it would pass through the hole thus made.

An equally good, and often less damaging to the victim, method employs an 18-inch length of string which is looped around the bend of the hook and held slack. With your other hand grasp the eye of the hook and press the shank down in the direction of the point. At the same time the shank is depressed, give the string a sharp jerk—and out snaps the hook. A little disinfectant over the wound, and you're ready to bait up again.

**Snake bites:** America has only four types of truly venomous snakes: rattlesnake, copperhead, moccasin and coral snake. Other snakes may bite when alarmed, but they lack venom and fangs.

A new method used by doctors in handling snake bites is to remove a patch of skin from the site of the bite about the size of a half dollar, along with the underlying tissue. The venom usually collects here in large quantities, and removing the tissue rids the victim of most danger. The limb is then treated with antivenom injected into an artery, and a new piece of skin is later placed over the wound. Most of this is obviously best left to the doctor. What, then, can be done in the way of first aid?

First, allow the victim to expend as little energy as possible. This helps slow down circulation and delays absorption into the system. Second, apply a snug tourniquet about two inches above the bite. That is, between the bite and the heart. It is a good rule of thumb that if you cannot easily push your finger under the tourniquet, it is too tight. A greater danger results from applying it too tightly than too loosely; a leg can be lost if the blood supply is cut off for too long. Third, transport the victim to a hospital or a doctor.

Note that no mention is made of cutting or sucking on the bite area! However, if the accident occurs where it may take many hours to reach a doctor, and the bite was from a moccasin, a snake whose venom is particularly destructive to injected tissue, your first aid should be more extensive. The area of the bite should be cut out. All that is necessary is a clean, sharp knife. The venom itself provides good anesthesia. Make a circular incision about two inches in diameter with the fang marks in the center. Cut deep enough to include the fat that lies under the skin. The venom may have blackened the fat, and by picking out all of the blackened tissue visible, you can remove much of the stored venom. A careful cleaning of the wound with a good disinfectant before and after the operation and a sterile or clean pressure-dressing will suffice to ward off infection until you get medical help.

More complications can arise from an infected wound than from the snake bite itself! So avoid making any cuts in the skin unless a long delay in reaching the doctor is unavoidable.

**Bleeding:** Bleeding from any cause can usually be treated most effectively by applying firm pressure with a clean cloth directly on the wound. Forget tourniquets and pressure points unless the bleeding is from a severed limb.

**Burns:** Perhaps the most common vacation mishap is a burn—sunburn, campfire burn, lantern burn and others. The treatment is similar for all. The prime consideration is to stop tissue damage as quickly as possible, and the best counteractant for heat is cold. So plunge the burned area into cold water immediately—a cold stream, a pail of drinking water, or over the side of a boat. Hold it in the water until the pain subsides. Many otherwise serious burns treated in this simple manner can be reduced to not much more than a moderate sunburn. A clean and dry dressing or a small amount of antibiotic ointment can then be used to cover the area. Avoid the age-old "goo treatment" or butter, baking soda and the like. These applications often make matters worse.
Get more fun from your recreational vehicle

Be sure it's equipped with a Dometic refrigerator

In LP gas or electric refrigeration, Dometic is known and trusted worldwide by leading makers and millions of owners of Travel Trailers, Motor Homes, Tent and Truck Campers. There is a reason.

Can you trust your trailer to go along with every move you make?

You can if it's Timken® bearing equipped.

Timken tapered roller bearings are the most reliable you can have on your trailer, in the first place. Made of Timken fine alloy steel. Case-hardened for super strength outside. Extra resilience to shock inside. And with proper installation and preventive maintenance, they'll continue to handle long hauls, bad weather, heavy loads—even those off-the-beaten-track kind of roads mile after mile, year after year.

So before you make a move with your trailer, make your move to Timken bearings. Insist on them!

The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio.

GIVE A TRAILER TIMKEN BEARINGS AND IT'LL FOLLOW YOU ANYWHERE.
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"As Angling Editor for Sports Afield magazine and a charter member of the Safari Camping Council, I do a lot of traveling. On many occasions I have 'angled' into a Safari Campground. I have always found them clean, comfortable and down right congenial... with all the creature comforts a family needs for a week or a weekend. I suggest you give Safari a try."

Homer Circle
Angling Editor
Sports Afield Magazine

Rush me my FREE 1970 Safari Camps Directory.
Some selected and protected franchises still available.
For information write:
Safari Camps
Dept. 2012
Eastgate Plaza
Columbia, Mo. 65201

Name

Street

City State Zip
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WHETHER YOU PICK a giant 12-man canvas cover or a 5-pound plastic pup, you need a tent to keep the rain off your sleeping face. And whether you tote a single-cell flashlight or a large gasoline burner, you'll want some kind of portable illumination around the campfire at night. Even if you only camp as a means to the best fishing and hunting, you'll need some, if not all, of these items:

A Tent, here an adult pup. 5x7x3 1/2 feet.
B Twelve-piece camp set for four people.
C Adjustable catalytic propane heater.
D Portable electric icebox for 110 a.c. or 12-volt power.
E Powerhead lantern with six-position arm.
F Pistol-grip spotlight lantern, rustproof.
G Sleeping bag: Make it water resistant.
H Fluorescent lantern, 100-hour battery.
I Gasoline lantern, single mantle model.
J Instant-lighting propane lantern.
K Folding campstove, two-burner model.
L Propane campstove.
M Two-quart aluminum canteen for hikers.
N Lightweight aluminum five-piece mess kit.
O Field glasses for spotting birds, game.
P Adjustable three-cell searchlight (dim to bright).
Q Pair of flashlights (always a spare).
R Six-inch-bladed hunting knives are handy for a variety of camping tasks.
T Belt ax, also can be used as hammer.
U Camper's kit of saw, ax and shovel.
V W X Utility knife and knife-ax combination can be used as spear, can opener, screwdriver, cap-lifter and punch.
Discover Yourself!

Here, it's all worth while.
The planning. The waiting. The travel.
You've found something special in the early morning mist rising from a thousand lakes.
The freshness of a million pine trees and clean mountain air invites you to breathe deeply.
You're happy with the sounds of children running, laughing and new-found friends sharing campfire conversation.
And the pageantry of the sunset introducing a star-spangled night puts you at peace.

CAMP IDAHO

Discover yourself! For complete information send this coupon to CAMP IDAHO, 108 Capitol Building, Boise, Idaho 83702.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP

MAY 1970
Camper's Guide to Butane/Propane

No matter whom you ask about LP-gas, the reaction is never mild. Almost all campers hold it in awe, view it with suspicion or regard it as mysterious. It seems strange in view of the fact that LP-gas, better known as butane-propane, fires virtually all appliances in recreational vehicles. It's the handiest fuel you can get outside of an electric wire, yet it's the least understood. Because it's so versatile and popular in the outdoor world, PM has gathered these easy-to-remember rules about handling butane and propane.

LP-gas stands for liquified petroleum gases. It might be either butane or propane, or a mixture of both. Some other gases may be mixed with them, but only in minute quantities.

One of the strange advantages of butane-propane is that it can exist as either a gas or a liquid. That makes it easy to package in those familiar lemon-shaped bottles bolted to every coach and camper. The second characteristic is that LP-gas is compressible. By altering either the temperature or the pressure it can be changed to liquid or gas. A single five-gallon tank may contain up to 270 times more LP-gas as a liquid than as a gas, so it is transported as a liquid, then burned off as a gas in coach appliances.

Butane-propane burns clean and leaves no sooty deposits on cooking utensils. It's odorless, too, producing no unpleasant fumes. (That strong odor is an added chemical to warn you of a leak.) And butane and propane gases are not poisonous. If inhaled, either gas would make you sleepy, but under ordinary circumstances with a proper amount of oxygen, breathing in small amounts is harmless.

As for those tired tales about LP-gas being "extremely unstable and explosive," that's sheer poppycock! When handled with only routine caution it's safer than gasoline. Because LP-gases are heavier than air, they flow to the lowest point when released in the atmosphere. Naturally, a spark can set it off just as a spark can set off fumes hovering over spilled gasoline. Realistically, any fuel is dangerous when leaking into a closed area with a flame nearby.

The effects of temperature on LP-fuels show why a mixture of butane and propane is best.

In warm climates butane is the best choice because it has a higher boiling point: It converts from a liquid to a gas at temperatures over 32° F. Below this, butane will not function as a gas fuel. In cold climates propane is more logical because the boiling point is minus 44° F. That means propane functions normally at very low temperatures, while butane cannot.

But that isn't the whole story. As the temperature rises in propane fuels, so does the pressure. This creates some problems, since high-pressure storage affects leakage, container strength and sealing. That's why the best LP-gas fuel is a mixture of butane and propane. The exact chemical composition determines the temperature range, and it is the local LP-gas distributors who give you the proper mixture for local temperature and atmospheric conditions.

All LP-gas tanks must have relief valves. When the internal pressure exceeds a certain point the valve pops and LP-gas escapes into the atmosphere, which reduces

VALUE OF LP-GAS lies in portability. Taken anywhere, it offers quick, clean-burning fuel
In Utah there are 23 National Parks, Forests, Monuments & 36 State Parks.

Help yourself to their beauty and their unsurpassed camping right now. Mail this ad (yep, the whole thing) for your Free Utah Travel Kit that includes a 120-page Fact Book, a brochure and a highway map. The kit itself is free. Utah is priceless.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE...ZIP (please)
Send to: Utah Travel Council, Dept. PM-10,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

FAMILY VACATIONS • CAMPING OUTINGS • HUNTING TRIPS

SERRO SCOTTY
TRAVEL TRAILERS

More fun for less money.
Prices From
$845*

TRAVEL RIGHT! TRAVEL LIGHT!

SERRO TRAVEL TRAILER CO.

TRAVELPOD—CARTOP CAMPER PLANS

It's a boat, it's a camper, it's an equipment carrier all in one. Closes up like a capsule for high-speed highway travel. Complete plans, plus a step-by-step construction booklet all for $5.00. Add 50 cents for full-color decal emblems. Plans for fitting out the Pod as a boat are an additional $2.00. Send remittance to: POPULAR MECHANICS, Dept. TP 224 W. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10019.
internal pressure. Rapid temperature in-
creases usually cause the valve to pop off
whenever the tank pressure rises past 375
psi.

Many beginners, when attempting to
change their first tank of butane-propane,
place a large wrench on the tank fitting
and proceed to twist it off. It should be
remembered that all LP-gas tanks have
left-hand-threaded fittings! Turn the wrench
clockwise to loosen the line for refilling;
counterclockwise for tightening. A loose-
fitting wrench should never be used on brass fittings. Carry one of the right
size in your coach toolkit. Don’t depend on
the serviceman at LP-gas stops to have the
size you need.

Incidentally, it may be illegal in some
areas to ask an LP-gas attendant to refill
your tank while it’s in the coach. If you
must remove the tank for him, all that’s
necessary to do is to shut off the main
tank valve, then loosen the main tank fit-
ting (remember, turn it clockwise). In hid-
den compartments LP bottles are usually
held in place with metal straps and wing-
nut restrainers.

All LP bottles are marked for vertical
or horizontal mounting. Never install an
LP bottle until you check that rating. Ver-
tical bottles mounted horizontally will re-
sult in the relief-valve freezing (from con-
tact with liquid butane-propane) which
could spew gas into the atmosphere. Even
where such a condition was not danger-
ous it would bring about a terrible waste
of fuel.

How to adjust burners: Range burners
are the cause of most complaints. But in
about 95 percent of the cases the prob-
lems are related to the air-shutter adjust-
ment. Considering the fact that roughly 20
to 30 cu. ft. of air is consumed with every
cubic foot of LP-gas, you can readily un-
derstand the importance of air-shutter
settings!

Here’s a simple method of adjusting
burners according to the flame-tip. First,
check the color of the flame. Sick yellow
flame indicates lack of air, so increase air-
shutter setting. Second, check the shape
of the flame. Hard, sharply defined flame
indicates too much air, so reduce air-shut-
ter setting. The ideal flame is a soft hazy
blue. Third, watch the height of the flame.
If it appears to be hovering over the burn-
er orifices there’s too much air. Reduce
the air setting until you have a hazy blue
flame that extends all the way down to
the burner.

There shouldn’t be any problem with
noxious fumes from butane or propane
because they burn clean and soot-free.
However, eye-stinging fumes can occa-
sionally be traced to a burner operating
in a draft, a restriction in the air shutter
or dust in the burner ports. Thoroughly
vacuum-clean all range and oven burner
orifices after a few trips, and give them a
periodic cleaning thereafter.

LP-gas refrigerators make ice in 20
minutes—or else make no ice at all! Even
a few degrees off true level will affect
the efficiency of the gas box. Since self-level-
ers are not standard in all gas refrigerators,
it is still necessary to make the coach ex-
actly level. Carry stabilizer jacks; you’ll
need them.

On LP-gas lamps, the new mantle is tied
over the nose of the burner after remov-
ing the globe. Light the mantle and let it
burn completely out, leaving a chemical
ash coating. Open the gas valve and hold
a match below the mantle; in a few sec-
onds the mantle will become incandes-
cent. When an old mantle shows signs of
cracks or punctures you must replace it
or it will crack the globe. Keep insects out
of the globe; they cause blackening of the
mantle and a weak yellow flame. Adjust
the air shutter if blackening is a problem
after a new mantle is attached.

Never test for leaks with a lighted
match! Instead, brush a wet, soapy solu-
tion onto all line fittings. Where you find
gas bubbles, shut off the main tank valve
and take these steps: Shut off all LP-gas
equipment in the coach, including the
gas lamp. Test the tank fittings first, then
open the tank valve and follow the lines
back through the coach. Starting with the
regulator itself, brush your soapy solution
onto all trees, elbows, sweat fittings, pilot
valves, burner orifices and range mani-
folds. If simple repairs don’t stop the leak,
shut off the gas at the tank again and
call a trained serviceman. Keep the coach
aired until the leak is repaired. ★★★
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HOW BURNER FLAME SHOWS PROPER GAS/AIR SETTING

WRONG
YELLOW FLAME OR TIP

INSUFFICIENT AIR

RIGHT
SOFT, HAZY-BLUE FLAME

CORRECT GAS/AIR MIX

WRONG
FLAMES LIFT FROM PORTS

TOO MUCH AIR

internal pressure. Rapid temperature in-
creases usually cause the valve to pop off
whenever the tank pressure rises past 375
psi.

Many beginners, when attempting to
change their first tank of butane-propane,
place a large wrench on the tank fitting
and proceed to twist it off. It should be
remembered that all LP-gas tanks have
left-hand-threaded fittings! Turn the wrench
clockwise to loosen the line for refilling;
counterclockwise for tightening. A loose-
fitting wrench should never be used on brass fittings. Carry one of the right
size in your coach toolkit. Don’t depend on
the serviceman at LP-gas stops to have the
size you need.

Incidentally, it may be illegal in some
areas to ask an LP-gas attendant to refill
your tank while it’s in the coach. If you
must remove the tank for him, all that’s
necessary to do is to shut off the main
tank valve, then loosen the main tank fit-
ting (remember, turn it clockwise). In hid-
den compartments LP bottles are usually
held in place with metal straps and wing-
nut restrainers.

All LP bottles are marked for vertical
or horizontal mounting. Never install an
LP bottle until you check that rating. Ver-
tical bottles mounted horizontally will re-
sult in the relief-valve freezing (from con-
tact with liquid butane-propane) which
could spew gas into the atmosphere. Even
where such a condition was not danger-
ous it would bring about a terrible waste
of fuel.

How to adjust burners: Range burners
are the cause of most complaints. But in
about 95 percent of the cases the prob-
lems are related to the air-shutter adjust-
ment. Considering the fact that roughly 20
to 30 cu. ft. of air is consumed with every
cubic foot of LP-gas, you can readily un-
derstand the importance of air-shutter
settings!

Here’s a simple method of adjusting
burners according to the flame-tip. First,
check the color of the flame. Sick yellow
flame indicates lack of air, so increase air-
shutter setting. Second, check the shape
of the flame. Hard, sharply defined flame
indicates too much air, so reduce air-shut-
ter setting. The ideal flame is a soft hazy
blue. Third, watch the height of the flame.
If it appears to be hovering over the burn-
er orifices there’s too much air. Reduce
the air setting until you have a hazy blue
flame that extends all the way down to
the burner.

There shouldn’t be any problem with
noxious fumes from butane or propane
because they burn clean and soot-free.
However, eye-stinging fumes can occa-
sionally be traced to a burner operating
in a draft, a restriction in the air shutter
or dust in the burner ports. Thoroughly
vacuum-clean all range and oven burner
orifices after a few trips, and give them a
periodic cleaning thereafter.

LP-gas refrigerators make ice in 20
minutes—or else make no ice at all! Even
a few degrees off true level will affect
the efficiency of the gas box. Since self-level-
ers are not standard in all gas refrigerators,
it is still necessary to make the coach ex-
actly level. Carry stabilizer jacks; you’ll
need them.

On LP-gas lamps, the new mantle is tied
over the nose of the burner after remov-
ing the globe. Light the mantle and let it
burn completely out, leaving a chemical
ash coating. Open the gas valve and hold
a match below the mantle; in a few sec-
onds the mantle will become incandes-
cent. When an old mantle shows signs of
cracks or punctures you must replace it
or it will crack the globe. Keep insects out
of the globe; they cause blackening of the
mantle and a weak yellow flame. Adjust
the air shutter if blackening is a problem
after a new mantle is attached.

Never test for leaks with a lighted
match! Instead, brush a wet, soapy solu-
tion onto all line fittings. Where you find
gas bubbles, shut off the main tank valve
and take these steps: Shut off all LP-gas
equipment in the coach, including the
gas lamp. Test the tank fittings first, then
open the tank valve and follow the lines
back through the coach. Starting with the
regulator itself, brush your soapy solution
onto all trees, elbows, sweat fittings, pilot
valves, burner orifices and range mani-
folds. If simple repairs don’t stop the leak,
shut off the gas at the tank again and
call a trained serviceman. Keep the coach
aired until the leak is repaired. ★★★
Sears sized up the weather and discovered two new ways to camp dry and sleep tight.

Nothing ruins camping trips like cold, wet weather. Sears didn't want anyone to suffer through it. So they worked out new ways to beat the weather. This new tent is one of them. It has a 100% waterproof floor that runs 6 inches up the tent's sides. Even if the tent sits in a puddle, not a drop gets in.

For the tent fabric, Sears chose a rugged cotton drill with a special finish that sheds water like a duck. So whatever the weather, your family camps dry.

Sleeps well, too, because Sears had a great idea for sleeping bags. They went to the U.S. Weather Bureau to find out the temperatures you could expect across the country. Then had bags made to match them. Warm, cool and cold night bags. In three sizes, too, including king.

Tomorrow, see the great new camping equipment at the Sears Sports Center in a Sears, Roebuck and Co. store. Or the Catalog.

Sears SPORTS CENTER
where the new ideas are

This check mark certifies this tent and sleeping bag met the standards set by Ted Williams, Chairman, Sears Sports Advisory Staff, and were personally tested and approved by Sir Edmund Hillary, Staff Advisor.

This Cool Night Bag looks as good as it sleeps. It's made with light new fabrics in bright new colors.

Zip in, zip up tight.
These new nylon zippers have gaskets that seal drafts out.

Sears SPORTS CENTER
Near Yuma, Ariz., a 68-year-old man, asleep in the back of his pickup camper coach, was awakened by the sound of his truck engine starting. Puzzled, he sat up on his cot and peered through the coach window into the truck cab. Two dark figures huddled there, evidently unaware of his presence. The keys had been left in the ignition. Now the truck started slowly across the hardpan of the area. The truck-owner fumbled under the cot and grabbed a 12-gauge shotgun he kept there. There was a loud blast, a shattering of glass, and the truck veered to a stop with the driver-thief slumped wounded over the steering wheel. His passenger bolted out the door and disappeared. It might have ended differently.

Camping is no longer an exclusive activity of outdoor lovers, and security has greatly deteriorated in the past decade. In California’s beautiful Jedediah Smith State Park last season campers reported equipment worth over $1000 stolen in a single weekend, a park ranger told me.

Astonished, I asked him for specific information. What types of equipment? His list included cameras (a favorite), fishing tackle, outboard motors, portable camping stoves and lanterns, sleeping bags, binoculars, axes and a score of other commonly toted items.

“Campers presume that all visitors to a park are, like themselves, recreational campers,” another ranger told me. “But, in actual fact, a great many potential thieves drift through our campgrounds. We can’t possibly police every campsite, nor watch all the gear that visitors carelessly strew about.”

Is the situation really this grim? That’s a tough question. My family has traveled hundreds of thousands of road-test miles in all kinds of campers, trailers and motor homes. We’ve stayed in campgrounds fenced and nightlighted. Yet I’d have to say that most of our overnight stops have been along deserted highways where no campgrounds existed. In all that time we’ve never been molested. Yet the fact remains that robberies and even occasional assaults on people camping in remote areas seem to be on the increase.

This means all campers should know that while probably 99 percent of all campers are honest, law-abiding outdoor lovers, a tiny percentage of them are out for trouble and special caution should be exercised nowadays.

Preventing theft

The solution is not better police work. What’s needed is more theft-prevention work by campers. To this end, Popular Mechanics suggests:

1. Keep valuables out of sight! Along your route to camping areas, keep cameras, binoculars, purses and expensive tools hidden. Don’t leave your favorite driving gloves, flashlight or movie camera on dashboard or rear window ledges while you enter a restaurant or purchase groceries. At the campsite, lock your car and camper before hiking away on side trips.
2. Eliminate the easy pickings. Lanterns, ice chests, sleeping bags and other compact camping equipment should be covered, set inside the tent, or at least placed out of sight of roadways. Most campground thieves cruise roadways looking for unprotected gear at open campsites.
3. Where camping areas are adjacent to lakes and rivers, lock your boat and outboard motor at night. Remove ignition
keys and run a chain and padlock through the boat trailer winch-stand to some solid object.
4. The simple act of parking with the tongue of a trailer facing into the campsite is enough to discourage a lot of impulsive thievery. If your family takes an overnight backpack trip, keep everything locked in the coach during your absence. For trailer-towers, trailer stores carry locking-ball devices that can be inserted into the trailer coupler to prevent theft.
5. When you temporarily abandon a campsite with your camping vehicle, there are several ways to post your intent to return. Make or purchase a small sign bearing your name and on which you can write the time you'll return. Some campers leave a pair of camp chairs (which might disappear), or notify a park ranger. Several campgrounds have firm rules that limit absence to one overnight trip. It depends on the park policy.
6. If you unload your pickup camper coach at a campsite, take the precaution of running a length of chain through one of the coach tie-down eyebolts to a nearby tree, camp table or other solid object.

**Picking an overnight site**

The old saying about "safety in numbers" is certainly true when you stop along open highways. Where you find a wide clearing during the travel season, two or three camping vehicles will con-

---

**second car, second home**

The mountains. The beach. Wherever you want to go, the Minihome will get you there in comfort. And keep you there in style. It's the vacation home that doesn’t tie you down.

The Minihome is a conversion of the Ford Super Econoline. It has a full-length, full-height fiber glass roof. The kitchen is complete with stainless sink, water system, stove, ice box and built-in storage.

The dinette/passenger lounge converts to a double bed. Add three bunks if you like. There are draperies, a full-length wardrobe, screens, even an optional toilet.

And when you're not off on vacation and long weekends, the Minihome serves as a second car and station wagon. For a brochure see your Ford dealer or send us the coupon below.

---

Motor Homes, Inc.
Dept. PM, 3709 West Erie Ave., Lorain, Ohio 44053
Please send complete information about the Minihome and the name of my nearest Ford dealer.

Name

Address

City State Zip

[Motor Homes Inc.]

Subsidiary of PRF Industries Inc.
Camping '70 Shopping Guide

KLEPPER
3 Boats-in-1 Foldaway
Easy to Carry . . .
(bag fits any car)
Speedy Assembly
(no tools, no strain)
Most Economical
(low upkeep)
Unsinkable
(perfect family boat)
Many New Models
(kayaks to slopes)
FREE Catalog PM 75
KLEPPER, 35 Union Sq. W • N.Y.C. 10003

BARBED WIRE
CASH IN ON A FAST GROWING HOBEB! RARE BARBED WIRE BRINGS UP TO $100.00 per 18" piece.
THE BARBED WIRE BOOK. Showing hundreds of illustrations. Also includes price guide. Where and how to sell your wire. $2.95 postpaid.
THE BARBED WIRE BOOK
P.O. Box 176P
Edison, Calif. 93220

ENJOY THE OUTDOORS
START BLAZING LOG FIRES INSTANTLY.
Handy, reusable Log-Lighter prevents wasteful starting flares. Handy for starting stubborn logs, damp wood, etc. Operates on barbecue or other low cost fuel. Just throw in a problem starting fireplace, barbeque, campfire! Very compact and lightweight. Only $1.50 ea. or 4 for $5.00. P.P. No C.O.D. Refund Guaranteed.
LOG-LIGHTER
P.O. Box 44115-PM 8200 Biddulph Rd.; Cleve., Ohio 44144

MARVELLOUS OLD MEXICO
Registered re-airmails $1.00 each.
Colorful Postcards 4 for $1.00. Receiving. Ordering. 30th Monthly.
Confidential, FEMOR, PM, Apartado 5-131, Mexico 5, D.F.

TRUCK MECHANIC STAND
$14.95 each
Stand slips firmly on all size truck tires.
Safety grip tread provides an anti-skid surface for safe footing in all directions.
Hudson T. Marsden Co., 40 Genesee Pl. Blvd., Rochester, N.Y.

SKEIN DIVER'S WATCH
This Swiss made precision watch is pressure sealed to operate 350 feet deep! It's an automatic calendar watch! Reversible bezel shows how long you've been under water! Shock protected, unbreakable mainspring, luminous dial, anti magnetic sweep second hand. Stays permanently time under water strap . . . features not found in watches costing twice this price! Only $15.95 + 25¢ postage. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax. Please send check or money order, no COD. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.
MALORD SALES 31-B West Main St., Columbus, N.J. 08022

WHITE'S IS #1 CHOICE
with over 25 models of Metal Detectors to select from! Detects GOLD-SILVER-COPPER-HUMAN-ANIMAL RINGS-JEWELRY etc. GUARANTEED! from 60.50 up
FREE LITERATURE
WHITE'S ELECTRONICS, INC.
1011 Pleasant Valley Rd., Rm. #481
Sweet Home, Ore. 97386

APPLEBY Camping Trailer
For only $329.50 and up.
Free Catalog Dealer Inquiries Invited
Appleby Mfg. Co., Box 831, Lebanon, Mo. 65536
Tel. 417 532-4191

DEALERS NEEDED
for new U.S. POSTAL ZIP CODE DIRECTORY. The complete Directory with Maps on the market today. Over 150,000 listings, 583 pages, 1 inch thick. Multiple codes for large city branches and small towns. Complete with key to letters and numbers. Sample Copy $3.50, including postage.
O'Brien P.O. Box 27, Great Neck, N.Y. 11023

STOP AUTO THEFT FOR ONLY $29.95
AUTO-TRONIC THEFT-ELECTRONIC IGNITION DEACTIVATOR Inexpensive, small size, no drilling or wiring or splice required. Electronically deactivates the ignition system so the car absolutely can't be started by master keys, jumpstart, handcrank. Can be used on trucks and boats too. Easy to install, 5 minute attachment. (regular $49.50), Dealers, $3.50 each, minimum order 10.
AUTO-TRONIC THEFT GUARD
P.O. Box 44115-FM 8200 Biddulph Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44144

CAMPERS SPORTSMEN GOLFERS
PERMANENT METAL HAT NEVER FAILS!
Lights Thousands of times, rain or shine. Only $14.95 plus 25¢ postage and handling.
GOLF SCONEKEEPER—Wear it on your wrist like a watch. Push button on top will lift your strokes on each hole or a running total of your game. Only $1.49 plus 25¢ postage and handling.
Free Sale-Discount Catalog With Each Order! C.B.T., Enterprises, SPECIALTY SALES, 10th West Broadway, P.O. Box 449, Marysville, Tennessee 37901

THE PERFECT FISHERMAN'S PIERS
A must for every Sportsman, 13 tools in 1 with 1001 uses. Specialized forged magnetized steel to last a lifetime. Shipped prepaid with corded leather belt holster. Only $8.95 from
FISHERMAN'S PIERS
Dept. 101F, 6528 Oneida, Wl., 54726

POPULAR MECHANICS
PRODUCT FEATURE
Watch for this mark on retailers shelves. It will help you recognize the products advertised in Popular Mechanics.

UTOPIA IS AN ISLAND—
50 island paradises you can drive to, plus 100 others. $2.
OFF THE BEATEN PATH—Guide to America's Hidden Paridises. $2.
AMERICA BY CAR—SendsAuto travelers to all that's worth seeing in U.S.A, Canada and Mexico. $3.50.
Money back guarantee.
HORIZON HOUSE, Drawer 2109, Dept. CS, Lake Havasu City, Ariz. 86403

SEARCH ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 8396 Dept. C St. Petersburg, Florida 33737

NORTH AMERICAN RADIO-TV
STATION GUIDE
by Vane A. Jones
Lists frequencies, call letters, locations, etc. for all AM, FM & TV stations in United States, Canada, Mexican and West Indies. Most accurate up-to-date guide on the market. No. 20779. Send check or M.O. for $2.95 prepaid.
(In Canada $3.75) to Dept. P.S.
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
4300 West 62nd Street • Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
Send dime for full color oversized postcard of this Dogteam and Mt. McKinley tapestry, and complete list of woven wildlife tapestries in stock, ready to mail. $4.50 to $22.50 (none higher) HEGGENS-ALASKA TAPESTRIES, 540 E. 5th Ave. Anchorage, Alaska 99501.

**QUICKLITE CHARCOAL STARTER**

Satisfaction guaranteed for picnics, quick starting charcoal burners $4.00. Pipe handling. Write:

Quicklite, P. Hughes, 218 N. Way, Schenleyville, N.Y.

**SWISS-MADE Pilot's Chronograph**

Features: 1—tachometer for mph; 2—tachometer for distance; 3—two push button stop, white races; 4—minute counter dial for football; 5—hour counter for trips; 6—precipitation movement... Time. Send $15.75 to:

**ARIZONA**

Walden Village, at edge of Prescott National Forest. Mile-high ranch land, will sell on long terms, 1 1/2 acres priced at $1295. Also, investment property near Big Sandy River, $200 per acre.

Mrs. A. Young, 2233 N. 7th Street

Phoenix 85006

**REDUCE RIDING FATIGUE**

Relax-Bak might be just the thing the doctor ordered for crosstown driving. It is a thin, form-fitting auxiliary seat contoured for weight distribution and comfort. It provides a firmer support in cases where the car seat is too soft. Also may be used in home or office chairs, or in planes, buses or trucks. Price 67.50. Order from Hartwell Associates, Dept. PM, RD 1, Middletown, New York 10940.

**NEW! for OUTDOORSMEN**

all purpose SOLID FUEL

INSTANT CAMPFIRE STICKS

10 Large sticks $2.00 postpaid. The Fast, Safe, non-explosive fuel made especially for campers.

HOUSE OF WINFIELD

P.O. Box 590, Burbank, Calif. 91503

Guaranteed as advertised or money refunded.

**S$S GOLD$S$**

Vacation prospecking can be exciting family fun and profitable with this simple & unique equipment so easy to build, materials, available everywhere, usually cost less than $10. Amazing method of recovery, recently developed by old California gold miner, works where others fail. GOLD is where you find it—and it has been found in nearly every state! Some "week-enders" have struck it rich with a lucky find. These dangerous fuels of horse been selling for $10. New PM readers can get this complete package (drawings, parts list, and method instructions) at fantastic savings with this Special Offer! Send only $2. to:

JAYBEN ENTERPRISES COMPANY, Dept. GM-1, 2500 W. Almond; Orange, California 92668

**VERSA-LITE**

For People On The Go!

Amazing, new, lightweight, rechargeable on 12 volt car battery (through cigarette lighter) or 110 volt house current. Safe. Provides up to 50 HOURS FLUORESCENT LIGHT on a single charge. No dangerous fuels or fumes. Order your classical GUARANTEED SATISFACTION REFUNDED.

Mountain View (Dept. M-1-2), 230 S. Sierra Madre St., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903

**KODACOLOR**

12 ex roll developed and printed plus free album for $2.59. Offer for limited time only; 40 years of satisfied customers.

GRAND HAVEN PHOTO SERVICE

Dept. A

Grand Haven, Mich. 49417

**TREASURE**

New revolutionary analytical transformized metal detector will distinguish a gold bar from a tin can. No more unnecessary digging for tin cans, nails, bottle caps, etc. Also features push button tuning, automatic tuning, loudspeaker. Negligible ground pickup. Greatest detection range, etc. Many models—free Catallog.

GARDINER ELECTRONICS CO.

Dept. 6, 4729 Nw 7th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85013
When you see this mark, you've seen the product in Popular Mechanics.

BUILD THIS MOTOR HOME FOR LESS THAN $3900 INCLUDING CHASSIS!

You can own this lovely 19 ft. motor home for less than half the cost of a comparable manufactured unit. To keep the cost down so the average family can now make this dream come true, we suggest you build on a used Ford, Econoline, Dodge, GMC or Chevy panel-type van. Completely self contained, sleeps 6, 17 ft. upper cabinets, double sink, 6 cu. ft. refrig, furnace and all the features of an expensive rig. Write today for step by step instructions with numerous photos, 14 sheets of detailed blueprints, 14 x 24, and list of materials needed. All for $35.00. Many items for above coach available through us at a great savings.

LariDel Enterprises
Rt. 2, Box 123, Gaston, Oregon 97119

gregate. If you're forced to park where traffic is light and no other parked campers are found, try to get far enough off the highway to hide your vehicle. Sometimes all that's necessary is to turn in behind a signboard or grove of trees, or drive a short way up a country lane.

Many all-night service stations allow recreational vehicles to park on the apron behind their main building. If you find a friendly station don't abuse your host by demanding water, electricity or sewer outlets. Usually farmers are tolerant of overnight campers if they observe a few common sense rules. For example, parking in farm lanes and blocking gates will infuriate your host. Fields of stubble or cleared fields are generally a safe bet, but don't drive out across them. Park as close to the fence as possible. Just one discarded paper cup, cigarett wrapper or bean can should get you ousted. If you arrive before dark, ask permission politely. Leave without an argument if turned down. Personally, I like to offer a modest payment when a farmer is kind enough to allow us overnight space on his ranch. Three to five dollars is not too much to pay when other space is virtually impossible to find.

Rural towns sometimes let visitors park in market shopping plazas, adjacent to a city park or on a fairgrounds. The key is courtesy. Leave promptly at sunup. City parks are not campgrounds.

Roadside rest areas

One of the pleasant surprises of the 1970s will be the increased availability of highway rest areas. However, such areas are designed primarily to give weary motorists a chance to grab a few hours needed sleep. They're not campgrounds! Some states limit the stay to a few hours, with frequent police checks. A sure way to get rousted is to get out a tent, scatter litter, or appear to make a permanent camp. Grab your rest, and at sunup leave things as you found them and make way for the next family.
Johnny Crawford finds that customers who use Stren line have the best luck. Only he doesn’t call it luck.

Johnny Crawford ought to know. He’s been running the Snook Nook tackle shop in Jensen Beach, Florida, for 14 years. He has his own radio show on fishing. He’s the pro serious anglers come to for tips on fishing in south Florida.

Johnny’ll tell you that STREN fluorescent monofilament line brings in extra fish because it’s the best line made. A unique fluorescent line—so it’s easier for you to see, harder for fish to see. A tough line that stands up to cuts and wear. A soft line that’s easier to cast. A line with high tensile strength, low stretch, limpness and extra knot strength.

Pick up STREN at leading sporting goods and tackle shops like the pros do. Available in two-to-forty-pound test.

Take Johnny Crawford’s word for it. STREN has a lot more than luck going for it.

Ask a pro about it.
When your home's on wheels, you'd better put a good foundation under it.

A Chevrolet.

Our Independent Front Suspension, with coil springs, lets each wheel react separately. So road shock isn't passed back and forth between the wheels.

Or up to the cab.

Rear springs matched to the load give you firm-but-comfortable support while carrying your home away from home.

What else makes Chevrolet the camper's pickup? Our tough double-walled build. A rugged chassis. And special camping conveniences you can order.

But during a long day's drive, what you'll savor most is that Chevrolet ride. And sweet it is.

Putting you first, keeps us first.

Home, sweet-riding home.